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SUMMARY

This thesis represents an effort to build up a complete

picture of the development of Vùalter Paterts understanding of the

Renaissance as a movement in European culture, by collecting to-

gether his scattered references to its leading figures, as well as

considering his najor essays. In doing this, such changes in taste

and understanding as he rmderwent during the twenty-odd years of

his literary life became apparent.

In his early writings on the emergence of the Renaissance

fron the niddle ages, Pater stressed the importance of the rebel-

lious spirit. He had at first a poor opinion of Giotto and certain

other late nedieval figures whom he saw as complacent and pious.

In his later writings on this so ca11ed proto-Renaissance, however,

Pater ceased to stress the aspect of rebelliousness, and came to

think rnore highly of the religious artists of the tine.

The treatment of the quattrocento in Pater's writings is

comparable, but the change is less marked. At first Pater enpha-

sized those figures whon he could present as amoral, anti-Christian,

or at least in some matters pro-pagan. This enphasis is not found

in the later references to quattrocento artists, although most of

these references date from what is perhaps better considered as a
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niddle period in Paterrs literary life. In his last years, Pater

wrote relatively little about the quattrocento, apart from a few

significant revisions of his estimates of certain najor figures.

Most of Paterrs thoughts on the High Renaissance are con-

tained in the three najor essaysItleonardo da Vincitt, ItThe Poetry

of Michelangelor?, and rrRaphael'r. In the first of these he allows

inagination to overwhefun scholarship, and presents a vivid but

somewhat bizatre inage of Leonardo. The essay on Michelangelo is

more subdued and scholarly, although designed to present '

Michelangelo as the type of the noody and emoLional rornantic ar-

tist. The essay on Raphael, written threnty years 7atet, is very

different, extolling the nerits of, scholarly, rmsensational works.

It is in Paterrs treatment of the last phase of the Renais-

sance, the sixteenth century, in which mannerism flourished, that

the shifts in his ideals and tastes are most clearly seen. In

later years he became increasingly uneasy about many aspects of

this period, and he emphasized the dangers of its philosophy in=

stead of the beauties of its poetry.

It is suggested, in conclusion, that the shifts in Paterrs

point of view over the years 1ed to his works presentîng, overa11,

a broad and relatively well balanced, if not consistent, accormt

of rnany aspects of Renaissance culture.
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Renaissance.....The Renaissance. London, MacMiIlan, 191O.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Walter Pater

When Oscar Wilde referred to Walter Paterrs The Renais-

sance as ttthat book which has had such stTange influence over my

1lifetr^ he was including hinself in a nr.merous company of late Vic-

torian figures who regarded the retiring Oxford donrs collection

of critical essays as one of the seninal books of the century.

Holbrook Jackson, in The E teen Nineties stressed the inpor-

tance of Paterrs first volurne, but he was able to see that nuch

of its influence was in fact the result of the almost deliberate

nisreading of it by }tlilders generation:

Decadence properly begins with Madernoiselle de Maupin and
closes with A Rebours. In England it began by accident with
Walter Paterrs Studies in Art and Poetry, ltre Renaissance
which was not entiïely decadent .. ".2

T.S. Eliot, who credited Pater with doing 1itt1e nore

than inspiring a few truntidy lives"s, was only the most famous of

1 Oscar Wilde, Works, ed Maine (Collins, London, 1954), 443

2 Holbrook Jackson, The Eighteen Nineties, (Penguin, 1939) 55

3 i[.¡S, E1iot, Selected Es Faber : London. 1972. p.442
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a large nrmber of critics who, sinilarly to Wilde but with a dif-
ferent response, saw The Renaissance as mere ly the context of its
I'Conclusion'r. Certainly it was as a neü/ gospel that rnany readers

received Paterrs words. As Kenneth Clark observes:

To a generation which had already chanted the Poerns and Bal=
lads of Swinburne, linking arms and swaying down an unencum-
bered High Street, this advice was irresisiibte.l

And to Eliot and others who believed in connittment, it was absurd

and repugnant.

Many others, however, of Wildefs generation and of Eliotrs,

looked upon The Renaissance as art criticisn, and as such it was

highly influential. Bernard Berenson considered hinself a follow-

er of Pater for nuch of his early life. He wrote fron Florence in

1892:

I looked at Botticellits Venus, and never before did I enjoy it
so rnuch. I enjoyed it as I expected to enjoy it when I used to
dream about it in Boston, reading Paterrs description.2

Another irnportant twentieth-century critic with a clear

debt to Pater is Adrian Stokes. As Richard Wollhein wrote:

Affected somewhat by Ruskin, Stokests early style was formed
upon that of Pater, a writer whose influence, once experienced,
is never totalLy shaken off. Stokes read Pater when he first
began to visit Italy, and he was, he has told me, I'bowledoverrr.

1 
Kenneth Clark.

sance, London, Fontana,

2B""rr""d Berenson,
London, 1965), 15

ttlntroductionrr to W. Pater The Renais-
196I), 24

Selected Letters ed McConb. (Hutchinson,
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Above all, Stokes derived fron Pater a certain precision in the
use of language which no one earlier had attenpted in the same
fashion. For the precision I have in rnind does not consist in
the exact setting down of obseryable features: it is a preci-
sion not of description, but rather of presentation, as though
the criticrs task was to offer up, along with the object,
those associations and sentirnenti which-deterrnine its ptáce in
our understanding or appreciation.l

It is interesting also to consider Virginia Woolfts estimæ

tion of Pater, which appears in I'The Modern Essay". Referring to
r?Leonardo da Vincirt, she wrote':r

He [Pater] tras somehow contrived to get his naterial fused"
He is a learned man but it is not knowledge of Leonardo that
remains with us, but a vision, such as we get in a good novel
where everything contributes to bring the writer's conception
as a whole before us. Only here, in the essay, where the
botrnds are so strict and facts have to be used in their naked-
ness, the true writer like Walter Pater makes these linitations
yield their own quality. Truth will give it authority; from
its narrow linits he will get shape and intensity....2

Paterrs influence and importance are now generally acknowl-

edged, and recent studies of his achievement lack the defensive

tone connon to many of the earlier writings. There is, however,

little agreement about whether or not he real1y knew very much at

all about art. Virginia Woolfrs opinion is of little value on

this point, for she hras not an authority on art, but spoke as one

creative writer on another. Itlhile Andr6 Malraux can refer to 'ra

1 Ri.hrtd Wollheirn, rrfntroductionrr to Adrian Stokes, The
Inage in Form, (Harper and Row, New York, 1972), 30

2

1953) , 270
Virginia Woolf, The Cornmon Reader (Hogarth Press, London,



writer as artistically knowledgeable as lrlalter pater,,1,
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it is per-

haps more conmon to find the opposite judgement. pater's friend

rngran Bywater once said ttHe never had any real knowledge of art.,,2

This question has attracted 1ittle discussion, perhaps be-

cause most scholars, like Eliot, see pater's writings as disguised

autobiography rather than criticisn, but unlike hin accept their
subjectivity as their main virtue. rainr Fletcher maintained that

Pater was 'tnot sirnply...a critic of art or of literature, but...
something at once more or less than these things.,,3 For Fle.tcher:

Paterrs work represents above all the triunphs and failures of
a temperament. It records in his own words rta proilonged quar-
rel with himselfrr.... Under nany disguíses, pater is a self=
explorer....4

Hugh Walker hrrote:

Whatever the character he depicts, it is always really pater
who appears on the canvas.. .. The mirror which pater holds up
to nature is one which can reflect only hinself. There is no=
thing the least degree objective in his work; it is hardly too
much to say that the whole of it...is autobiographical.5

Anthony ward corrnented on this consensus, rwhat everyone does agree

1

London, I
2

3

4

5

1910), 1o

A.
e6s)

Malraux, Museum Without Walls (Secker and Warburg,
,22

Quoted in W.W. Jackson, I¡gs4n Bywater (London, r9r7), 79

I. Fletcher, Walter Pater, (Longrnans, London, 1g5g), s

ibid, 5

H. Walker The Literature of the Victorian Era (Cambridge,
2l
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on is that his writings reflect his personality--that their main

subject is Pater hirnself.r' 1

Sone writers have gone so far as to say that Patetrs use-

fulness as a critic is of no relevance to our estination of hin

Richard Le Gallienne rneant this when he wrote, only two years af-

ter Paterf s death, that

Mr. Pater is to be regarded first and foremost as an artist,
essentially a creative writer, choosing, for thermost part, to
work oste*sib1y through the neditm of cr ticisn.

In a recent article

even more explicit:

sance

in Victorian Newsletter W.H. Sullivan was

Neither his inclusion of cueious historical infornation, nor,
for that matter, the occasional error jeopardises his final
achievernent; for The Renaissance is not to be read as a con-
tribution to art history,-but as a document of the authorrs
own artistic development. 5

Perhaps because Pater has so long and so generally been

regarded as an inaginative writer rather than a critic, rnuch of

the scholarship devoted to his work has concentTated on his use

of language, thenes and patterns in his fiction, and his general

A. Ward Walter Pater : The Idea in Nature (McGibbon and
Kee, London, 1966), 19

2 *. Le Gallienne, Retrospective Reviews Vol. II (London,
1896), 737

5 W.H. Sullivan "Four Ear|y Studies from Paterrs Renais-
The Aesthetic for a Humanist Mythrr Victorian Newslffi

No. 40, Fall t97L, 1

1
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pronouncements on art, life, and aesthetics, There has been very

litt1e attention to his criticism, as differentiated fron his

aesthetics. A brief accormt of the development of our knowledge

of Pater makes this c1ear.

In the years following his death, which occurred in 1894

several evasive biographies appeared. Neither Ferris Greenslet
12(1903)t nor A.C. Benson (1906)- attenpted more than a superficial

account of Pater's life and a tdr,-ml of his writings. They avoid=

ed facing any of the issues relating to his successes and failures

as a person, a teacher, or a writer. Thonas Wrightrs two-volume

biography (1907)5 i, rno"" detailed and anbitious, but has a snide

tone and contains innumerable unsubstantiated assertions which

read like gossip. No adequate or even very useful biography of

Pater has ever been written, nor does the material for one seem to

be available. Laurence Evansrs collection of Paterrs letterr4 aorr-

tains sorne interesting correspondence between him and his publish-

ers, but nothing which adds to our,vague picture of hin. It con-

tains nainly trivial social notes which nake bland reading.

F. Greenslet, Walter Pater (Heinenann, New York, 1903)

2 A.C. Benson, Walter Pater (ltlacMillan, London, 1906)

Wright, Life of Walter Pater 2 Vols. (Everett, London,
rsoT)

4r Evans Letters of Walter Pater (0.u. P London 1s70)

1

3t.
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There were only a few critical studies of Pater published

in the first decades after his death. Walter Pater : A Critical

ltrdy, by Edward Thomas (1913) is as slight as the first biogra- i

phies. The nineteen-thirties saw several valuable but restricted

and specific studies of Pater, none of which concerned his art

criticisn or his understanding of the Renaissance. They were

Walter Pater as a Critic of Ens lish Literature by A.J. Farrner,

Walter Pater : A Study in Methods and Effects. by J.G. Eaker, and

H.H. Youngrs The writings of Walter Pater : A Reflection of British

Philosophical 0pinion from 1860 to 1890.

Ruth Child's The Aesthetic of Walter Pater (1940), al-

though far too kind to its subject, hras the first serious study of

Pater as critic. Child managed to free Pater fron the thro stereo-

types which had existed, side by side, since his own lifetine"

She demonstrated that he was not Mallockrs rrMr Rose, the Pre=

Raphaelite", nor simp ly an enfant terrible who turned conservative

in later 1ife. Her cornparison of the fonn of the concept of art

for artrs sake in Paterts earlier and later writings was the first

account of an aspect of his changing critical standpoint"

Two sna1l studies which appeared in 1959 and 1961 Tespec-

tively, Iain Fletcher's Walter Pater and R.V. Johnsonrs Walter

Pater:AStudyof exarnined Pater!s writings

with a ful1 understanding of the cornplexity of his personality and
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his developing concepts of criticisr¡ and literature. Together

with Grahan Houghrs earlier chapter on Pater in The Last Ronantics,

these nonographs form the foundation of nuch recent Pater scholar-

ship.

None of the books on Pater published in recent years has

been concerned with his criticisn or with his tnderstanding of the

Renaissance, except as secondarily to other matters. Anthony

Wardrs Walter Pater : The ldea in Nature (1966) dealt in depth

with Paterrs adaptation of the ideas of Gernan philosophers, in-

cluding Goethe, Hege1, Schlegel, Schi1ler, Schelling, and Fiêhte.

Paterrs Portraits (1967), by Gerald Monsman, examined his use of

nythic patterns in his fiction. Richnond Crinkley rs Walter Pater

Hunanist (1970) oversimplified or ignored nany aspects of Paterrs

writings while establishing the rmdeniable fact that Pater is part

of the Hunanist tradition.

There have been nany articles on Pater in learned journals

since the late nineteen-fifties, and these have tended to reflect

the sane pre-occupations as the books discussed above, being most

often philosophical in bias. R. Bizotrs rrPater in Transitionr''

and several other papers have examined aspects of the shifts in

Paterrs attitudes over the span of his literary 1ife. One of

these, rrWalter Pater : Style and Text't by G. Monsrnan and S. Wrightl

G. Monsman and S . Wríght I'WaIter Pater : Style and Textfr
1 : 1, Winter 7972, 706-23

1

South Atlantic Quart
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studied the changes that Pater nade to The Renaissance through

four editions in his lifetine. They concluded that the general

effect of these changes was to soften bold assertions, but that

while naking these seening concessions to popular values, Pater

never abandoned any basic or original position. Consequently, that

the slightly altered versions of the early essays in the later edi-

tions of the books are tnre to their original rnood and message.

rrFour Early Studies fron Paterrs Renaissance : The Aes-

thetics for a Hunanist Myth" by W.H. Sullivan, examined Paterls

early art criticisn and concluded that for hin art was seen rnainly

in terms of the artistfs personaLity, which was viewed ronantical-

ly. Sullivan treated Pater as an inaginative writer rather than a

critic. Of one of Paterrs descriptions of a painting, he wrote;

The technical inadequacy of his account is nacle irrelevant
by its artistic accomplishnent, assimilation of the graphic
and verbal images.r

Richard S. Lyonsts essay I'Thetcomplex, Many=Sidedr Unity

of The Renaissance"2 discussed Paterts biographical approach to

criticisn, and the central concept of ite:içression", In the open-

ing passage of this article, Lyons referred to the trend of recent

Pater studies:

1 S.rrri'rrurr, op cit, 4

2 *.S. Lyons, rrThe rComplex, Many-sidedt Unity of The
Renaissancerr, Studies in English Literatùre, 12
76s-81

4, Autum 7972,
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Recent studies of Pater have been nainly concerned with the
Lnaginary Portraits and Marius the Epicurean. The relative
position of The Ren aissance in Paterfs writi ngs has changed;
the enphasis is nor^i on its introduction of thenes treated
later in the fiction, or its exaggeration of attítudes quali-
fied or abandoned in Marius and the later essays. This con=
cern for Paterts fictänal world and the more precise discrirn-
ination of his development are unquestionabty valuable and yet
it would be wrfortunate if The Renaissance were rea1ly neglect-
êd, for í t remains central for Pater and one of the rnost irn-
portant books of its time.1

While there has been some study of The Renaissance and

some of the development of Paterrs ideas, there has been none of

the developnent of his understanding of the Renaissance, after as

well as during,the writing of the 1873 volume. Many of the essays

and other later writings contain references to artists and person-

alities who had been discussed in The Renaissânce or strangely

left out of it.

Pater lived and wrote in an age in which artists and the

general public alike showed an interest, unequalled before or

since, in past cultures. Even if Pater hras, as some scholars

maintain, more an imaginative writer than a critic, he was read

as a critic, and his judgenents insinuated thernselves into many

peoplers rninds. Not only The Renaissance but dozens of cornrnents

in other books played their part in forming the taste of the late

1 Lyons, op cit, 765
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Victorian and Edwardian periods.

Despite his tmdoubted influence as a critic, there has

been litt1e study of Pater's critical opinions, as opposed to his

general aesthetics. There has been no attempt to go through a1l

of his writings to find out just how nuch he did know about Renais-

sance art and society, what specific opinions he held at what

tines, and how his appreciation of the Renaissance developed.

This task, which is the matter of this thesis, will be at-

tempted as follows. A chapter will be devoted to each of four con-

venient divisions of the Renaissance--the Medieval Proto-Renais-

sance, the Quattrocento, the High Renaissance, and the Síxteenth

Century and Mannerisrn. Within each of these chapters Paterrs

relevant conments will be considered in chronological order, so

that the development of his thought and opinion can be traced.

Each chapter will thus give a ful1 accormt of the developnent of

Paterrs understanding of one generally-recognised part of the

Renaissance. A brief final chapter will be devoted to sunnarising

the patterns of change which have been seen in Paterrs critical

connents, and observing upon any particular interests or leanings

which appear to have been consistently evident in his writings.

Finally, it can be argued that such a study of specific

opinions rather than general philosophies is in keeping with

Paterrs own nethod of working--or at least with his advice in the
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I'Prefacetr to The Renaissance. There seems here to be a distinct

preference for the study of works of art and of critical state-

ments over the study of aesthetics and philosophy:

Many attempts have been made by writers on art and poetry to
define beauty in the abstract, to express it in the most gener-
al terms, to find a rmiversal fornula for it. The value of
these attenpts has rnost often been in the suggestive and pene-
trating things said by the way....

I'To see the object as in itself it rea11y is,rthas been
justly said to be the ain of all true criticisn whatever; and
in aesthetic criticisn the first step towards seeing one's ob-
ject as it really is, is to know oners own inpression.... And
he who experiences these inpressions strongly, and drives di-
rectly at the discrinination and analysis of them, has no need
to trouble himself with the abstract question what beauty is
in itself, or what its exact relation to experience--metaphys-
ical questions, as unprofitable as metaphysical questions else-
where. He may pass them all by as being, unanswerable or not,
of no interest to hin. l

There are a number of problems and conplications involved

in this undertaking. Inevitably, in view of the fact that his

writings constitute a dialogue with hinself, Pater was always a

contradictory figure. He was not writing art history, and did

not have the resources to do so. And we have very little knowl=

edge of what books he read, what pictures he saw, and what pl-aces

he visited. ll¡hile these difficulties linit a study such as this,

they do not nake it inpossible.

The staternent that Pater was a complex and contradictory

figure is certainly true now as it was in his lifetine, but the

lRenaissance
1X
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extent to which this is a problen depends largely on the way he is

to be studied. It is a najor handicap if a study of his overall

aesthetic is being attenpted, if generalized views are being

sought. The essay on rtStyleil is often cited as an exanple of

Pater's tendency to contradict himself. The concluding passage of

that essay enbodies an attitude quite different from that which

has prevailed throughout the whole. It can be argued, however,

that this represents a shifting of grotrnd or change of emphasis,

rather than a self-contradiction. Nonetheless, problems are cre-

ated if one is seeking to encapsulate the view of aesthetics and

norality contained in such an essay.

This thesis is concerned more with specific judgernents

than general attitudes, and so the rnajor concern will be with

Paterrs consistency or lack of it as a critic rather than an

aesthetician. Although Paterts critical judgenents changed over

the years, as this thesis documents, he was generally quite con-

sistent on specifics within any given piece of writing. The ex-

ceptions to this will be noted as they become apparent, and will

be seen to pose no threat to the docrmentation of trends of change

in Paterrs opinions. Some scholars have cited as evidence of

Paterrs supposed tendency to self-contradiction, the fact that he

describes both Botticelli and Leonardo da Vinci as realists in one

p1ace, and visionaries in another. In fact both these artists
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were varied in the moods and ains they presented and pursued, and

Pater was merely recognising as much. Although connitted to de-

terrnining the essence or fonnula of an artistrs genius, he was

wary of oversinplifying personalities whose complexities, after

all, he fotmd attractive.

In studying the opinions Pater expressed on Renaissance

culture in his later writings, it rnust be remembered that his na-

jor concerns in many contexts ürere not at all related to the ques-

tion rrWhat was the Renaissance??t But Pater, who put everything

he published through seven drafts, never recorded a careless or

off-hand judgenent. Any opinion to be found in his published

works had certainly been carefully considered.

Pater, although a critic as well as a creative writer, was

never an art historian. Others in his century attempted to write

art history, but were severely linited by the lack of adequate

infornation and techniques for acquiring it. Eastlakers History

of 0i1 Painting (7847) and Crowe and Cavalcasellefs His tory of

Painting in Ïtaly (1866) were perhaps the centuryrs best art=hís-

torical works. Other writers, such as Lord Lindsay,l and of

course Ruskin, foundered because they allowed private morality to

overwhelm historical fact--acceptable in criticisn but fatal in

1 Lord Lindsay,
7847)

Sketches of the History of Christian Art
(London,
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history.

There has been a technological basis for the extraordinary

changes in art history and criticisn which have occurred in the

last hundred years. Critics of Paterrs day,. if they could not

see a work for themselves, depended on engravings after it. These

were often only available for famous works, and were frequently

nisleading. Because of photography and the nethodologies it has

pernitted, the modern writer on art has at his disposal incalcul-

ably nore infornation than hras ever available in the past. André

IrÍalraux exp lains in Museum Without Wal1s just what this means.

Critics and historians now living are the only ones who have ever

been able to survey the entire range of art and artifacts which

nankind has produced. As the essays reveal, Pater was faniliar

with the rnajor European collections which were accessible in his

day, and a wide range of engravings. If he saw a painting in the

Uffizi and wrote about it at Oxford months later, he depended upon

memory, notes and sketches. -In view of the linitations which his

age inposed, he was wiser to write criticisn based upon what he

had seen, than attenpt history, for which he was temperamentally

unsuited as well as unequipped.

Finally, it can be nentioned that Pater was well aware

that he was not a historia¡r. He was told so by Mrs Mark Pattison

who reviewed the first edition of The Renaissance which was
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entitled in full:

she said:

Studies in the History of the Renaissance. As

The title is nisleading. The historical elernent is precisely
what is wanting, and its absence makes the weak place of the
book;...the work is_in no wise a contribution to the history
of the Renaissance. l

Pater changed the title to The Renaissance : Studies in Art and

Poetry for the second and all subsequent editions, and never used

the word "historytr in a title again, thus conceding her point.

Our ignorance of Paterrs reading and travels is as great

as the ignorance of the Victorians concerning so many aspects of

earlier art. Few documents exist, and they have little continuity.

His writings have never been properly edited, introduced, or in-

dexed. All we can be certain of is what he üirote, and as it was

through his books that he exerted his influence, the study of the

development of his opinions seems best undertaken by close scru-

tiny of those books.

Winckelnann

Before cornmencing the exanination of Paterrs references to

the nedieval proto-Renaissance, there is one matter to be consider-

ed--the place of Winckelmann. The longest single chapter in The

1 ,t, Mark Pattison, review of, inter alía, W. Pater Stud-
ies in the Histoly of the Renaissance (London, MacMillan, 1Sl5);
Westminster Review xLIII , (1_873), 659
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Renaissance is devoted ot Johann Joachin Winckelnann , who lived

from t7l7 to 1768, thus falling outside the scope of this thesis,

but who was nonetheless obviously inportant to Pater in his under-

standing of the Renaissance.

Winckelmann is usually regarded now as the initiator of

eighteenth century neo-classicism, a movement of reaction against

the grandiose and enotional Baroque style, which had drawn largely

on the Renaissance as its source of inages and subjects.

Winckelnann 1ed a return to antique art as a source. He argued

that the only hope for nodern art was in initation of the rmsur-

passable antique, and the eschewing of the coîrupt and iconograph-

ica1ly impure Renaissance artists. On the whole, Winckelmann re-

jected the Renaiss¿uxce in his writings; but in his practice he

initated the first generations of Renaissance artists, he turned
1to the antique.*

Pater justifies his inclusion of the Winckelmann essay in

the final paragraph of his 'rPrefacert:

I have added an essay on Winckelmann, as not inconsistent wíth
the studies which precede it, because Winckelnann, coning in
the eighteenth century, really belongs in spirit to an earlier
age. By his enthusiasn for the things of the intellect and
the irnagination for their own sake, by his Hellenisrn, his
lifelong struggle to attain to the Greek spirit, he is in sym-
pathy with the hunanists of a previous century. He is the last

J.J. Winckelnann, Thoughts on the Lnitation of Greek Works
of art in Painting and Sculpture,1755. Histo ofAncient Art L764

1
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fruit of the Renaissance, and erçlains in a striking way its
motive and tendencies.r

Paterrs justification for the inclusion of the essay on

winckelmann, which dated fron 1867,--that the eighteenth centuïy

scholar was ttin spiritrr a fifteenth century hurnanist,--is consis-

tent with his tendency to see the fifteenth century as a period

which generated ideals not fulfilled for three htrndred years:

lvfuch whicfr ftfre fifteenth centry] aspired to do, and did but
inperfectly or nistakenly, was acconplished in what is called
the eclaircissement of the eighteenth century or in our ot4in
generation; and what rea11y b&ngs to the revival of the fif-
teenth century i; but the leading instinct, the curiosity, the
initiatory idea.

This idea is present in Paterrs assertion that Blake's work was in

sympathy with Italian fourteenth century art3 and thus out of )

place in the eighteenth century--,ta classical age of order,,4 akin

to the fifteenth. consistent too is Paterrs evaluation of victor

Hugo and others as Michelangelors rrtrue sons.,,5

Pater believed that the spirit of the Renaissance was per-

ceptible in nuch of the art and letters of later centuries. There

1

2

J

4

5

Renaissance, xiv-xv

rrPicorr Renaissance 33

trSir T. Brownert ciations 1886 (1889), 153

ttPostscriptrr Ibid, 251-

"Michelangelott Renaissance, 97
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is no need to interpret his description of Winckelmann as the

'rlast fruit of the Renaissance,'1 as a clain that the period lasted

rmtil the eighteenth century. Pater in fact considered, as rnoderrr

scholars do, that the triunph of the mannerist style marked the

end of the Renaissance, as his statement that the Renaissance be-

gan (with Abelard) and ended (with Joachin du Bellay) in France

makes clear.

The essay on Winckelnann, after citing Goethe and quoting

Hegel on their predecessor, begins with an outline of his life---

poverty, frustration, recognition, rnurder. Winckelnann!s horno-

sexuality is subtly emphasized, his paganisrn and hy¡rocritical

Catholicism are discussed, and his appreciation of ancient art is

narvelled at without his nany intellectual failures being adequate-

ly noticed.

The greater part of the essay is given over to a discus=

sion, in whichWinckelmann is rarely cited, on Greek art as the

standard of European taste; and the essay concludes with sone

thoughts on the value of art, The continuity of classical thought

and art in European culture is, of course, of the utrnost relevance

to the understanding of the Renaissance, but Pater in this essay

is more concerned with eighteenth and nineteenth century neo-

classicisn than with that of the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries.

1 Ibid, xiv-xv
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As the subject of this thesis is Paterrs view of the

Renaissance, as a movenent in the history of European culture, and

not a study of his book The Renaissance the essay on Winckelmann

can be left out of consideration now the facts of Pater's r.nder-

standing of the relationship of the fifteenth and eighteenth cen-

turies have been exanined. The essay on Winckelmann is relevant

only in that it sheds light on Paterrs understanding of fifteenth

century neo-classicisn.

Soon afterwards we find Winckelmann in the library at Nothenitz
And now a new channel of conmunion with the Greek life

r^ras opened for hin. Hitherto he had handled the words only of
Greek poetry, stirred indeed and roused by then, Iet divining
beyond the hrords some rmexpressed pulsation of sensuous life.
Suddenly he is in contact with that life, stil1 fervent in the
relics of plastic art. Filled as our culture is with the clas-
sical spirit, l\re can hardly inagine how deeply the hunan rnind
was moved, when, at the Renaissance, in the nidst of a frozen
worId, the buried fire of ancient art rose up from under the
soi1. Winckehnann here reproduces for us the eartier sentiment
of the Renaissance. 0n a sudden the inagination feels itself
free. How facile and direct, it seens to say, is this life of
the senses and the understanding, when once we have apprehended
it! Here, surely, is that nore liberal mode of life we have
been seeking so 1ong, so near to us all the while. How rnis-
taken and roundabout have been our efforts to reach it by nys-
tic passion and monastic reverie; hohr little have they really
emancipated us! Hernione rnelts fron her stoney posture, and
the lost proportions of life right thenselves.r

7
| ?Wincke lmannrr Renaissance 783-4



CHAPTER II

BEYOND THE CHRISTIAI{ IDEAL: THE CONCEPT

OF A MEDIEVAL RENAISSAI\CE.

Romance and Rebellion

One of Pater's great st,rengths as a critic of Renaissance

culture was his realisation of the medieval roots and early origins

of the movement. He makes it clear in the "Preface" to The Renais-

sance that he did not accept the sharp and clear division between

the middle ages and the Renaissance which was axiomatic to many of

his cont,emporaries, involving as it did an oversimplified view of

both periods. It was in these terms that he justified the inclusion

of "T\¡o Early French Stories" in his brief volume, which he organised

as a series of studies rather than a continuous history:

The subjects of t,he following studies are taken from the
history of the Renaissance, and touch on what I think the chief
points in that complex, many-sided movement,. I have explained
in the first of them what I understand by the word, giving it a
much wider scope than was intended by those who originally used
it to denote that revival of classical antiquity in the fifteenth
century which was only one of many results of a general excite-
ment and enlightening of the human mind, but of which t,he great
aim and achievements of what, as Christian art, is often falsely
opposed to the Renaissance, were anotheï result.l "

Thus from the very beginning of ]lg-þnaissance it is clear

that for Pater the essence of the movement lay not in artist,ic styles

t Renai ssance , xii
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oï political changes, but in the exiStence of an attitude in people's

minds. From this position it follows that the Renaissance began when

this at,t,itude appeared, however tentatively or infrequently, in the

minds and works of some people. Pater's claim that the RenaiSsance

had medieval roots was based on hiS perception of a liberat,ing spirit

in the lives and writings of certain late medieval figures:

This outbreak of the human spirit may be traced far into the
middle age itself, with its motives already clearly pronounced,
the care for physical beaut'y' the worship of the body, the 

-
breaking down of those limits which the religious system of t'he

middle áge imposed on the heart and the imagination. I have

taken aS an example of this movement, this earlier Renaissance
within the middle age it,self, and as an expression of its
qualities, two little compositions in early French; not, because
ihey constitute the best possible expression of them, but
becãuse they help the unity of m¡r series' inasmuch as the Ren-
aissance alio ends in Erance....t

Having admitted that the two early French stories do not

constitute the only, or even the best, examples of the Medieval

Renaissance, Pater mentions some other embodiments of its spirit

before he proceeds to a close examination of the stories. Prov-

encal poetry and pointed architecture are cited,2 and a study of

Pater'S scattered commentS on them will follow the examination of

"ïho EarIy French Stories".

This essay begins with the observation that French writers

have always tended to connect the beginnings of the Renaissance

r rui¿, xii
2 rbíd, 2
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with their country, âhd

have oft,en dwelt on this notion of a Renaissance in the end of
the twelfth and the beginning of the thirteenth century, a Ren-
aissance within the limits of the middle age itself--a bril-
Iiant,, but in part abortive effort to do for human life and the
human mind whai was afterwards done in the fifteenth.l

This notion is entirely compatible with Pater's desire to

break down the traditional division between the two periods in ques-

tion, so he follows t,he theme further, after a brief digression to

explain again his concept, of the Renaissance being basically an

idea.

This theory of a Renaissance within t.he middle age,...seeks to
establish a continuity between the most, characteristic works
of the middle âge,...âttd the work of the later Renaissance...o
But it is not so much the ecclesiastical art of the middle
âge,...but rather its profane poetry, the poetry of Provence,
and the magnificont after-growth of that poetry in Italy and
France, which t,hose French writers have in view when they
speak of this Renaissance within the middle age.2

Pater even ventured an outline of the process by which

this outbreak of the human spirit in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries led to the neo-classical Renaissance of the fifteenth.

The medieval period and its art were in Paterr s view charact,erised

by an excess of strength, only occasionally leavened by a touch of

colour, subt,lety, or prettiness. In his view the distinct,ive

characteristics of classical art, were sweet,ness, delicacy, harmo-

nious beauty" Under the influence of liberating ideas

t,he rude strength of the middle age turns to sweetness; and
the taste for sweetness generated there becomes t,he seed of

I rbid, 1

2 lbid, 3
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the classical revival in it, prompting it constantly to seek

after t,he springs of perfect i*""in".ð in the Helleñic world. I

Thus in Pater's opinion the neo-classicism of the Renaissance came

into being to satisfy a taste men had developed in the medieval

period, one which could not, be adequately satisfied by the ruder

art of that passing age. Instead of creating the taste by which

it was enjoyed, the poetry of medieval France, according to Pat,er,

created the taste which made itself obsolete, and ushered in the

n"* 
"g".2
In that poetry, earthly passion, with its intimacy, its freedom,
its variety--the liberty of the heart--makes itself felti and
the name of Abelard, t,he great, clerk and the great lover' con-
nects the expression of this liberty of heart with the free
play of human intelligence around all subject,s presented to it,
*it-tr ttt" liberty of tñe intellect, as that age understood it.3

Peter Abelard thus became Pater's symbol of the Medieval Renaissance.

In making Abelard his typical figure, implying that in his

life and thought was concentrated the essence of French medieval

profane poetry, and the desire for freedom and sweetness instead of

repression and crude strength, Pater contributed to t,he mythologis-

ing of Abelard which has made him so difficult a figure to judge

di spassionately"

AbeIard, indeed, thanks to Petrarch, to Pope, to Rousseau, to
Walter Pater, to George Moore, to Miss Waddell, and to many
others, has long since broken out of the historical framework
into the land oi myth and romance..." But even when HéIoise is

I rbid, 2

2 The same idea exactly is expressed in "Romanticism" (1876),
which was adapted to become "Postscript" in Appreciations, 25I.

3 Renaissance, 4
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restored to her right proportions in Abelard's life, the story
is not immediately made a simple one, for he has in t,he course
of centuries acquired among another section of readers a second
mythical eminence as the leader of free thought, against...ob-
scurantism and intolerance. .. . I

Professor Dom David Knowles perhaps did Pater an injustice when he

bracketed him with those who were interested in Abelard only because

of his sensational love affair; but he definitely misunderstood the

nature and purpose of his use of the Abelard legend in "Tho Early

French Stories". Pater neither sought to embroider the Abelard

Iegend, nor to over-estimate Abelard's importance as a rebellious

thinker. When he referred to the legend, he did so with full aware-

ness that it was legend, and when he referred to the liberty of

Abelard's intellect he added the phrase "as that age understood

it."2 What is significant, nonetheless, is that he chose t,o base

so large a part of his case for a Medieval Renaissance on a legend

of doubtful authenticity. Pater knew t,hat the Abelard legend was

but loosely based on fact, and admitted as much; but then he pro-

ceeded to use it as if it were unassailable.

In "Îho Ear1y Erench Stories" Abelard is compared to

Tannh'áuser, as the subject of "a legend hardly less passionate, cêr-

tainly not Iess characteristic of the middle age,..."3 than his.

I David Knowles,
(London: Longmans, 1962),

2 Renaissance, 4

3 rbid, 4

The Evolution of@,TÎ6'-
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Pater gives an outline of the affair with Héloise, and mentions

Abelard's vernacular songs. He then goes on t,o quote Michelet,

and imply that, whether or not Abelard was t,he great rebel of legend,

his legend was a potent influence in shaping the future:

At t,he foot of that early Gothic tower, which the next
generation raised to grace the precincts of Abelard's school,
on the "Mountain of Saint Genevieve," the historian Michelet
sees in thought "a terrible assembly: not the hearers of
Abelard alone, fifty bishops, twenty cardinals, two popes, the
whole body of scholastic philosophy; not only the learned
Héloise, the teaching of languages, and the Renaissancei but
Arnold of Brescia--tñat is to sãy, the revolution."I

The comparison Pater makes between Abelard and Tannhãuser

i s most interesting. Tannhäuser was a real German rninnesinger who

lived in the late thirteenth century, a century aft,er t,he French

Medieval Renaissance and two centuries after Abelard. He travelled

widely and wrote much amorous verse, and a legend grew up around him

and finally found expression in a sixteenth-century ballad, on which

I,ìtragner based his opera Tannhäuser. In his case, the legend and the

man behind it are even more separated than in Abelard's; and Pater's

comparison of the two may be intended to remind his readers of the

gap between .truth and fantasy in these st,ories of legendary lovers.

Whether this was his intention or not, the comparison has the effect

of dragging Abelard into the world of Wagnerian dramatics, thus

further from his true historical place.

Tannhãuser, in the ballad, indulged the desires of the flesh

in the Venusberg, and then went to the pope t,o seek absolut,ion,

I rbid, b
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shou I d

grant absolution, it was too late: Täinnhauser had returned to Venus

and the pleasures of the body. fn Pater's essay, the minnesinger

becomes less a disappointed penitent than a rebel against convent-

ional medieval morality; just as Abelard is made, by association

with him, more a lover than a philosopher.

At, this point in the essay, having used the reference to

Tannhäuser to introduce these overt,ones, Pater begins to voice his

doubts about the truth of the Abelard legend:

When Abelard died, Iike Tannhäuser, he was on his way to Rome.

What might have happened had he reached his journey's end is
uncertain¡ and it is in this uncertain twilight that his re-
Iation to the general beliefs of his age has remained.r

This admission, that Abelard's actual significance as a philosopher

is difficult to determine accurately, iS, however, followed by a

passage in which he again becomes the symbol of the revolt of the

individual mind against repression :

which was refused. When a miracle convinced the pope that he

I rbid, 6

2 Thid, 7

The opposition into which Abelard is thrown, which gives its
colour'to his career, which breaks his soul to pieces, is a no

Iess subtle opposition than that between the merely professional,
official, hireiing ministers of that system, with their ignorant
worship of the syãtem for its own sake, and the true child of
1ight, the humanist. with reason and heart and senses quick,
wtríIe theirs were almost dead. He reaches out towards, he at-
tains, modes of ideal living, beyond the prescribed Iimits of
that system, though possibly contained in essential germ within
it. Aî always nafipens, the adherents of the poorer and narroger
culture had no syinþatny with, because no understandino of. a

culture richer and more ample t an their own
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Just as he seems to admit that Abelard's exact signifi-

cance is indeterminate, and yet bases his argument upon it. so

Pater seems to be adopting an ambiguous position with regard to the

role of the Church in the middle ages. While Pater claimed that

the opposition of Christian art to Renaissance art is false, the

Church is clearly the instrument of repression from which Abelard

and others sought to escape. This difficulty is no doubt the rea-

son for the characterisation of the liberating humanist cult'ure as

beyond the prescribed limits of that trthe Church'sl system,
though possibly contained in essential germ within it. r

The final reference to Abelard in "Í\¡o Early French Stories"

is as a Iover-cum-philosopher, with the distinct suggestion that

the love affair wittr ttéloise was the source of much of Abelard's

wisdom; a suggestion refuted by a glance at the outline of his

life. In view of the sustained ambiguity of the characterisation

of Abelard in this essay, a mention of him in Gaston de Latour, al-

most twenty years Iater, is interesting, and worthy of examination.

Gaston, a fictional character through whose experiences

Pater sought to evoke the flavour of tife in the last age of the

Renaissance, in sixteenth-century France, lived in the shadow and

turmoil ofmurd"erousreligious wars. In the uncompleted story of

his life, religion often Seems the enemy of civilisation, and the

pagans and sceptics of the day its defenders. After a stimulating

I rbid, 7
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visit to Ronsard, and an idyllic sojourn with Montaigne, Gaston re-

luctantly marries a Huguenot girl, Col,ombe, who is killed with their

child in the massacre of Saint Bartholemew's Day, 1572. Pater com-

pares Gaston to Abelard:

Lodged in Abelard's quarter, he alI but repeats Abelard's
typicat experience. His new Hétoise,l with caþacities doubt-
Iess, as he reflected afterwards regretfully, for a refined
and serious happiness, although actually so far only a man's
plaything, sat daintily amid her posies and painted potteries
in the window of a house itself as forbidding and stern as her
kinsmen ....2

The comparison between the two men is interest,ing. Both

Iost, their woman: in different ways, but in each case as a result of

the prohibitions and violence of religion. Abelard was separated

from Heloise, and castrated by her reverend uncle's thugs; Colombe

was murdered in a massacre resultant from the opposition of organised

Churches. Furthermore, it is clear to Gaston and the reader that

the affair with Colombe was but a short phase in Gast,on's life, not

a major episode despite its traumatic quality. It does seem possible

to see Pater as implying here that Abelard's affair with ttéIoise was,

similarly, an episode of Iess real significance to him than has been

generally assumed, that it was rather "an unmeaning accident in his

career. tt3

lÀlhet,her or not Pater came in later life to hold a view

I tnis phrase
La Nouvelle Héloise,

2 @!., r24

3 r¡i¿, r2b

seems to echo the title of Rousseau's novel
published in I76L.
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closer to that of modern scholars who have had access to documents

unknown to him, the fact remains that in "T\do Early French Stories"

he used t,he legend of Abelard, despite his doubts as to its truth,

to represent the struggle for emotional freedom and intellectual

independence of t,he Medieval Renaissance. Of course Abelard was

dead Iong before that movement was pronounced, but his legend was

influential in its developrnent:

And so from the rooms of this shadowy house by the Seine side
we see that spirit going abroad, hrith its qualities already
well defined, its intimacy, its languid 'sweetness, its rebel-
lion, its subtle skill in dividing the elements of human

passion, its care for physical beauty, its worship of the body,
which penet,rated the early literature of ltaly, and finds an
echo even in Dante.r

Pater believed that, in addition to the influences men-

tioned above, the legend of Abelard had an effect even sooner on

French prose Romance, as people's tastes were awakened to a new

range of emotions, some of them almost, typically classical, and

thus paving the way for the classical revival that followed. Before

examining this aspect further, it is interesting to note that Pater

compared Abelard to yet another mythical hero, Lancelot, who aI-

though the quest,ion is somewhat vexed, is generally assumed to be

of French origin. In the 1868 essay "Poems by William Morris", he

referred t,o the "mystic passion"2 of the middle ages, "passing here

I Renaissance, 5

2 "Po"*s by William Morris" Westminster Review, )ocxlv
(0ctober 1, 1868) , 30I
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and there into the great romantic loves of rebellious flesh, of

Lancelot and AbeIard."l LanceIot, Iike Rosamund and Tannhäuser,

was condemned by the Church but according to a sign absolved by

Heaven, and so perhaps, Pater may be implying' was Abelard. When

this reference is considered in chronological order, earlier than

"Iho Early French Stories" and thus long before @¡¡g' a pattern

emerges in the development of Pater's thought, which seems to confirm

t,he t,heory that in time Pater came t.o place less emphasis on the

affair witn Héloise in Abelard's career. fn 1868 Abelard was men-

tioned solely as a lover, in IB72 as lover-cum-philosopher, and in

IBBB t,he implicat,ion was made t,hat his love affair was of little

real importance. But, in no case was the influence of his legend

questioned, and in each case it was related to the mythology and

literature of France.

Despite his frequent references to rebellious flesh, Pater

claimed that the rebellion of t,he legendary Abelard was of signifi-

cance in other than amorous activities. Making light of a time

lapse of a century, he wrote in "Tho Early French Stories":

Yet it is only a little later, early in the thirteenth century,
that French prose Romance begins.. . . In one of these thirteenth
century stories, , that free play of
human affection, of the claims of which Abelard's story is an
assertion, makes itself felt in t,he incidents of a great friend-
ship, a friendship pure and generous, pushed to a sort of
passionate exaltation, and more than faithful unto death. Such
comradeship, t,hough inst,ances of it are to be found ever¡ruhere,
is stilt eipecially a classical motive....2

I r¡i¿, BoI

2 Renaissance, B
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Thus the developing taste for sweetness instead of crude strength

Ied to a revival of classical themes, and eventually to a revival

of classical forms. The classical tradition of passionate maLe

friendship. growing as it did out of a culture which condoned and

even glorified homosexuality, has always in Iess permissive cen-

turies retained an undeniable Iatent homosexual character. Cer-

tainly Pater's mention of it here conveys that undertone. Citing

Chaucer's [gjg!!!þþ, as an example of a medieval adaptation of

this theme, he bemoans

The spoiling, already forseen, of the fair friendship, which
had made the prison of the two lads sweet hitherto with its
daily offices. . .. I

Pater's discussion of the story of Amis and Amile conveys

not so much that the freedom sought by Abelard had application to

non-erotic matters, but rather that it applied also to (in this

case latently) homosexual relationships. Despite the presence of

the l3ppSlgälg. theme, which so fascinated the Victorians--

D.G. Rossetti's painting Jlgg,&J_Met Themselves (1860) comes imme-

diat,ely to mind--the nature of the feeling which the friends had

for one another, far stronger than t,heir love of wives or children,

can hardly be doubt,ed. Similarly the obsessive interest in the twin

jewelled cups, although Pater discusses it in other terms, has a

distinctly decadent air. He writes of the cups:

I rbid, 9
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Eft"V] Cross and recross very strangely in the narrative, serving
the two heroes almost like living things, and with that well-
known effect of a beautiful object, kept constantly before the
eye in a story or poem, of keeping sensation well awake, and
giving a certain air of refinement to all the scenes into which
it enters.... Witness is borne to the enjoyment of beautiful
handiwork by primitive people, so that they give it an gddly
significant place among the factors of a human history.l

Despite this rationalisation, the emphasis on jewelry is reminis-

cent of such texts of the Decadence as A Rebours2 and The Picture

of Dorian Gray.3 The sensuousness of the description of the cups

tends to reinforce the opinion that the love of Amis and Amile was

not exclusively or basically ethereal; and it is possible that Pater,

while proclaiming the innocent beauty of the friendship and the prim-

itive nature of the love of jewelry, was quite aware of the obvious

alternative interpretation.

In "Tho Early French Stories" Pater puts forward his basic

view of the nature of Renaissance culture: that its greatness came

from a blending of medieval strength, purged of all crudity, and

classical sweetness. After quoting at Iength from the story of

Amis and Amile, he explains that it has strength in its theme of

sacrifice and miraculous divine healing, and sweetness in its theme

of love between friends.

There, as I said, is the strength of the old French st,ory.

I rbid, Io
2 l-l< Huysmans Aqainst Natuïe' trans R. Baldick.

(Harmondsworth, Penguin, I959).

3 0r""r Wilde "The picture of Dorian Gray" Works ed Drake
(London, CoIlins, 1966)
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For the Renaissance has not only t,he sweetness which it derives
from the classical world, but also that curious strength of which
ühere are great resources in the true middle age.l

The story of Amis and Amite illustrates admirably the qualities which

Pater perceived in the Medieval Renaissance, for as he points out,

not only is it a Christian story with a classical t,heme, but it was

actually written by a monk. Nonet,heless, as we read his final

cornment on it, We are reminded of its homosexual undertones. It

Seems a little strange to Say of a story in which a man murdered his

children, who were only saved by divine intervent'ion' that "the

harmony of human interests is stitl entire."2, and Pater's descrip-

tion of it as "the story of the great, traditional friendship' in

which,...the liberty of the heart makes itself felt...."3 does not

do away with the ambiguity.

Having used the story of $mis and Amile to illustrate the

curious strength of the late medieval period, Pater chose t,he story

of Aucassin and Nicolette to illustrate

that other element of its early sweetness, a languid excess of
sweetness even....4

The subject of this story is the love of an aristocratic young man

for a beautiful girl of unknown parentage, whom his father forbids

him to marry. It is, as Pater said, a simple and beautiful story,

I Renaissance, 15

2 rbid,
3 r¡i¿,
4 rbid,
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told in alternating verse and prose. Certainly, as he claimed, it

has the charm of naf,uïalism in many passages; but it is hard to avoid

feeling that in his description of it, using it to exemplify the

quality of s,weetness, Pater exaggerated its sensuousness. Sweetness

is certainly there, but hardly "a languid excess of sweetneSs".J

In this vein Pater wrote:

All through it one feels the influence of that faint air
of overwrought delicacy, almost of wantonness, which was so
strong a characteristic of the poetry of the Troubadours. The
Troubadours themselves were often men of great rank; they wrote
for an exclusive audience, people of much leisure and great
refinement, and they came to value a type of personal beauty
which has in it but little of the influence of the open air and
sun shine.2

This passage, with its evocation of a type of beauty artificial in

its essence, and its reference to the tastes of a self-cultivating

6tit", has a distinctly decadent flavour. As he continues his

comments, Pater shows by his emphasis that, the sensuous aspects of

the setting of the story concern him to a greater extent than they

did the poet who wrote it. Making much of a few details, he gives

his readers the impression that@ is as

voluptuous as Keats's "The Eve of Saint Agnes":

There is a languid Eastern deliciousness in the very scenery of
the story, the full-blown roses, the chamber painted in some

mysterious manner where Nicolette is imprisoned, the cool brown
marble, t,he almosü nameless colours, the odour of plucked grass

I r¡i¿, ts
2 rbid, 20
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and flowers. l

The love of Aucassin and Nicolette is similar to that of

Abelard and HéIoise, in that both were forbidden by the taboos of

medieval societyi one for reasons of religious dogma (the celibacy

of the clergy), and the other because of a rigid social hierarchy.

In loving Nicolette despite his father's protests and this general

social prohibition, Aucassin becomes another Abelard, distinguished

by birth instead of intellect, who t,akes a stand for t'he freedom of

the individual heart to foIIow its own inclinations. A passage

which follows a lengthy quotation from Aucassin and Nicolette, has

the effect of comparing Aucassin to Tannhäuser also:

One of the strongest characteristics of that outbreak of the
reason and the imagination, of that assertion of the liberty of
the heart,, in the middle age, which I have termed a medieval
Renaissance, was its antinomianism, its spirit, of rebellion and
revolt against the moral and religious ideas of the time. In
their search aft,er the pleasures of the senses and the imag-
ination, in t,heir care for beauty, in their worship of the body,
people were impelled beyond the bounds of the Christian ideal;
and their love became a strange idolatry, a strange rival
religion. It, was the return of that ancient Venus, not dead,
but õnly hidden for a time in t,he caves of the Venusberg.2

The most famous passage in Aucassin and Nicolette concerns

Aucassin's defiant rejection of the limitations of religious moral-

ity; atl the more daring because it assumes its truth while re-

fusing to conform to it. Pater quotes it as the best expression of

the antinomian spirit:

I Renaissance, 20

2 rbid, 24
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It is the answer Aucassin gives when he is threatened with the
pains of hell, if he makes Nicolette his nistress. A creature
wholly of affection and the senses, he sees on the way to
paradise only a feeble and worn-out company of aged priests,
"clinging day and night to the chapel altars,rr barefoot or in
patched sandals. With or even without Nicolette, "his sweet
rnistress whon he so much loves,tt he, for his part, is ready to
start along the way to he1l, along with the I'good scholarsril
as he says, and the actors, md the fine horsemen dead in
battle, and the men of fashion, and I'the fair courteous ladies
who had two or three chevaliers apiece beside their ovm true
lords,rr all gay with nusic, in their gold, and silver, and
beautiful furs--"the vair and the STey.r'1

The reader is left in no doubt that Pater, like so many of his ar-

tistic contemporaries, r^ras intensely attracted to the rornantic

rebels of the Medieval Renaissance. He saw the forbidden lovers

as chaurpions of human freedon against the oppression of a tyranni^

cal social and religious system; the fore=runners of the rnore lib-

erated age which r^ras soon to follow. In Victorian England, which

officially adnired the niddle ages as the period of true faith be-

fore a moral decline, his sympathies must have seemed shocking and

anti-ecclesiastical to many, despite his occasional reninder that

religious systems were not necessarily repressive. In centring

his Medieval Renaissance on the nythical and near-rnythical rebels

of life and literature in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, he

was basing his concept of Renaissance on evidence of attitudes

rather than of events. The consequence of this will be seen to be

a neglect or under-estination of those najor proto-Renaissance

1lbid, 26
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figures whose achievements hrere not morally controversial.

Giotto

The belief that there hras a minor Renaissance within the

late nedieval period is now widely accepted, although there is

disagreernent about the extent to which it was related to the

Renaissance of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. One of the

chief justifications for the belief that the Renaissance grerlr out

of the late niddle ages, rather than coming upon the world rm-

heralded, is the proto-Renaissance quality of the painting of

Giotto di Bondone (L266?--1337). Giotto has always been regarded

as the founder of nodern painting; Dante and Vasari had the high-

est opinion of hin, as did Ruskin and the PreRaphaelites in the

nineteenth century. Ruskin ca11ed Giotto rrthe first of a great

line of dranatists terninating in Raffaelle;..."1 and Lord

Lindsay, in t847, wrote rrPainting indeed stands indebted to

Giotto beyond any of her chi1dTen."2

In Giottors art, for the first time, hunan faces and

bodies were rnade to express the conplete range of Christian emo-

tions. He was the first artist since antiquity whose works had,

1

(George A1

2

J. Ruskin Works, 59 Vols, (ed. Cook and Wedderburn),
len, London, 1910), vol XII, 2t2

cited Ruskin, 0p Cit, vol XII, 219
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in Berensonfs phrase, trtactile valuesr'; and he was a master of ex-

pressive gesture and composition, one of the nost original ge=

niuses in the history of art.

It is therefore somewhat surprising to find that alnost all

of the references to hin in The Renaissance are s1 ighting. The

earliest, in the 1869 essay "Leonardo da Vínci", is a passing con-

ment on the snooth surfaces of his architectural works, in contrast

to which the Duono of Milan is described as ilfantastic".l In the

essay on Botticelli, written in the following year, there are sev-

eral references to Giotto, all of which contrast hin rmfavourably

and unfairly with Botticelli. The first of these comes close to

sneering at Giottors themes and subjects:

Leaving the sirnple religion which had occupied the followers of
Giotto for a century, and the sirnple naturalisn wllich had grown
out of it, a thing of birds and flowers only, he lgotticelli]
sought inspiration in what to hin were works of the rnodern
world....l

Two pages later a sirnilar conment appears

Giotto, and the followers of Giotto, with their ahnost childish
religious ain, had not learned to put that weight of neaning
into outward things, light, colour, everyday gesture ....3

These passages reveal a nunber of remarkable flaw, 
"rrå

1
Renaissance 109

3

rbid, 50
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oversights in Paterrs understanding of Giotto. The first is that

he is bracketed with alleged folloviers, when in fact he had no

worthy successors for almost a century, aII attenpts to paint in

his manner by the next few generations being narkedly inferior to

his original works. By speaking of Giotto and his followers, Pater

is classing the rnaster with painters who hrere greatly inferior to

hirn, and thus denigrating his ol4¡n art.

Paterfs appreciation of Giotto must have been confused by

the fact that at the tine he wrote, Giottors works and those of the

Giotteschil were not clearly distinguished.

The prejudice inherent in the description of Giottors pur-

pose as a I'childish religious aim"2 is imnediatety appaïent, as is

the absurdity of saying that this master of dranatic gesture was

incapable of infusing meaning into his inages. This lack of appre-

ciation of Giottofs style is also apparent in another statement in

rrBotticel lirf :

Giotto, the tried companion of Dante, Masaccio, Ghirlandajo
even, do but transcribe, with more or less refining, the outward
irnage; they are drarnatic, not visionary painters; they are al-
nost impassive spectators of the action before then.5

1 ,hi, collective tern includes Daddi,
the Orcagna brothers.

2 R"rr.irrance, s2

the Gaddi, Maso, and

3 rbid, 53
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The logic of bracketing Giotto with Masaccio here is nade to look

like a matter of chance, by the further inclusion of the inferior

Ghirlandajo; and the truth in calling Giotto a dranatic rather

than a visionary painter is robbed of significance by the inplica-

tion that a dranatic painter is nerely one who impassively tran-

scribes what he sees, without a trace of originality being involved.

The reference to Giotto as r?the tried conpanion of Dante"l

is echoed by another in the 1871 essay "The Poetry of Michelangelo'?,

in which Michelangelo is described as'rthe last of the Florentines,

of those on whom the peculiar sentiment of the Florence of Dante

and Giotto descended...."2 This statement allows to Giotto not on-

Iy the reflected glory of Danters friendship, but a syrnbolic place

in the cultural tradition of Florence; although in this context,

where Pater is discussing the Florentine obsession with death, it

seems to carry an urr¡irarrantedly morbid overtone, and Giotto was not

a rnorbid painter. It nay nonetheless be seen as the beginning of

a growing awareness in Paterrs criticisn of the pivotal role of

Giotto's work. In the essay rrDemeter and Persephonerr (1875) there

is a further cormnent of this nature, and it is more specific. Con-

tradicting what he had ulritten in rrBotticellirr, Pater firstly

1

2

rbid, 53

rbid, 90
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praised Giottors frescoes:

Such sy,rnbolical representations, under the fonn of human per=
sons, as Giottors Virtues and Vices at Padua, or his Saint
Poverty at Assisi. . . are proformãflpoetical and írnpreffi.
They seem to be sonething more than nere syrnbolism, and to be
connected with sone peculiarly sympathetic penetration, on the
part of the artist, into the subjects he intended to depict.
Symbolisn intense as this, is the creation of a special tenper,
in which a certain sinplicity, taking all things 1itera1ly...is
united to a vivid pre-occupation with the aesthetic beauty of
the inage itself. .. .1

The real significance of this reference to Giotto lies 1ess, how-

ever, in this excellent appreciation of his greatness as a synbolic

(not nerely drarnatic) painter , than in the conparison of Giottors

period to the Homeric age, which follows on the same page:

And what was specially peculiar to the ternper of the old Flor-
entine painter, Giotto, to the temper of his age in general,
doubtless...hras the persistent and universal mood of the age
in which the story of Deneter and Persephone ü¡as first created" 2

The distinct, although not irunediately obvious, inplication of this

statement is that Giotto was the typical or leading spirit of an

age comparable to the forrnative period of Greek culture. Remember-

1ng that in his rrPrefacerr to The Renaissance Pater had ranked the

Jage of Lorenzo hrith the age of Pericles, he can be seen to be as-.

signing to Giotto a place as honoured as that of Homer.

1
Greek Studies 99

2

3

rbid,99
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The rehabilitation of Giotto in The Renaissance did not

take place rmtil the inclusion of the essay rrThe School of

Giorgionerr, which had been written in 1877, in the third edition

of 1888. Whereas it had been inplied in ?'Leonardoil that Giotto's

architecture üras dull, it is praised for its 'rflawless unity"l in
rrGiorgionerr, only twenty-five pages later in the third and subse-

quent editions of The Renaissance. Another reference to Giotto

in this essay mentions hin in the sane phrase as Fra Angelico and

Botticelli, the three Florentines being cited as exemplars in art

of naturalism, religious nysticisrn, and philosophy respectíveLy.2

Marius the E ]-CU]Îe¿m which Pater wrote in the years 1881-

84, is generally regarded as piece of self-justification, rmder-

taken to explain and rnoderate sone of the opin ions in The Renais=

sance which had shocked many readers. In this lengthy work, Giotto

is rnentioned several times, and praised in each case. Pater des=

cribes the early Christians, in two separate places, in terrns of

figures in Renaissance painting:

It was nothing less than the joy which Dante apprehended in the
blessed spirits of the perfect, the outward semblance of which,
like a reflex of physical light upon human faces frorn "the land
which ís very far off," we nay trace fron Giotto onward to its
consrmmation in the work of Raphael--the serenity, the durable
cheerfulness, of those who have been indeed delivered fron
death, and of which the faned 'rblithenessrr of the Greeks had

1 rbid,
ïbid,

r34

1402
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been but a transitory gleam, as in careless and wholly superfi-
cial youth. I

The sentiment of this passage is far more religious than aesthetic,

although it grants Giotto his rightful place as the founder of the

Renaissance tradition which was perfected by Raphael. Another ref-

erence to Giotto in l[glgg links this religious emotion t.o Giotto's

great achievement: making his painted figures Iook like real people,

after so many centuries in which painted figures had looked like

cardboard cut-outs against gold backgrounds:

The hand of Giotto--giving visible feature and coÌour, and a
palpable place among men, to the regenerate race....2

Perhaps the most significant aspect of -\{gt-ill!-as far as the

study of Pater's view of the Renaissance is concerned is this effort,

made three ¿imes at least, to link the early Christians and the

figures of Renaissance painting. Read in context, these passages

quoted above seem to imply that only in an age when Christianity and

,classicism (or neoclassicism) co-exist, can either of them be wholly

satisfact,ory. Pater sees a certain superficiality, for alI its

greatness, in ancient Greek culturei and a frightening de-humanising

repressiveness in those centuries when Christianity was unchallenged.

In the second century 4.D., and in the Renaissance, the simultaneous

act,ion of the two traditions had inspiring effect. I^lhile t,his view-

point does not entirely contradict that, of "Tho Early French Stories",

I Marius fI, 53. The similar passage occurs ibid, 110

2 r¡i¿, ltg
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it does represent a marked change to a less ant,i-Christian stance.

Pater made no more lengthy observations on Giotto after

those in,@!¡¿g., but he did mention him in passing in two of his

Iast essays, his "Introduction" to his friend (and later literary

executor) C.L.Shadwell's translation of the first, twenty-seven

cantos of Dante*s Puroatorv (1892),1 and "Art Notes in North ltaly"

( rB90) .

The references to Giotto in the "Introduction" to Shadwell's

Dante have little critical content. The first, with respect to "the

general unfitness of the last century in regard to the Middle Age,"2

cites Goethe's contempt for Giotto, and may even be an indirect,

allusion to Pater's own low estimate of him in the years after he

wrote the essay on Winckelmann, Goethe's mentor.

The "universal-minded" Goethe himself explains, much to t,he sur-
prise of the reader to-day, why, passing through Assisi, he in-
spected carefully an average specimen of old Roman architecture,
but was careful not to inspect t,he frescoes of Giotto in the
church of Saint Francis, work done, it has been t,hought, under
Dant,e' s immediate influence.3

fn view of the implications of the relevant passages in Marius, this

may indeed be an admission that an excessive devotion to the classical

tradition, with a tendency at, the same time t,o under-rat,e the Christ-

ian t,radition in art, can blind one to the qualities of such an

I C.L.Shadwell, The Pur,qatory of Dante Aliqhieri (Purqatorio
An Experiment in Lit,eral Verse Translation, (London,1--xxvi i )

Macmillan, lSqZ) .

2 "fntroduction" to Shadwell, Op Cit, xiii
3 r¡io, xiii
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artist as Giotto. The next reference to Giotto in this "fntro-

duction", however, attributes much of the nineteenth century's

interest in him to curiosity about anything which seems strange t,o

modern man because of its age:

The artist,ic and literary work of t,he Middle Age, the art of
Dante's friend Giotto for example, we value in large measure
for its very strangeness, its unlikeness to what, is nearer in
date to ourselves.l

This sentence can. though, be interpreted as a reflection not on

medieval art and Giotto's art in particular, but on the superficial

nature of Man's interest, in the past, which accounts for such odd

judgements as Goethe's on Giotto. It is further interesting to see

Giotto being used twice in this "Introduction" as a typical artist

of the middle ages, rather than one who anticipated the Renaissance.

The connection of his name with Dante's will be seen, after the

examination of Pater's attitude to Dante, to re-inforce this judge-

ment of him as typically medieval.

In "Art Notes in North ltaly", in which Pater discusses a

number of sixteenth-century artists, it is Giotto's religious faith

rather t,han his artistic greatness, that accounts for the mention

of his name. Pater observes there that in the painting of the

school of Moretto

The perfected art, of the later Renaissance is to be seen in
union with a catholicism as convinced...as that of Giotto or
Ange I i co.2

I r¡i¿, xvii
2 Miscetlaneous Studies, 9l



The conclusion to be drawn from a study of Pater', r"r"r,Ot

encesto Giotto, is that, his appreciation of his art increased over

the years. In the essays before 1875, Pater made disparaging

remarks about Giotto's work and especially about the religious

faith they expressed. The crucial point seems to be t,he essay

"Demeter and Persephone" in which, while discussing the use of

symbolic figures in art, Pater acknowledges Giotto" s success in that

respect. The later comments on Giotto are all approbatory, and are

in general Iinked directly or indirectly with similar sentiment,s

with regard to Christianity. At tirnes Pater acknowledged Giotto's

place as a proto-Renaissance artist, but, more often he saw him as a

genius within the medieval religious tradition. The more sympa-

t,hetic Pater became towards Christianity, the more he Iiked Giotto's

art. 0n no occasion did he link him with the Medieval Renaissance

postulated in "Iho Early French Stories", for to Pater that move-

ment was a specifically directed effort for freedom from repression

by the Church. Considering his discussions of the Medieval Renais-

sance and of Giotto together, it is clear that Pater felt that the

roots of the Renaissance of the fifteenth century lay in the change

of values symbolised by Abelard, more than in the stylistic inno-

vations of Giotto. He does not appear to have ever realised that

the movement t,o humanise the church, in which saint Francis and his

followers were the leaders, was itself a revolt against the repres-

sive and hierarchical system Abelard supposedly opposed. conse-

quently. neither did he realise that with his art Giotto was con-
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tributing to this sarne hurnanising effort. When he painted the

saints as real people in a real world, not against a gilt back=

drop, Giotto was moving towards the Renaissance ideologically as

rnuch as stylisticaTLy. Thus it was Paterrs inability to see the

conmon factor in the matter and the nanner of Giottors art, which

accounts for this failure ever to fully appreciate it.

Dante

Paterfs ftfntroductionrr to Shadwellrs translation of the

Purgatorio was the only essay or article he devoted entirely to

Dante, although he referred to hin more frequently in other essays

than alnost any other writer or artist. In studying his views on

Dante, therefore, we must seek for a theme running through the

scattered references which lead up to the 'rfntroduction" of 1892.

Considering the frequency and enthusiasn of Paterts cornrnents on

Dante, it seems strange that he didnot devote an essay to hirn earlier.

In ftPoems byWilliam Morristt (1868) the'rromantic loves of

rebellious flesh, of Lancelot and Abelardr',1 were cited as one element

of the nedieval spirit. The other element of that spirit, the counter-

part to nystic passion, was'rits nystic religion at its apex in Dante and

Saint Louis .. .."2 In his later writings Pater was often to make this con-

7 rrPoens by Willian Morristr, 500

rbid, 500
2
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parison between Dante and Abelard, tho spiritual and physical lovers

respectively.

The essay on Botticelli, which represents Pater's estimat,e

of Giotto at, its lowest, is a little kinder to Dante, although this

involves at one point something of a distortion of the chronology.

Pater wrote that, Botticelli turned away from the religious subjects

which had been treated by Giotto and his followers, implying that

these were inadequate and oId-fashioned to him, and

sought inspiration in what t,o him were works of the modern
world, the writings of Dante and Boccaccio....l

ff he did not know otheru'rise, the reader would be led to assume that

Dante and Boccaccio were contemporaries, and closer in time to

Botticelli, than Giotto. In fact. Dante was born a year before

Giotto, and died fifteen years before him, in 132I, when Boccaccio

was a child of seven. It could be argued that this passage indi-

cates that Pater thought that Dante's ideas were in advance of

Giot,to's, and thus closer to Boccaccio's and Botticelli's' but that

interpretation is ruled out by other comments in t,he same essay.

After having several times mocked at Giotto's fai¿h, and

pronounced on his inability to have been Dante's illustrator, Pater,

in order it, seems to stress t,he personal and amoral nature of the

views he is attributing to Botticelli, refers to

the conventional ort,hodoxy of Dante which, referring all human
action to the simple formula of purgatory, heaven and heII,

I Renaissance,50
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leaves an insoluble element of prose in the depths of Dant,e's
PoetrY. l

The effect of this statement is to indirectly admit that, in mat-

ters of religion, Dante was as conventional as Pater thought Giott,o

to have been, and thus to undermine what had been said about his

modernity a few pages earlier. When these contradictions are taken

into account, it seems reasonable t,o conclude that, as the very

tone of t,he references t,o them implies, Pater at this t,ime disliked

Giotto because of his simple piety, while respecting Dante despite

his, because of the visionary power of his imagination.

Dante's religious orthodoxy is also ment,ioned in "The Poetry

of Michelangelo", written in IB7l. There is an almost patronising

tone in the observation that

for Dante, the amiable and devout materialism of ¡he middle age
sanctifies all that is presented by hand and eye.2

The passage in which this occurs is a comparison of Dante and

Michelangelo, which Kenneth Clark claims represents "a height which

Pater never surpassed."3 Pater admits that although Michelangelo

learnt much from Dante, he was moulded mainly by the Plat,onic tra-

dition, which offered another system of idealism and ideal love.

But

Above all he resembles Dante in the warmth and intensity of his

I r¡ia, s4

2 r¡i¿, gz
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political utterances. . . . I

Another similarity between the two great Florentines lay in their

attitudes to death, but Pater's choice of words makes memento mori

sound like necrophilia :

Like Dante and all the nobler souls of ltaly, he is much occupied
with thoughts of the grave, and his true mistress is death....2

thro other references to Dante in this essay part,icularly

st,ress the medieval aspects of his life and work. The story of his

love for Beatrice is described as "a piece of figured wood, inlaid

with lovely incidents."3, in analogy with the handicrafts of the

middle ages; and his religious views are mocked, albeit in a kinder

tone than was applied to Giotto's:

Dante's belief in immortality is formal, precise, and firm, as
much so almost as t,hat, of a child, who thinks the dead wilL hear
if you cry loud enough.4

The overall implication of the comment,s on Dante in the essay on

Michelangelo is clear. At that time Pat,er saw him much as he saw

Giot,to ten years later: a distinctly medieval man wit,h all the lim-

itations t,hat implied, but one whose work was of great significance

during the Renaissance. In this essay, as in the "Introduction" to

shadwell's Dante, Pater quotes voltaire's supercilious explanation

for the continuous popularity of Dante's works, which he rightly saw
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as evidence of the limitations of eighteenth-century taste. In the

"Introduction" he compared this contempt for Dante on Voltaire's

part to Goethe's contempt for Giotto's frescoes; in "Michelangelo"

he compares it to the long neglect, of t,he sculptor-poet's sonnets.I

In 1B7I he would not have thought the comparison to Giotto exalting

enough for Dante.

ft seems certain that even in those periods when he had

least sympathy for Dante's religious beliefs, Pater was aware that

Dante had been a powerful influence on t,he Renaissance and was not

to be despised. fn the essay "Winckelmann", t,he subject of which

was a man who joined t,he Church for a career while unabashedly

acknowledging his true allegience to be to the pagan gods and the

freedom they symbolised and practised, he describes a pair of

frescoes by Raphael, in the Vatican.2 One of them, depicting "the

great personages of Christian history, with the sacrament in the

midst."3 represents the Catholic tradition. The other, featuring

Apollo and "those on whom t,he spirit of Apollo descended, the clas-

sical and Renaissance poets",4 commemorates the classical t,radition:

"Dante alone appearing in both."5 Despite this, Pater did not make

t r¡io,
2 rbid,
3 r¡i¿,
4 r¡io,
5 rbid,
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Dante a proto-Renaissance figure, but persistently regarded him as

merely a medieval influence on the Renaissance. No medieval man

had more right than Dante to the unique honour of appearing in bot,h

of Raphael's frescoesi and yet Pater thought, that others anticipated

the Renaissance, the movement which hras to unify the two t,raditions,

more than he.

The "fntroduction" to Shadwell's Dante contains the nearest

approach Pater was to make to giving Dante credit for having, in

this respect, anticipated the Renaissance, and the work of Pico delra

Mirandola:

Dante's large-minded treatment of alI forms of classic power and
achievement marks a stage of progress, from the narrower senti-
ment of the Middle Age, towards "hum¿nism", towards lhe mental
attitude of the Renaissance and of the modern world.l

Despite this acknowledgment of Dante's intellectual generosity, as

Pater termed just this quality of determination to give all creeds

and traditions their due,2 he apparentty did not believe that Dant,e

really transcended his age enough to anticipate the next. rn Sêver-

al places in this "rntroduction" he praised Dante's cosmopolitan

viewpoint, only to add on one occasion:

Though Dante's work be neyertheless the peculiar and perfect
flower of the Middle 4g".3

rn the opening sentence of the "rnt,roduction" he was similarly de-

I

2

3

"fnt,roduction" to Shadwell, 0p Cit,, xxiii
Renaissance,30
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scribed as "the central embodiment"l of the medieval spirit. It

would be logical to assume that Pater felt that Dante was too rooted

in his own age, despite his breadth of intellect, to have been part

of a movement which was in reaction against it. The evidence for

this lies in Pater's consistent stressing of Dante's orthodoxy. This

trait is insisted upon just as firmly in the "Introduction" of 1892

as it had been in the IB70 essay on Botticelli. The difference is

that it, is presented as a strength, rather than a short-coming, in

the essay of l992z

He has handled on a grand scale the grandest of subjects,...that
immense intellectual deposit of thirteen believing centuries....
0n scrupulous orthodoxy he has impressed a deep personal origi-
nality,... The religious ideal of t,hat age, the theoretic con-
st,ruction which catholicism put,s on t,he facts of nature and
history, is for him, in spite of an invading rationalism already
at work about him, itself also still an aut,hentic fact.2

The very aspect of Dante's intellectual make-up which had

been regretted in "Botticelli"3 has been pronounced a virtue, ïe-

flecting a change in Pater's attitude to Christianity during the

intervening years. Dante's piety, and the spiritual nature of his

love, did not in themselves prevent him from achieving the stat,us of

a proto-Renaissance man in Pater's mind, especially in view of the

importance Pat,er attached t,o t,he reconciliat,ion of the Christian and

classical traditions, a task which Dante had begun. what finatly

t r¡ia, xiii
2 rbid, *v
3 Renaissance, 54
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relegated him permanently to medieval status in Pater's mind was

probably t,hat his stance, admirable though it was to Pater in 1892,

was actually reactionary. The passage quot,ed above from the "fntTo-

duction" states that he ignored completely t,he "invading rat,ionalism

already at work about him".I this invading rationalism was t,he be-

ginning of the Renaissance spirit. Had Dante been as orthodox a

century before, his views would have been unexceptionable: but by

holding those views when he did, he effectively was holding out

against the Renaissance. The fact that even when he became sympa-

thetic towards Dant,e's faith, Pater considered him basicalty medi-

eval and not a fore-runner of the new age, shows that he held to the

opinion that it was not, through developments in art or literature,

but changes in personal values, that, the Renaissance was brought,

about. As was explained in "Tho Early French Stories", the change

in values led people to the Hellenic culturei the love of that cul-

ture for its sake could and did exist in other periods, but it was

not in itself the sign of liberation, the essence of Renaissance.

Pointed i tec,tlrre

fn "Tho Early French Stories", when explaining his concept

of a Medieval Renaissance, Pater defined its central feeling as

"the desire for a more liberal and comely way of conceiving life,"2
and added:

I "Int,roduction,, t,o Shadwell, Op Cit,xv

2 Renaissance, 2
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Of such feeling there was a great outbreak in the end of the
twelfth and the beginning of the following century. Here and
there, under rare and happy conditions, in Pointed archit,ec-
ture, in the doctrines of romantic love, in the poetry of
Provence t,he rude strength of the middle age turns to sweet-
ness....1

Before commencing his discussion of Abelard, while introducing evi-

dence that the "rupture between the middle age and the Renaissance

...has...been exagerat,ed"2, he referred again to Got,hic architecture

and asserted that there was merit in t,he theory that one could

establish a continuity between the most characterist,ic work of
the middle age, the sculpture of Chartres and the windows of
Le Mans, and the work of the lat,er Renaissance....3

Furthermore, in conformity with his doctrine that the essence of the

Medieval Renaissance lay in its rebelliousness, he reminded the

reader that the ecclesiastical art of the middle ages was

work certainly done in a great measure for pleasure's sake, in
which even a secular, a rebellious spirit often betrays itse1f....4

It is clear that Pater believed that the Gothic style rep-

resented one aspect of the Medieval Renaissance, and was it,serf a

symbol, at times, of the movement to greater human freedom. The

reader of Greek S tudies and Miscellaneous Studie q cannot fail to

notice the number of occasions on which pater professes to see a

resemblance between Greek (especially early Greek) and Gothic works,

I rbid, 2

2 rbid, 3

3 rbid, 3

4 rbid, g
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some of these

observations would seem a logical starting-point for an investiga-

tion of Pater's apparent belief that Gothic was, in certain respects

at Ieast, a proto-Renaissance style.

In "Demeter and Persephone" Pater discusses a statue of

Persephone attributed to the school of Praxiteles, and links it to

the medieval ethos:

The Persep hone of Praxiteles' school, then, is Aphrodite-
Persephone,
the fainter
born of it,
after all, but a quiet, twilight place, not very different from
that, House of Fame where Dante places the great, souls of t,he
classical world.... The image of Persephone,...has the air of
a body bound about wit,h grave-clothes; while the archaic hands
and feet, and a certain stiffness in the folds of the drapery,
give it something of a hieratic character, and to the modern
observer may suggest_a sort of kinship with the more chast,ened
kind of Gothic work.2

Pater makes a similar comment about some statues found on

Cyprus, which were thought to demonstrate the close connection of

Phoenician and early Greek sculpture:

In some archaic figure of Aphrodite with her dove, brought from
Cyprus and now in the British Museum--objects you might think,
at first sight, taken from the niches of a Erench Gothic
cathedral--are some of the beginnings, at least, of Greek
sculpture....3

The question which immediately arises is whether this stylistic

similarity can be put down to a chance similarity of zeitqeist

I fnis characterisation, especially in view of the reference
to "grave-clothes" later, sounds like an ec ho of the Giocon da
passage written six years earlier.

2 Greek Studies, t49-150

Venus-Libitina. Her shadowy eyes have gazed upon
colouring of the under-world, and the tranquillity,
has "pasied into her face";l for the Greek Hades is,

3 r¡i¿, 2rB
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between the two ages, such as that which Pater asserted existed

between them, when he compared Giotto's allegorical figures with

those of the period which evolved the story of Persephone:l or

whether it is the result of the continuous, if feeble, survival of

classical ideals throughout the intervening cent,uries.

Perhaps because Giotto was so devout a Christ,ian, Pater

thought that in his case no actual influence of classical tradition

could be envisaged, and therefore he used the explanation of a simi-

lar ethos. In the matter of architectural and sculptural style

which appeared to show some classical influence, however, he con-

ceded t,hat a direct influence was indeed probable. This assumption

was perhaps made possible by the perception he had of a certain

secular spirit in Gothic, which he could not see in Giotto's work.

If Dante, despite his orthodoxy, could cherish classical cult,ure,

surely the architects of the middle ages could have too. A passage

in "Emerald Uthwart" (1892), referring to the continuous study of

classical literat,ure throughout the middle ages, and then in the

public schools, deals directly with t,his issue:

Horacel--he was, had always been, the idol of their school....
the old heathen's way of looking at things, his melodious
expression of it, blends, or cont,rasts itself oddly with the
everyday det,ail, with the very stones, the Gothic stones, of a
world he could hardly have conceived, its medieval surroundings,
their half-clerical life here. Yet not so inconsistently after
allj The builders of these aisles and cloisters had known and
valued as much of him as they could come by in their own un-in-
structed time; had built up their intellectual edifice more than
they were aware from fragments of pagan thought, âs, quite

1 rbid, 99
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consciously, they constructed their churches of old Roman bricks
and pillars, or frank imitations of them.l

This concept, of the continuous trickle of medieval classical

scholarship being the reason for the occasional classical effect in

a Gothic statue or building, is further expanded in the lB94 essay

"The Age of Athletic Prizemen", which begins with the observation

that,

it is pleasant when, looking at medieval sculpture, we are re-
minded of that of Greece; pleasant likewise, conversely, in ¡he
study of Greek work to be put on thoughts of the Middlu Rge.2

As an example of this, Pater refers to the Marbles of AEgina, which

had been the subject, of an essay he had written in 1BB0:3

The Marbles of AEqina, then, may remind us of the Middle Age
wtrer@theearlyitenaisSance,ofitSmoStteñderIy
finished warrior-tombs at Wesininster or in FIorence.4

He t,hen proceeds to a discussion of a Greek statue of Hermes, and

his lengthy analysis of its similarities to Gothic sculptures is

wort,h quot,ing in full, for it seems that, he understood, long before

the twent,ieth-century scholarsS who have made so many studies of this

type' that, images and motifs survived longer than the styles and

creeds which created and modified them for their own purposes.

I Miscellaneous Studies, 215-216

2 Greek Studies, 269

3 Greek Studies, 25L-268

4 t¡io, 269

5 Erwin Panofsky, enunciator of the critical system of
"fconography and lconology", is the doyen of this school.
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A less mature phase of medieval art is recalled to our fancy
by primitive Greek work in the Museum of Athens, Hermes, bearing
a ram, a little one, upon his shoulders. He bears it thus, had
borne it round the walls of Tanagra, as its citizens, by way of
course, later images of the "Good Shepherd." It is not the sub-
ject of the work, however, but its style, that sets us down in
thought before some got,hic cathedral
Kriophorus lifted into one of those e

front,. Suppose the Hermes
mpty nichei, and the-

archaeologist will inform you rightly, as at Auxerre or Wells,
of Italian influence, perhaps of ltalian workmen, and along
with them indirect old Çreek influence coming northnrards; while
the connoisseur assures us t,hat aIl good art,, at, its respective
stages of development, is in essential qualities ever¡nuhere
alike. It, is observed, âs â note of imperfect skill, that in
that carved block of stone the animal is insufficiently detached
from the shoulders of its bearer. Again, hor,v precisely got,hic
is the effectl fts very limitation as sculpture emphasises the
function of the thing as an architectural ornament. And the
student of the Middle Age, if it came wit,hin his range, would be
right in so esteeming it. Hieratic, stiff and formal if you will,
there is a knowledge of the human body in it nevertheless, of the
promise of what is coming in that chapter of Greek art, which may

þroperly be entitled, "Tñe Age of Rthietic Prizemen."l

Having made so much of the Gothic quality of the work which he sees

as anticipating a great age in Greek culture, Pater inevitably though

indirectly implies that the Gothic style also led into a great period

of artistic achievement, which was the Renaissance.

The presence of an element of subdued or diluted classicism

in so much Gothic art does not in itself, however, account for Pater

regarding Gothic as a prot,o-Renaissance style, an aspect of the

Medieval Renaissance of the t,hirteent,h century. As is demonstrated

by his refusal to allow Dante more than simply medieval status.

despite his acknowledged place in the classical tradition, Pater re-

quired t,hat to be part of the "brilliant, but in part abortive effort

I Greek Studies , 27O
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to do for human life and the human mind what was afterwards done"I,

ån element of non-conformity, of rebellion against repression, had

to be present, as the sine oua non of t,he movement,. It is c1ear,

then, that Pat,er did find in Gothic a measure of this spirit of

revolt, strange as it might seem to those who see t,he style as the

very symbol of the medieval church triumphant,, and the concrete par-

allel of scholastic thinking. The evidence for this is in the only

two essays Pater wrote in the unfinished series "Some Great Churches

in France", which he commenced in the year of his death, 1894. These

essays, "Veze1ay", and "Notre Dame d'Amiens", contain a great amount

of thought on the relationship of medieval architectural styles to

the ethos of their period. Pater believed that, with or without the

conscious knowledge of their builders, these churches reflected the

changing zeitqeist. As he exclaimed in "Apollo in Picardy", written

one year earlier, in IB93:

Yesj it must have so happened often in the Middle Age, as
you feel convinced, in looking sometimes a,t medieval building.
Sty1e'must, have changed under the very hands of men who were no
wilful innovators.2

Changes in architectural style were less significant in themselves

than for the changes in attitude which they reflected, in this con-

text. "under rare and happy conditions, in Pointed architecture,"3

Pater had said t,hat, the Medieval Renaissance developedi and t,hrough
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that archit,ecture these condit,ions are expounded in "Notre Dame

d tAmiens", and "Vezelay".

In "VezeIay" Pater characterises the Romanesque style, from

which the Gothic later emerged, as symbolic of the repressive char-

acter of the early medieval Church:

In contrast to the lightsome Gothic manner of the last, quarter
of the twelfth century...the CLunaic church might, seem a still
active instrument of the,iron tyranny of Rome, of its tyranny
over the animal spirits.r

To this is contras¿ed the Gothic style, as seen in the Cist,ercian

church of Pontigny, which is expressive of a new freedom of the

spirit. Despite himself, it seems, even Abelard's enemy Saint

Bernard, the notorious reactionary, was affected by the liberating

forces of the age. Pater comments on the irony of such a man being

the advocate of Gothic:

Strangely enough, while Bernard's own temper of mind was a sur-
vival from t,he past (we see this in his contest lvith Abelard),
hierarchic, react,ionary, suspicious of novelty, the architectural
style of his preference was largely of secular origin. It had
a large share in that inventive and innovating genius, that ex-
pansion of the natural human soul, to which the art, the liter-
ature, the religious movements of the thirteenth century in
France, as in lt.aly, where it ends wit,h Dante, bear witness.2

This passage is interesting, because it clearly refers to the Medieval

Renaissance of "Tho Early French st,ories", but avoids using the term,

and shifts t,he emphasis from rebellion to expansion of the mind.

Pater has thus been able to include Dante within the movement; and

I Mi scel aneous Studie s, 13I

2 rbid, 729
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what he has described can be seen more exactly as a broader trend

towards a more inclusive culture, within which the specifically

rebellious Medieval Renaissance has its place.

Whereas Cistercian Gothic, and the works of Dante were

strongly tied to the Church, and thus never in the forefront of

changei the cathedral at Amiens, according to Pater, was basically

the product of a secular spirit, and therefore represents a more

radical attitude to Iife.

The greatest and purest of Gothic churches, Notre-Dame
d'Amiens, illustrates, by its fine qualities, a characteristic
secular movement of the beginning of the thirteenth century....
fn that, and the two preceding centuries, a great number of...
t,owns in...France rose against, the feudal establishment, and
developed severally the local and municipal life of the
commune.... The people of Amie[s..¡promoted there the new,
revolutionary, Gothic manner, at the expense of the derivative
and traditional, Rqman or Romanesque sty1e, of the great
monastic churches. I

Pater finds that the revolutionary excit,ement, which fits so

well into his concept of the essentially rebellious Medieval Renais-

sance, is apparent in the architect's execution as well as his

In this pre-eminently "secu1ar" church, the execution, in all
the defiance of its method, is direct, frank, clearly apparent,
with the result not only of reassuring the intelligence, but of
keeping one's cuqiosity on the alert,, as we linger in these
resileðs aisles.2

Here, twen¿y-two years after he used the phrase, Pater has given de-

taits of the "rare and happy conditions"3 under which pointed

I r¡i¿, Iog
2 t¡i¿, Ir5

concept:

3 R"o ars 2
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architecture was part of a Medieval Renaissance--conditions of pol-

itical freedom, the result of the desire for a new freedom in all

aspects of life.

Another respect in which Amiens anticipates the Renaissance

of later centuries concerns the fame of its architect. More like a

Michelangelo than an anonymous early medieval craftsman, the archi-

t,ect in his fame seems t,o look forward to t,he day when the cul¿ of

the individual genius was to develop, and survive into and beyond

Pater's own periodi

And while those venerable, Romanesque, profoundly characteristic,
monastic churches, the gregarious product of long centuries, are
for the most part anonymous, as if to illustrate from the first
a certain personal tendency which came in with the Gothic manner
we know the name of the archit,ect under whom, in the year A.D.
I22O, the building of the church of Amiens began--a layman,
Robert, de Luzarches.l

Furthermore, there is in Amiens the culmination of the stylistic sim-

ilarity between pre-classical Greek and earlier medieval sculpture.

Here, in the beautiful image of Christ known as the Beau Dieu, is a

thirteenth-century statue reminiscent of the best classical period

of Greek art. Pater sees this as, in part at least, â r€sult of the

new fame and freedom of the sculptors:

Above all, it is t,o be observed that as a result of this spirit,
this "free" spirit, in it, art has at, last become personaÌ. The
artist, as such, appears at Amiens, as elsewhere, in the thir-
teenth century; and, by making his personal way of conception
and execution prevail there, renders his own work vivid and or-
ganic, and apt to catch the interest of other people. He is
no longer a Byzantine, but a Greek--an unconscious Greek.
Proof of this is in the famous Beau-Dieu of Amiens, as they call

I Miscellaneous Studies rIt
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that benign, almost classically proportioned fiqure, on the
central píttat of the great *"it'dobrway....1

l,ltrhen Pater called Amiens "the greatest and purest of Gothic church-

es"2 he was perhaps thinking less of stylistic purity, than the un-

qualified demonstration it provided of pointed architecture as a part

of the Medieval Renaissance. In it was not only that hint of clas-

sicism, and evidence of the growing status of the artist, both as-

pects of the humanism of the movement¡ but the circumstances of its

creation, out of a movement to liberation which had t,aken on a po-

litical dimension, made it the perfect symbol of what man could

accomplish when his spirit had freed itself. And the freeing of the

spirit, by open rebellion when necessary, was for Pater the signal,

if ephemeral, achievement of that, Renaissance within ¿he limits of

the middle age itself.

Summarv

Pat,er's basic position, that, there occured a movement to

greater freedom and sweetness in art and life during the twelft,h and

thirteenth centuries, and that this was wort,hy of the title "Medieval

Renaissance", is maintained consistently throughout his writings on

the subject from 1868 to 1894. The only noticeable change in his

point of view over the years is an increasing sympat,hy towards re-

ligion, so that in some of the later writings the feudal establish-

r r¡io, L2o

2 r¡i¿, ro9
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ment, rather than the Church, became the body from whose repression

the leading spirits of the age so often sought to escape.

In the early writings, sexual non-conformity like Abetard's

or Aucassin's, seemed often t,o be t,he core of revolt; in the later

essays this aspect was less pronounced. The later essays portray

Abelard more as a philosopher than a lover, making his revolt, in-

tellectual rather than physical.

Pater never seemed to realise the significance of Giotto's

art. although he became fonder of it as his sympathy with its mood

grew. Similarly, he regarded Dante as an exclusively medieval man,

despite his classicism, because of his religious orthodoxy. Pater

always spoke with praise of Dante's works, although in the earlier

essays his secure faith was occasionally mocked.

From the first, Pater considered the Gothic style a feature

of the Medieval Renaissance, contrasting it with the heavy, oppres-

sive Romanesque; but not until lB94 did he fully discuss the con-

ection between certain examples of Gothic architecture and the

rebellious spirit. He was particularly interested in the similar

feeling of much Greek and Gothic work, although this was seen as

the effect of the survival of classical texts. as much as a striving

for Hellenic sweetness. He seemed at times to be approaching aware-

ness of an artist,ic phenomenon which has only recently been identi-

fied and named--Style 1200.

Medievalist Thomas Hoving, Director of the Metropolitan

Museum of Art,, New York, identified a distinctively classical style
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in art in the decades around the turn of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries, in which there was an awareness and acceptance of t,he

body unequalled since antiquity. This sty1e, which Hoving connects

to something of a small renaissance of classical studies at that time,

was illustrat,ed by an exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum in L969.

The ident,ification of Style 1200 depended on a number of techniques,

both mechanical and inteIlectual, unknown in Pater's time, but it

does seem as though he was moving empirically tohrards Hoving's dis-

covery. Certainly what Pater said about, the art of this period, with

the exception of his wilful neglect of Giotto, is admirably balanced

and perceptive.

Compiling Pater's scattered comments on this Medieval Renais-

sance produces an impressive and consistent case for the movement.

The main personal bias apparent is in the matter of religion, and

this does not, excepting perhaps again the case of Giotto, undermine

his edifice of facts and interpretations. The reader is left agree-

ing with Kenneth Clark, who pointed out that to his credit Pater

"recognised more clearly than most professional historians of the

nineteenth century the relat,ionship of the Renaissance and t,he Middte
I

Ages."r

I Clark, 0p Cit, t4



CHAPTER III

THE ENCHANTED REGION: THE QUA1ÏROCENTO

Libert,v without Libert.ini sm

Stimulated as he was by t,he stand for human freedom taken by

the bolder spirits of the twelfth cent,ury, and entranced as he was

by the "refined and comely decadence"l of the sixteenth century,

Pater had no doubts about the significance of the quattrocento:

But it is in Italy in the fifteenth century, that the inter-
est of the Renaissance mainly lies, in that solemn fifteenth
century which can hardly be studied too much, not merely for its
positive result,s in the things of the intellect and the imag-
ination, its concrete works of art,, its special and prominent,
personalities, wit,h t,heir profound aesthetic charm, but for its
general spirit and character, for the ethical qualities of which
it is a consurnnate type.2

This passage from the "Preface" to The Renai s sence sets the tone of

Pater's treatment of the trocento. PresumabLy because by this

time men no longer had constantly and consciously to defend and assert

their freedom, they no longer had to be shown defying the morality

of the Church, and could t,hus be distinguished for their ethical

qualities instead of their rebellious loves. In Pater's discussion

of the artists and intellectual leaders of this century, the shrill

acclaim of st,range idolatries has been replaced by a calmer exposi-

I Renaissance, xiii
Ibid, xiii2
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tion of intellectual generosity and unselfconscious enlightenment.

To quote again from the "Preface"

The fifteenth century in rtaly is one of t,hese happier eras;...itis an age productive in personatities, many-sided,-centralised,
complete. Here, artists and philosophers and those whom the
action of the world has elevat,ed and made keen, do not live inisolation, but breathe a common air, and catch light and heat
from each other's thoughts. There is a spirit of-general ele-
vation and enlightenment in which all alike communicate. rt is
the unity of this spirit which gives unity to arl the various
products of the Renaissancei and it is to this intimate alliance
with mind, this participation in the best, thoughts which that aqe
produced, that the art of rtaly in the fiteentñ century ow"s mröhof its grave dignity and influence.I

I,vhereas those people who, in the twelft,h century, ant,icipated

in their own minds the freedom of the coming age, had to fight for

t,heir vision, the fifteenth century was an age which encouraged

rather than repressed the individualist. rn that age, if one wished

to paint or write on subjects or themes of which the church was wary,

one could do so without much fear of persecution, and with the prob-

ability of fame and acclaim. rn this age a man did not have to side

either with the Church or the pagans. the establishment or the rebels,

but could draw strength from both. Once established, the neo-cIas-

sical culture was more tolerant, of Christianity than the Church had

been of the "st,range rival rerigion"2 in the time of the Medieval

Renai ssance :

hrt in the House Beautiful the
and the student of the Renaissance.
by the inflexibitities and antagoni

saints too have their place,
..is not beset, at every turn
sms of some well recognised

I Ibid, xiv

2 rbid.24



controversy, ttrith rigidly defined opposites,
telligence and liniting onefs sympathies.l

77

exhausting the in-

The rapsodic tone of Paterfs descriptions of the quattrocento hras

rarely natched by any other passages in his writings. He barely

stops short of rnaking one doubt that the period ever existed, so

hard is it to inagine that at any tfune human civilisation could

have been so idyllic.

Within the enchanted region of the Renaissance, one need not be
for ever on oners guard, here, there are no fixed parties, no
exclusions: all breathes of that unity of culture in which
rrwhatsoever things are comelytt are reconciled, for the eleva-
tion and adorning of our spirits.2

This description does not seern to fit a period dorninated in many

peoplers minds by such men as the reactionary Savonarola and the

perverted Borgia Pope Alexander VI. As was often the case when he

spoke in general terms, Pater here seems to contradict hirnself, by

allowing exceptions to what he had clained previously was an ethos

without exclusions:

And just in proportion as those who took part in the Renaissance
become centrally representative of it, just so nuch the rnore is
this condition the adorning of the spirits realised in then.
The wicked popes, and the loveless tyrants, who fron tine to
tfune became its patrons, or mere speculators in its fortunes,
lend thenselves èasily to disputations, and,...the spirit of
controversy lays just hold upon then. But the painter of the
Last Supper, with his kindred, live in a land where controversy

refuse to be classified" 3has no breathing-p1ace, and

rbid, 26

rbid, 27

t
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Perhaps, too, this narrowing of the bounds of the Renais=

sance, to exclude fron its spirit nany who helped in fact to shape

it, was intended to qualify some of the extravagant clains pater

had just nade for it, before the zeitgeist was to be brought face-

to-face with the achievements of the age. For in the essay ,pico

della Mirandolafr, which follows rrTwo Early French stories'r in The

Renaissance, the tone is considerably subdued as pater becornes

obliged to speak less in generalities. rn this essay the zeitgeist

is defined in tenns of the life and thought of an individual who

cannot be said to have entirely succeeded in his ains, sonething

which would hardly have been possible, one may think, in the en-

chanted region evoked in the "Prefacer'.

In his review of J.A. Synondts Renaissance in ltaly the

Age of the Despo.tsl, Pater moved further again fron the unconvinc-

ingly idyllic inage of the Renaissance he had created in the ,pre-

faceil to his ov¡n book. Here he praises Synonds for giving a de=

tailed accoturt of the political background to the art and litera-

ture of the Renaissance, which he had been rebuked for failing to

do, but he adds tartly that syrnondrs characterisation of the rnove-

ment as an emancipation is rrnot wholly novel,,.2 Later in the

J.A. Symonds Renaissance in Ital the of the Des=
_potÊ., (London, Snith , Elder ompany, Pater t s

appears in Uncollected Ess
2 üncollected Ess S

1

t-12
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review he expands the connents he had nade in 'rTwo Early French

Storiesfr, excluding fron the Renaissance those alive at the tine

who displayed reactionary attitudes. He had insisted in The

Renaissance that the Renaissance rdas a rnovement, not a period, and

he puts that view into effect here by excluding from the movernent

all, however ínfluential at the tirne, who did not share in his con-

cept of the spirit of the movement. This is going beyond â reâsotì-

able length in re-defining a standard and well-known historical ,

terrn, and seerns very dogrnatic indeed when it is remembered that for

nany the actions of such men as the Borgia Pope were highly typical

of the period, hrith its libertinisn and decay of rigid rnorality.

Pater is disnissing the view of those, no doubt nurnerous, Victorians

who would have felt that the gross libertinisn of Alexander VT was

the logical conclusion of a movement which began with Abelard and

Aucassin. rrlf a monk can have a rnistress, why not a pope?!r, they

could reasonably ask. It nay well be that Pater was reacting to the

noralistsr criticisns of The Ren aissance, and taking this opportuni-

ty to put on record his unwillingness to defend the nost notorious

libertine of the period. It nay also be that he disapproved of

Alexanderfs sins, simply because they were connitted with vulgatity

rather than grace. In either case, this passage does represent a

significant qualification of the inp lications of nuch of The Renais-

sance:
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The spirit of the Renaissance proper, of the Renaissance as a
hrmanistic movement,. . . is rurlike the spirit of Alexander vr as
it is unlike that of saronarola. Alexander vr has more in com-
non with EzzeLino da Rornano, that fanatical hater of hunan life
in the niddle age, than with Tasso or Lionardo. (sic) The
Renaissance is an assertion of liberty indeed, ¡uï-õt liberty
to see and feel those things.,.which generate not the ilbarbar-
ous ferocity of temper, the savage and coarse tastesrf of the
Renaissance Popes, but a sympathy with life everywhere, even
in its weakest and most frail nanifestations. Sympathy, appre-
ciation, a sense of latent clains in things which even ordinary
good nen pass rudely by--these on the whole are the characteris-

':tic traits of its artists, though it nay stil1 be tme thatrraesthetic propriety, rather than strict conceptions of duty,
ru-l-ed the conduct even of the best;'f and at least they neverI'destroyed pity in their souls.'' 1-

Pater at tines condoned the activities of certain crimi-

nals of the period. rn the essay 'tRaphael'r (1s92), he asserts that

the crimes of the Baglioni fanily not only were within, but even

typified, the zeitgeist:

The Baglioni who ruled there had brought certain tendencies of
that age to a typical conpleteness of expression, veiling crime
--crime, it night seem, for its own sake, a whole octave of fan-
tastic crime--not rnerely rmder brilliant fashions and comely
persons, but under fashions and persoDSr. ..which had a kind of
inmaculate grace and discretion about them, as if Raphael hin=
self had already brought his unerring gift of selection to bear
upon it all for notives of art.2

Even in this late essay, so conservative and cautious in all but

this single sentence, Pater is willing to condone crime if it is

aesthetically inoffensive. Perhaps when he wrote rrRaphael" he felt

:rbid, 7
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secure enough to allow this brief flirtation with sin, or perhaps

it can be seen as proof that there ü/as irony intended when he con-

derned Alexander vr along with savonarola, in the review of 1875.

Clearly, though, there were lirnitations to the tolerance

and all-inclusiveness of Paterts Renaissance. Many-sided it nay

have been, but there üias no roorn in it for those who offended hirn,

or his concept of its spirít. It rvas, as he said, an age produc-

tive in personalities, but not all of then shared in the collec-

tive air of enlightenment. His expressed interest in the person-

alities, as well as the intellectual and artistic achievenents of

its leaders, justifies an exanination of what he says about thern as

men, as well as artists and philosophers.

Pico della Mirandola

The essay on Pico was written in t871, and it contains much

of Paterrs thought on the essential qualities of the quattrocento.

rt presents an idealised picture of Pico, while acknowledging that

in his failure as well as his anbitions he was the type of the age.

Pico attenpted to rmify the cl.assical and christian traditions, so

that the rivalry between then could be prevented:

To reconcile forns of sentinent which at first sight seem in-
conpatible, to adjust the various products of the hunan mind to
each other in one nany-sided type of intellectual culture, to
give hurnanity, for heart and inagination to feed upon, as much
as it could possibly receive, belonged to the generous instincts
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1of that age. ^

There is no hesitation in adrnitting pico's failure was

that of his age. No sooner has his ain been stated, forlowed by a

lengthy quotation fron Heiners The Gods in Exile than Pater âS:

serts

The Renaissance of the fifteenth century was, in many
things greater rather by what it designed than by what it
achieved. Irtuch which it aspired to do, and did but irnperfectly
or mistakenly, was accomplished in what is called the eclaircis-
sinent of the eight
what rea1ly belongs
but the leading ins

eenth century, or in our own generation; and
to the révival of the fifteenth century is

tinct, the curiosity, the,initiatory idea.
rt is so with this very question of the reconciliation of the
religion of antiquity with the religion of Christ.2

rn view of the inclusion of an essay on winckelnann in The Renais-

sance, this conment could be taken to mean that the fifteenth cen-

tury stood in relation to the eighteenth much as the twelfth stood

to it; but it is an isolated rernark which is not echoed elsewhere,

and seems to be rnainly a reninder of the constant inter-relating of

all ideas through the ages, in itself a hunanist concept.

What is of rnore interest ii the denigration of the histori-

cal sense of Renaissance scholars. Pater correctly claims that the

adoption of an a1legorical, rather than historical, approach, be-

devilled the attenpts of Pico and his contenporaries in their ef-

1
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fort to reconcile the rival traditions. It is, however, suprising

to find hin asserting that

they lacked the very rudiments of the historic sense, which, by
an inaginative act, throws itself back into a world rmlike oners
own, and estinates every intellectuaL creation in connexion with
the age fron which it proceeded; they had no idea of development,
of the differences of ages, of the gradual education of the hu-
rnan race. 1

This is an extraordinary statement, quite opposed to what nany

scholars consider the truth. rn fact the nen of the Renaissance

were, in nany ürays, the first to have the historic sense; believing

thenselves to be cut off by their own greater wisdon from their

medieval past, and actively reviving the styles of yet an earlier

period. It would appear from a passage ín the review of Symondts

book that Pater came to realise this between 1870 and 1875. In

that review, again as if using it to correct or qualify his own

work on the Renaiss¿rnce, he specifically nentioned that

the best chapter in the book, the best because the nost synpa-
thetic, is one of the quieter ones, that on "The Florentine
Historiansrr; their great studies, their anticipation of the
historical spirit of nodern t mes ....2

The essay on Pico, however, is doninated not by the ques-

tions of Renaissance scholarship, but by the inage Pater creates

of the philosopher hinself. He is introduced to the reader as he

1 rbid, 34
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made hinself known to Marsilio Ficino in 1482, arriving in the old=

er scholarrs studyrrwhere a lanp burned continually before the bust

of Plato, as other men burned lanps before their favourite saints"l,

on the very day Ficino finished his translation of plato. Èater

quotes Sir Thomas More's description of Pico:

of feature and shape seenly and beauteous, of stature goodly and
high, of flesh tender and soft, his visage lovely anð, iair.'...2

and adds that his yellow hair was

trirnned with nore than the usual artifice of the time... " pico,
...even in outward forrn and appearance, seems an image of that
inward harrnony and cornpLeteness, of which he is so perfect an
exarnple. 3

Paterrs paper I'Diaphaneitè" reveals that he had read George

Eliotfs Romo1a when it was first published in L862-654; and there

is a striking sinilarity between Paterrs presentation of the rneet-

ing of Pico and Ficino, and the scene in Rorno_þ where yormg Tito

Melena meets blind o1d Bardo Bardi. Pater even goes so far as to

make a play on the work rrmysticrr to suggest that Ficino nay have

been blind. rn the scene in Ronola, the introduction is the begin-

ning of a love between Tito and Ronola herself; Pater nakes Pico

1
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so beautiful a young man and has hirn so overwheLn Ficino that it is

hard to avoid the feeling that the scene has honosexual rmdertones.

Ficino,...when a young man, not unlike the archangel Raphaelr...
entered his chambêT,...seems to have thought there was sonething
not wholly earthly about hin. ... For it happened that they fell
into a conversation, deeper and nore intimate than nen usually
fall into at first sight. r

This effect is not wholly dissipated by the brief conment pater

rnade on Picors love life, which is brief indeed by contrast with

all that he wrote about the celebrated affair of that earlier philo-

sopher, Abelard:

He had loved nuch and been beloved by r{omen, Itwandering over the
crooked hillS of delicious pleasurerr; but their reign over hin
"", ot"t. .. .2

The reader is tenpted to agree with Kenneth clark when he observed

The essay on Pico de11a Mirandola is more personalr...be-
cause the beautiful young nan...Uas, like Winckelmann, a real-
isation of Paterr s day dream. .. .5

Paterfs attenpt to justify the devotion of so much space to pico

has the effect of reinforcing this conclusion:

It is because this picturesque union of contrastsr..,pervades,
in Pico del1a Mirandola, an actual person, that the figure of
Pico is so attractive. He will not let one go; he wins one on,
in spite of oneself.... And so, while his actual work has
passed away, yet his own qualities are sti1l active, and he hin-
self renains, as one alive in the grave,...md with that sanguire,,

1
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clear skin,...as with the light of ¡norning upon it....1
In Paterrs eyes, Pico was the personification of the enchanted

region.

Painting: the Archaics

Under this heading it is proposed to consider Paterts

criticisn of those uattrocento painters who were, in one sense

or another, archaic: looking back to nedieval art rather than on-

ward to the High Renaissance.

Angelico, also known as Fra Giovanni da Fiesole, fonnerly

Guido di Pietro, (1400-1455), is the first quattrocento painter

whose name appears in Paterrs writings. In the 1867 essay

rfWinckelmannrt he is nentioned in a passage on the Greek ideal , md

a lengthy quotation is necessary for the inplications of this pas-

sage to be clear.

There is e-uen a sort of preparation for the romantic tenper
within the linits of the Greek ideal itself.... Around the
feet of that tranquil Olynpian farnily still crowd the weary
shadows of an earlier, more formless, divine world. Even their
sti1l ninds are troubled with thoughts of a lirnit to duration,
of inevitable decay, of dispossession. Again, the suprerne and
colourless abstraction of those divine forrns, which is the se-
cret of their repose, is also a prenonition of the fleshless,
consunptive refinenent of the pale nedieval artists. That high
indifference to the outward, that irnpassivity, has already a
touch of the colpse in it; ü¡e see already Angelico and the Mas-
ter of the Passion in the artistic fu ture. The crushing of the
sensous, the shuttingofthe doorupon it, the ascetic interest,

1
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is already traceable.l

Angelico is here classed with the Mast,er of the Passion as

a "pale medieval artist", whose work is ascetic and anti-physical.

fleshless, consumptive, deathlike even. This can be seen as an ex-

aggeration of a weIl-known characteristic of Angelico's work--the

weightlessness of his figures, but it may involve more than that

alone. One of the great, strengths of Angelico's art is his magnif-

icent colouring, and this seems to make any suggestion that his

figures are deathlike and consumptive, rather than merely weightless,

evidence of a pre-occupation with death and decay.

Thro references to Angelico in "Bot,ticeIli" sustain this

image of him as a medieval rather than a Renaissance artist. fn

contrast to Botticelli's figures, which Pater found expressive of t,he

intellectual and moral openness of the new age, Angelico's saints are

described as embodiments of "untempered goodness"2 having little in

common with "men and women, in their mixed and uncertain condi-

tion...."3 Consequentl,y. Pater implies, t,hey are not memorable.

Bott,icelli' s Madonnas, in contrast,

attract you more and more, and often come back to you when the
Sistine Madonna and the Virgins of Fra Angelico are forgotten.4

The essay on Botticelli, it will be remembered, contained Pater's

I rbid,
2 rbid,
3 rbid,
A'rbid.
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harshest deprecation of Giotto; and it seems that, at this time he

regarded Angelico in much the same way as the earlier master t,o whom

he owed some elements of his style. Pater may have disliked Angelico

also because of his simple piety.

This is made to seem more likely when it is recollected

that in "The school of Giorgione" Pater cited Angelico as the exeffi-

plar of religious mysticism in Florentine artl, and in "Art Notes

in North rtaly" he was ment,ioned with Giotto,, who was being praised

as representing the epitome of convinced catholicisn.2 we can there-

fore surmise that Pater's opinion of him may have inproved over the

ye'ars but this is only a supposition. All Faterf s major refer,ences to

Angelico occur in the early essays, which are often aggressively anti-

Christian in tone.

Despite t,he conventionally religious flavour of his work, i¿

is still surprising that Pater considered, or at least called, Angelico

a medieval artist. rn bracketing him with Giotto, he was it seems

implying that his was the faith of a century and a half before his

time, but even this hardly accounts for calling a man who lived his

entire life in the quattrocent,o "medieval". rn another passage from

"Winckelmann", the art of the Greeks is cont,rasted with medieval art,

and Angelico is used as a representative of t,he middle ages, which

Pater says expressed nothing through art which helps us to know what

thoughts, if any, men had then on their relationship to the world

I rbid, I40
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around them.

The Christian niddle age,...is always struggling to express
thoughts beyond itself. Take, for instance, a characteristic
work of the niddle age, Angelicots Coronation of the Vìrgin,
in the cloister of Saint Mark's at e
halo of a moon Christ-ffiEã Virgin Mary are sitting, clad in
nystical white raiment, half shroud, half priestly linen. Our
Lord, . . . sets with slender finger-tips a crown of pearl on the
head of his nother, who, corpse-like in her refinement, is
bending forward to receive it.... Certainly, it cannot be said
of Angelicors fresco that it throws into a sensible form our
highest thoughts about man and his relation to the world; but
it did not do this adequately even for Angelico. For hin, all
that is outward or sensible in his work...is onlythe synbol or
type of an inexpressible world, to which he wishes to direct
the thoughts; he would have shrunk frorn the notion that what
the eye ãpprehended was a11.1

This is interesting criticisrn, provided one accepts the doubtful

prenise that Angelicofs art typifies the rnedieval manner" It was

a disturbing occasional practice of Pater!s to tlpify a trend with

a work which he adrnitted was not really a part of what it supposed-

1y exenplified; but here he is not doing this, but rather seems to

be claining incorrectly that the Coronation of the Virgin is a me=

dieval painting. One is tenpted to conclude that when he r4'rote

the rrWinckelmannil essay in 1867, Pater was so detennined to praise

the Greek at the expense of the christian, and so anxious, for rea-

sons of his own to see figures as trcorpse-1ike", that he overlooked

the liveliness of Angelicors colour, and his sense of space: per=

haps the nost progressive aspect of his styIe. This jaundiced

1 Renaissance, 204-5
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view of Angelico ü¡as augmented by his low opinion of GÌotto, so

that he relegated the progressive nedieval and the conservative

quattrocento painters together to an artistic plane beyond which

both had actually progressed. It seerns that for reasons of philo=

sophical bias, Pater was blind to many of Angelicots achievements;

while, in rrWinckelmannil at least, building a bizarre and rmjustÍ-

fied norbid image of his work. This norbid inage of Angelico would

at least have been consistent h/ith Paterrs observation that nany of

the great Florentines, fron Dante to Michelangelo, were obsessed

with death. Perhaps indeed they were; and in this respect at least,

Pater was apparently in their tradition.

In his discussion of a work by Bennozzo Gozzo1-i now known

as The Drrmkenness of Noah Pater again used the tern nedieval to

refer to a quattrocento painting. As in the case of Fra Angelicors

work, he is not claining that this picture merely illustrates some

nedieval style, but actually calling it nedieval. His description

of it makes no other atternpt to represent it as anything it is not;

there is no straining after norbid or bizarre significance.

We see...in Bennozzo Gozzolirs medieaval fresco of the Invention
of Wine in the Campo Santa at Pisa--the fanily of Noah presented
arnong all the cirunstances of a Tuscan vineyard, arouna t¡e press
from which the first wine is flowing, a painted idyl1

In Wolfflinrs words, I'a t¡l ical Quattrocento narratir-¡e , ful1 of de-

1
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1tail, and showing the narratorts pleasure....tt, which Pater for

some reason ca1ls nedieval. Here there is not the unnixedly reli-

gious effect which nay e:iplain the application of the term to

Angelico; and furthermore this painting dates from the latter half

of the quattrocento, and was thus done after the friarrs death,

and during the lifetine of Botticelli. As Gozzoli's dates (t42t*

97) are correctly g iven in Crowe and Cavalcasselle's A History" of

Painting in ltaly, a work Pater often consulted, he must have known

this, and so we night be led to hypothesise that unless he ca11ed

the picture "medievalrt out of carelessness, which is rurlikely, he

did so in order to inply that it was stylistically conservative

for its tine. Certainly the fresco was by no me¿ms in the vanguard

of artistic development, so this explanation would be reasonable if

it was supported by evidence that Pater r^ras ahrare of the nature and

direction of the progress of art at this time. The contínuing

analys is of his connents on other quattrocento painters indicates

that this was the case, although that awareness r,vas sornewhat perplexed.

Ttre case of Perugino (1445-7523) is significant in this con-

text. Although no more modern than Angelico or GozzoLi, he líved

rmrch later, on into the cinquecento, and so, perhaps, Pater felt

obliged to justify attaching the nane of the earlier age to his art.

In the essay on Winckefunann, Perugino was called I'medieval'r, and

1
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contrasted favourably with northern painters :

The sensuous expression of conceptions which rmreservedly dis=
credit the world of sense, was the delicate problern which Chris-
tian art had before it. If we think of medieval painting, as
it ranges fron the early German schools, sti1l with sornething
of the air of the charnel-house about then, to the clear 1oveli-
ness of Perugino, we shall see how that problern was solved.1

It was not, however, until 'rRaphaelrr, twentyfive years later, that

Pater fu1ly explained why he considered so late a painter to be ap-

propriately designated rrrnedieval"" Observing that portraiture had

no place in Peruginots school, although it was predoninant in

Florence, he refers to a Ferugino Marriage of the Virgin at Fano t

only fifty-odd rniles fron Citta di Castello, for which town, as

Pater states, Raphael painted his Marríage of the Virgin nor^r at

Milan. Most inportant, though, is the explanation Pater gives for

considering Perugino basically a medieval artist:

Peruginors pictures are for the nost part religious contenpla-
tions, painted and made visible, to acconpany the action of di-
vine service=-a visible pattern to priests, attendants, worship-
pers, of what the course of their invisible thoughts should be
at those holy fimctions.2

Pater is stressing the religious natule and purpose of

Peruginors art at the expense of the \rery considerabfe nunber of

irnages of pagan gods he produced. He is here bending the truth,

probably deliberately, just as he did in asserting that !'portrait=

7 Renaissance,22S
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1art had been nowhere in the school of Perugino...'t when in fact it

had some srnall place

After stating that

The lovely work of Perugino, very lovely at its best.. "is in factrrconservative" and at various points slightly behind its day,
though not unpleasantly .¿

Pater goes on to justify calling Perugino "nedieval,,, by discussing

his depiction of the pagan deities:

In Peruginors allegorical frescoes. . .pagan personages take
their place indeed side by side with the figures of the New
Testament, but are no Rornans or Greeks, neither are the Jews Jews,
nor is any one of then warrior, sage, king, precisely of
Perugino's own tine and place, but sti1l contemplations only,
after the nanner of the personages in his church-work; or say
dreams--rnonastic dreans--thin, do-nothing creatures, conjured
fron sky and cloud. Perugino clearly never broke through the
neditative circle of the Midd1e Age.5

This extrenely astute piece of criticism nakes it clear that Pater

called an artist of any period rrmedievalt' if his inagination, more

than his style, h/as appropriate to the tradition of the niddle ages.

ft seems reasonable to extrapolate this cornnent on Perugino to

Angelico and GozzoLi, although it nay not in all its details apply

as well to them as to Perugino. In using the terrn'rmedievalrrin

this way, Pater was being consistent with his use of the tern

1 rbid, 50
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'rRenaissance'r, as signifying an attitude rather than a group of

historical circumstances. It is a usage which must be abhorred

by the historian; and one is reninded of Mrs Mark Pattisonls cofl-

rnent on The Renaissance:

Mr Pater writes of the Renaissance as if it were a kind of
sentimental revolution having no relation to the conditions
of, the actual world.1

Pater obviously liked Peruginors art, more certainly than

Angelicors, so it does not seem that the use of the termrtmedievaltt

to denote archaisn in the quattrocento was necessarily perjorative.

It is interesting to see that in rrRaphaelrr he finds it possible to

praise the archaic art of Raphaelts father, Giovanni Santi (7435-

94). The tone rnakes it clear that the sentiments in question were

the basis of this praise for a clunsy and dull painting:

In quiet nooks of the Apinnines Giovannirs works remain; and
there is one of then worth study, in spite of what critics say
of its crudity, in the National Gallery. Concede its imnaturi-
ty, at least, though an immaturity visibly susceptible of a
delicate grace, it wins you nevertheless to return again and
again, and pondet, by a sincere expression of sorrow, profornd,
yet resigned, be the cause what it rnay, among all the nany
causes
divine.

qf sorrow inherent in the ideal of naternity, human or
2-

The work which Pater found so noving is a thoroughly undis-

tinguished and extrenely awkward treatment of a favourite subject

1
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of religious painters of many centuries, which has been better done

innumerable tines. He preferred to consider it an "inrnatuïeff !üork,

rather than agree to the criticsf descriptions of it as crrrde, and

professed to see in that very imnaturity a certain "delicate grace".

His next sentence ex¡llains this:

But if you keep in nind when looking at it the facts of RaphaeÈ
childhood, Iou will recognise in his fatherfs picture, not the
anticipated sorrow of the rrMater Dolorosatt over the dead son,
but the grief of a sinple house-hold over the mother herself
taken early fron it.1

In fact Paterrs term trirnrnatureil is neaningless, a sop to

those who, understandably, called the picture crude, offered in an

attempt to defend a work he formd noving. The early loss of one or

both parents, which Pater hinself suffered, was the fate of nany of

his characters, including Marius and Florian Deleal; and it rnay

even be suspected to have been a cause of his own fascination r^¡ith

death and corpses. His praise of Santirs picture is as personal

and subjective as his interpretation of Angelicors Coronation of

the Virgin; and need not obscure the critical rationale , revealed

in the comments on Perugino, for his terninology in discussing

quattrocento conservatíves .

That there hlas persistent nedievalism during the historical

period of the Renaissance is but a corollary of the fact, or con€ep¡:

rbid, 40
1
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that there was a Renaissance during what was historically the nid=

dle ages. Paterrs strong belief in the close connection of the

art and ethos of the supposedly distinct periods, which he thought

of as movements, was the basis for his use of the term rrmedievalrt

in the way which has been discussed. As he wrote in I'Winckelmannil:

There is a sense in which it nay be said that the Renaissance
was an uninterrupted effort of the niddle age, that it was ever
taking place,... And now it was seen that the nedieval spirit
too had done something for the destiny of the antique. By
hastening the decline of art, by withdrawing interest fron it,
and yet keeping rmbroken the thread of its traditions, it had
suffered this hunan nind to repose that it night awake when day
came, with eyes refreshed, to those antique forns.l

Painti the Innovators

The fact that Pater described certain quattrocento artists

as rrmedieval'r, meaning conservative, inplies that he had a concept

of what constituted nodern, or progressive art at that tine. The

corrnents on Perugino in rrRaphaelr' suggest that once Pater hinself

cane to realise that the quattrocénto was the age in which the

historical spirit first stirred, he expected the leading painters

of the day to show in their treatment of classical and biblical

figures that they had an awareness of the developnent of man in

the world. He did not link Perugino's popularity to the influence

of Savonarola, so we would not expect hin to find causes in the

1 Renaissance 226
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h/orld of politics and action for the achievements of progressive

artists either, but to deal with then principally in terms of aes-

thetic movements. rt could further be expected that as this lvas a

period in which the progressive artists used classical forms and

rnotifs, Pater would be responsive to, and appreciative of their

work, and not blind to its virtues, as he was to Giotto's techni-

cal innovation, because of his traditional Christian subjects. In

fact, though, Paterrs appraisal of the progressive quattrocento

painters is sornewhat disappointing. With the exception of il r :'

Botticelli, to whorn he devoted a short essay in 1870, he had very

little to say about then.

Despite the brevity of his working life, Masaccio (1401=

28) is considered one of the most inportant early quattrocento

painters. He gave his figures a remarkable effect of solidity,

and set then in a fully realised spatial environment. Pater re-

fers to Masaccio only ûwice, and appears to have had no conception

of the role he played in developing Renaissance style. In

"Botticelliil he. links hin, appropriately, with Giotto2; although

this was not a sign of understanding their relationship to one

another, as of cours_e he was, in this essay, deneaning Giotto.

1
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Another reference to Masaccio over threnty years later, in
t'Raphaelrr, makes it seem that Pater never came to understand him.

He rnentioned, in passing trthe earlier naturalistic works of

Masaccio and Masolino...."1 indicating not only an ignorance of the

significance of Masacciors style, but an trnderestimatìon of his

stature. Masolino hras a poor and rmworthy follower, and the nen-,

tion of the two names together like this is comparable to the cit-

ing of trGiotto, and the followers of Giotto"2 in'!Bottice11ifl.

A number of artists of najor inportance are not rnentioned

even once in The Renaissance: Piero di Cosino , Andrea del Castagno,

Lippi, Piero della Francesca, and Andrea Mantegna, to name a few.

In the case of Mantegna, at least, this omission was later compen-

sated for by several useful comrnents. In Volune Two of Marius,

Pater hrrote of the triunph of Marcus Aurelius:

Andrea Mantegna, working at the end of the fifteenth century,
for a society full of antiquarian fervour at the sight of the
earthy relics of the old Roman people, day by day returning
to light out of the clay--childish stiIl, moreover, and with
no more suspicion of pasteboard than the old Romans thernselves,
in its unabashed love of open-air pageantries, has invested
this, the greatest, and alas! the most characteristic, of the
splendours of inperial Rone, with a reality livelier than any
description, The homely sentiments for which he has foundplace
in his learned paintings are hardly more lifelike than the great

7 Miscellaneous Studies 49

2
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public incidents of the show, there depicted. I

The description of Mantegna's art up to this point makes it
seem rather like Ghirlandajo's--a pasteboard assemblage of details

and motifs. However, the concluding sentence suggests t,hat Pater

had at least some appreciation of t,he dignity and grandeur of

Mantegna's work:

And then, with all that vivid realism, how diqnified. how select
in type, is this reflection of the old Roman riorld....2

A mention of Mantegna in "Art Notes in North lt,aly" in the

context of a discussion of Tit,ian's religious art, reveals that

Pater had by this time (1890) become aware of Mantegna's role in

est,ablishing the currency of many themes and motifs which became

basic to the High and later Renaissance. A specific painting by

Titian, Pater wrote

may represent for us a vast and varied amount of work--in which
he expands to their utmost artistic compass t,he earlier religious
dreams of Mantegna. .. .3

More controversial by far than Mantegna, Ís Domenico del

Ghirlandajo (1449-94), who was popular in his day, and greatly

admired by Ruskin, but whose reputation slumped badly in the early

twentieth century and is only nort recovering. This teacher of

Marius II,

rbid. Igg.

I9B

Pater is discussing lhe Triumph of Caesar at
Hampton Court Pa1ace.

3 Miscellaneous Studies, 90
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Michelangelo is praised by some for grace, scholarship, and liveli-

ness; and condemned by others for producing unimaginative pastiches.

Pater wrote at a time when, in Frederick Hartt,'s words:

the quattrocento was rediscovered in ernest.. þn{ Ghirlandaio's
meticulous and convincing view of life about him impressed a
generation which never quite understood Masaccio and cast only
a scornful_glance in the direction of Ucello and Piero della
Francesca. l'

Pater certainly was guilty, with many of his contemporaries, of

failing to understand Masaccio and ignoring Piero della Francescai

but his estimate of Ghirlandajo was probably not really as high as

his comments on him would seem to suggest, íf they are onLy read

superficially. Pater's temperament did not equip him to attack an

established reputation, but his references to Ghirlandajo express

a dissension from the view of the time: that he was the supreme

ouattrocento master.

When Pater wrot,e "Botticelli", Giotto and Masaccio were

poorly thought of, and as has been shown Pater held them in low

esteem, but Ghirlandajo was considered infinitely their better.

Yet he wrote:

Giotto,...Masaccio, Ghirlandajo even, do but_transcribe, with
more or less refining, the ouiward image....2

The use of the word "even" is a concession to the view of the time:

that Ghirlandajo was t,he greatest of the three painters in quest,ioni

I f'. Hartt, Historv of ltalian Renaissance Art, (New York,
Prent,ice-Hall, I969), 304

2 8@,'53
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but the classing of hin with the others r^¡as nonetheless in effect

a subtle denigration. The assertion that he was a mere transcriber

is in accord with the beliefs of those who have in this century re-

moved him fron the eninent position he once held.

The following year , in I'The Poetry of Michelangelotr, Pater

disnissed the great geniusfs teacher in a single sentence. After

nentioning Michelangelots childhood in Settignano, Pater added:

To this succeeded the influence of the sweetest and-most placid
master Florence had yet seen, Domenico Ghirlandajo.t

I\Ihen it is renenbered that Paterrs praise of Michelangelo was

based on his intellectual power and his fusion of great strength

with sweetness, it becomes apparent that in attributing sweetness

and placidity only to Ghírlandajo, Pater was effectively down-

grading his achievement. Pater believed that the greatness of

Renaissance art came from its intellectual significance--rrintimate

alliance with nind" 12 and emotional power--inherited from 'the

true niddle age."3 Clearly he formd neither of these qualities in

Ghirlandajots painting. Perhaps the clearest indication of Paterts

estinate of Ghirlandajo is in the scarcity of his references to

hin, at the height of his prestige, Pater believed that Botticelli

1 rbid,
2 rbid,
3 ,bid,

78
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was in fact the greatest of the quattrocento painters, and lhe
Renaissance started a vogue for hin which has never really ended.

When The Renaissance first appeared, nany readers rnust have

thought it odd that it was Botticelli, then little known, rather

than Ghirlandajo, who ü¡as the subject of the only chapter devoted

painter. 1to a quattrocento

It is interesting to see Pater differing again fron the ac=

cepted view in the case of Andrea de Verrocchio (1435-38). Ever

since Vasari had sneered at hin as less gifted than industrious,

saying that

his manner in sculpture and painting was sornewhat hard and
crude, as if he had learned these arts by means of infinite
labour and study,2

he had been thought of as an artist of the second or third rank.

Paterrs comnents on verrocchio show that he was stil1 influenced

to a srnall extent by Vasarirs patronising attitude, but that he

definitely perceived that it was quite rmfair to disniss So vêr-

satile an artist so glibly. In the essay on his pupil, Leonardo,

Pater discussed Verrocchio at length:

Verrocchio was an artist of the earlier Florentine tn)e,

1- Cook and Wedderburn aùnit that Pater preceded Ruskin in
his discussion of Botticelli in Ruskin, Op. Cit., Vol. 4,355,n.

Burroughs
G. Vasari. Lives of the Artists, trans. Foster, ed

, (New York, simon ana scñ@ 1946) 150

2
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carver, painter, and worker in netals, in one; designer, not of
pictures only, but of all things for sacred or household use,
drinking-vessels, anbries, instrurnents of rnusic, rnaking then
all fair to look upon, filling the cormon r¡rays of life with the
reflexion of some far-off brightness, and years of patience had
refined his hand til1 his work was now sought after fron dis-
tant places. X

This passage implies that verrocchiors craftsnanship was of a high

standard, and contributed to the aesthetic pleasure of quattrocento

life, and in the next paragraph he is further credited with sharing

in the vision and anbition characteristic of his time. Like pico,

though, he was rmable to achieve all he sought to.

For beneath the cheerful exterior of the well-paid crafts-
man...lay the anbitious desire of expanding the destiny of
italian art by a larger knowledge and insight into things, a
purpose in art not unlike Leonardots still unconscious purpose;
and often, in the nodelling of drapery, or of a lifted arm, or
of hair cast back fron the face, there came to him sonething of
the freer manner and richer hurnanity of a later age.¿

Pater retold the story of Verrocchio giving up painting af-

ter realising that Leonardofs angel was,,a space of sunlight,,5 in
4his I'cold, laboured old pictureil of the Baptism of Christ; but

softened Vasarirs sarcasn with the assertion that

painting had always been the art by whìch Verrocchio set the

1
Renaissance 101
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least store. l

Verrocchio rùas, after all, mainly a metal-worker and sculp=

tor, and his last work, the equestrian statue of Bartolomeo

Colleoni, was not only his naterpiece but one of the greatest

pieces of Renaissance sculpture. Pater cannot be accused of fail,

ing to recognise its significance.

What, in that age, such work was capable of being=-of what
nobility, anid what racy truthfulness to fact--we may judge
frorn the bronze statue of Bartolorneo colleoni on horseback,
nodelled by Leonardors master, Verrocchio...still standing in
tlne piazza. ..at Venice. 2

Pater has perceived in the Colleoni monument the very character-

istics it shares with Masacciots art,r which he could not perceive

there--the truthfulness with nobility and grandeur, rather than

fussiness.

A few pages later Pater refers to Verrocchiors drawings

with a tone of praise which contrasts with the denigration of his

painting. He credits verrocchio with having contributed towards

Leonardots Mona Lisa:

As often happens with work in which invention seems to
reach its limits, there is an element in it given to, not in-
vented by, the naster. In that inestinable folio of drawings,
once in the possession of Vasari, ü¡ere certain designs by
Verrocchio, faces of such inpressive beauty that Leonardo in

rbid, 702

2 rbid, L2L
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his boyhood copied thern many times. It is hard not to connect
with these designs of the elder, by-past master, as with its
gerninal principle, the unfathomable smile, always with a touch
of something sinister in it which plays over all Leonardors
work. t

The Colleoni statue, now spelt Coleoni, is cited again in
rrrhe Beginnings of Greek sculpturet', âil essay of 1880 included in

Greek Studies. The reference here is to the technique involved,

and is complimentaty.

That was the earliest nethod of uniting the various parts
of a work in netal, a method allowing of rnuch dainty handling
of the cunning pins and rivets, and one which has its place
stil1, in perfectly acconplished netal-work, as in the eques-
trian statue of Bartolomeo Coleoni, by Andrea Vemocchio....2

In the same year, in the essay "The Marbles of Aeginar',

Verrocchio is cited along with Mino da Fiesotre, as sharing with

the narbles, I'the enduring charm of an unconventional, unsophisti-

cated freshness...."3 This is as fair an estimate of Verrocchio's

work as any, emphasizing its distinctive honesty and clarity. As

Pater wrote earlier in the same paragraph:

As regards ltalian art, the sculpture and painting of the
earlier Renaissance, the aesthetic varue of this naivete is now
well understood....4

1 rbid, t24

Greek Studies
)

232

3

4

rbid, 267

rbid, 267
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Pater clearly tmderstood, better than many of his contenporaries,

and better than Vasari, that Verrocchio, in his own right and as

Leonardors teacher, hras not only a good artist but an example of

the Renaissance nan whose greatness 1ay largery in exceptional ver-

satil iy.

Paterr s obvious ahrareness of the conservatisn of the art

of Perugino, Angelico, Gozzo|i, ild Santi suggested that he had a

definite idea of the nature and direction of the artistic movement

of the quattrocento. An analysis of his connents on the more pro-

gressive artists of the tirne reveals, however, that this awareness

üras not highly developed. Not only did he fail to give an accormt

of what he understood to be the direction of the quattrocento move-

ment, but he under-rated two of its leaders in Masaccio and

Mantegna, and ignored nurnerous others. His late recognition of

the value of Mantegnaf s work, ffid his chanpioning of Verrocchio,

along with his subtle denigration of Ghirlandajo, point to some rtrr-

derstanding of the period, even if confusion reigned in his nind

on nany matters involved. Pater believed that Botticelli, alrnost

unknown at the time, was the most significant artist of the

quattTocento, and saw in his art nany of the qualities, like intel-

lectual generosity, which he valued in the culture of that century.

It is therefore to the essay on Botticelli that hre must turn for

further elucidation of his views on quattrocento painting.
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Sandro BotticeLli

Ever since Pater introduced Botticelli to English art-

lovers, his interpretation has been decried as sentimental and

false and nuch has been nade of the tale that pater so delighted

in the sound of Botticellits name that he said it to hinself,

over and over again, like an incantation. In fact the essay,

which first appeared in the Fortnight Review as I'A fr agment on

sandro Botticellit', r,rras a daring piece of pioneering criticisrn,

and in it Pater is seen at his most confident.

Not surprisingly, he felt the need to justify devoting an

essay to this then unknown painter; and he poses and answers the

rhetorical question:

But, after all, it nay be asked, is a painter like
Botticelli--a secondary painter--a proper subject for general
criticisn? There are a few great painters, like Michelangelo
or Leonardo, whose work has become a force in general culture,
partly for this very reason that they have absorbed into thern-
selves all such workrnen as Sandro Botticelli. ".. But, besides
those great men, there is a certain nr¡mber of artists who have
a distinct faculty of their own by which they convey to us a
peculiar quality of pleasure.... 0f this select nunber
Botticelli is one

Pater had opened the essay by using the authority of Leonardors

name to justify the study of Botticelli, observing that

in Leonardofs treatise on painting only one contemporary is
nentioned by narne--Sandro Botticelli. 2

1 Renaissance 6t
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and suggesting that

this pre-eminence may be due to chance only, but to sone it will
rather appear a result of deliberate judgement..,.1

It is clear, though, that neither Leonardors reference to

him, norevenhis peculiar qualities, aretheonlyreasons for Paterrs

interest in Botticelli. Pater thought that Botticelli, rather than

Ghirlandajo or any other rnore famous artist, had nost of

the freshness, the uncertain and diffident pronise which be-
longs to the earlier Renaissance itself, and ¡nakes it perhaps
the nost interesting period in the history of the nind: in
studying his work one begins to rmderstand to how great a place'
in hunan culture the art of ltaly had been cal1.ed.¿

This thought is repeated in a passing comnent in rrDemeter and

Persephone" (1875), where Botticellirs art is said to show the

rningling of_a quaint freshness and simplicity with a certain
earnestness3

in a manner ty¡lical of early Florentine work.

Most significantly, perhaps, Botticelli also seemed to

Pater to be showing the direction to the High Renaissance, and thus

to represent the movement of the quattrocento:

In the niddle of the fifteenth century he had already antici,
pated nuch of that neditative sublety, which is sonetimes sup;
posed peculiar to the great inaginative workmen of its close.*

1 rbid, 50
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Paterrs interpretation of Botticelli can therefore be seen to be

of crucial significance to his whole concept of the Renaissance.

The analysis of paterrs comments on the zeitgeist of the

quattrocento showed that he saw it as a charrned and enlightened

age, which was secure enough in its freedom to devote its energies

to scholarship and creativity, The essay on pico revealed that,

for Pater, a central trait of the zeitgeist was intellectual gen-

erosity, the desire to build a culture which excluded only gross-

ness, and combined the best aspects of the classical and christian

traditions. rt is this intellectual generosity, precluding strong

loyalties and violent attachnents, which pater irnagined to be the

soulcce of the distinctive appearance and expressions of Botticel li t s

figures.

, so just what Dante scorns as rmworthy alike of heaven andhel1, Botticelli accepts, that middle worid in which men take
no sides in great conflicts, and decide no gïeat causes, and
make great refusals. He thus sets for hinsètf the linits with-in which art, undisturbed by any moral arnbition, does its best
and surest work. : rHis interest is neither in,the rmtempered
goodness of Angelicof s saints, nor the mtenpered evil of
Orcagnars rnferno; but with nen and women in their nixed and
uncertain coffiion, always attractive, clothed sonetines by
passion with a character of loveliness and energy, but saddâned
p_erpetually by the shador4r upon then of the great things from
which they shrink. His norality is all sympathy; and it is
this sympathy, conveying into his work sornewtrat nore than is
usual of the true complexion of hurnanity, which makes hirn vi-
sionary as he is, so forci_ble a realist.

It is this which gives to his Madonnas their rnique ex-
pression and charn. l

7 rbid, 55-6
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In ascribing this moral neutrality even to the mother of Christ,

Botticelli was making as daring an application of the principle as

could be imagined in a society which had not actually relinquished

Chri stian ity :

For with Botticelli she too, though she holds in her hands the
"Desire of all nations", is one of those who are neither for
Jehovah nor for His enemies; and her choice is upon her face.l

The essay on Botticelli was written in 1870, and is full of

subtle little snipings at the Church. Pater began by stating that

Botticelli's preferred subject-matter was drawn from

what were to him works of the modern world, the writings of
Dante and Boccaccio, and in new readings of his own of classical
stories; or, if he painted religious incidents, painted them
with an under-current of original sentiment, which touches you
as the real matter of the picture through the veil of its osten-
sible subject.2

He implies that it was indicative of Botticelli's intellectual power

that, he rejected the simple religious orthodoxy of Dante and Giotto;

and facetiously states that, a painting of his "had the credit or dis-

credit of attracting some shadow of ecclesiastical censure."S

Vasari, despite his love of gossip, was cautious in using the

story that Botticelli was an associate of Matteo palmieri, a poet who

revived the old heresy that, the human race descended from the neutral

I
2

3
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angels in the conflict between Jehovah and Lucifer. Pater took the

rumour with obvious eagerness, though aware of it,s doubtful cred-

ibility:

True or false, the story inte-rprets much of the peculiar senti-
ment with which hetBotticeltil infuses his profane and sacred
persons, comely, and in a certain sense like angels, but with a

sense of displacement or Ioss about them--the wistfulness of
exiles, conscious of a passion and energy greater than any known
issue of them explains, which runs through all his varied work
with a sentiment of ineffable melancholy.r

Similarly, when he explains that the sameness of so many of

Botticelli's painted figures may be due to their having been modelled

by the same woman, he delights in the irony of a courtesan having

posed not only as Venus but as Mary:

He paints t,he story of the goddess of pleasure.... He paints
Madonnas, but they shrink from the pressure of the divine child,
and plead in unmistakable tones for a warmer, lower humanity.
The same figure--tradition connects it with Simonetta, the mis-
tress of Giuliano de'Medici--appears again as Judith,...and
again as Veritas,...where one may not,e in passing the sugges-
tiveness of an accident which identifies the image of truth with
the person of Venus.2

Botticelli's use of not only the same model but often the

same style when painting both sacred and profane subjects indicates

that he had united the traditions by the very process of absorbing

them both into his personal sty1e. Botticelli's amorality--or more

correctly morality of sympathy--may seem in many ways as appropriate

to the profane subjects, as it seemed unconventional or daring in

the treatment of sacred subjects; but again, with a touch of irony,

I rbid, 55
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Pater indicat,es that he finds it stranger in the former:

What is st,rangest, is that he carries this sentiment into
classical subjects, its most complete expression being a picture
in the Uffizii, (rþ) of Venus rising from the sea, in which the
grotesque emblems of the middle age, and a landscape full of its
particular feeling, and even its strange draperies, powdered all
over in the Gothic manner with a quaint conceit of daisies, frame
a figure that reminds you of the faultless nude studies of Ingres.l

Thinking perhaps, in part, of the similarities between Greek and

Gothic art, as well as of the long since lost, freshness with which

the men of the quattrocent,o a pproached Greek culture, Pater goes on

to assert, that

you will find t,hat quaint design of Botticelli's a more direct
inlet into the Greek temper than the works of the Greeks t,hem-
selves even of t.he finest period.2

Not only did Botticelli combine in his philosophy whatever appealed

to him from both pagan and Christian sources, and in his art a

variety of motifs from both traditions, but he produced a work which

Pater could claim told us more about, the Greeks than direct study of

them does. This claim shows again how totally Pater subjugated ques-

tions of historicity to those of mood; consistently, it must be ad-

mitted, with his belief that "in what is connect,ed with a great

name, much that is not real is often very stimulating."3

In pictures like this of Bot,ticelli's you have a record of the
first impression made by it ft,he Hellenic spirifl on minds turned
back towards it, in almost painful aspiration, from a world in

I rbid,

2 rbid,
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which it, had been ignored so long... .1

Pater said more in this essay on Botticelli about, matters

of artistic technique than was usually t.he case when he wrote about

an artist, and in his discussion of Botticelli's use of line and

colour he stresses its suit,ability to the subjective feeling which

is always the real subject. Perhaps deliberat,ely, to foster his

melancholy interpretation of Botticelli, or perhaps because he

really did not feel it, he ignores what Kenneth Clark calls

the spring and flow of line which makes Botticelli one of the
greatãst ãraughtsmen in European art ....2

It is nonet,heless interest,ing to find him relat,ing the mood he per-

ceived in Botticelli's work to technical short-comings:

Botticelli meant all that imagery to be altogether pleasurable;
and it was partly an incompleteness of resouFÇi",l, inseparable
from the art of that time, that subdued and chilled it; but his
predilect,ion for minor tones counts also....3

Technical Iimitations notwithstanding. Pater obviously be-

lieved that, Botticelli's art presented not only a fascinating per-

sonality, but the spirit of an age which had absorbed without fa-

vouritism the heritage of both the pagan and Christian cultures.

St,range as it was to assert that t.he mother of Christ took no side

in t,he battle of good and evil, and that Venus looked forward with

sorrow to "the whole long day of love yet, to come"4, Botticelli did

I rbid, s9
2 CLark, op cit, 17
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so in Pater's presentation of him, thus allowing neither to be un-

affected by her former rival. Pater made Botticelli's alleged moral

neutrality, or morality of total sympathy. the ultimate enactment of

quattrocento intellectual generosity.

whereas Pater made much of Pico's appearance and personal

Iife, he avoids considering Botticelli's. Certainly Fitlipino Lippi's

portrait of him, in the Brancacci Chapel, does not seem to fit the

man who produced works of ineffable melancholy, showing as it does a

sullen, sensual man with deep-set eyes and a heavy jaw. Pater refers

to Botticelli's interest in Boccaccio on the one hand, and his disci-

pleship of Savonaïola on the other, Suggesting that he "may welI

have let...theories come and go across him."I And although he happily

used Vasari's story of the reÌationship with Palmieri. he stated that

"his life is almost colourless."2 In many otheï eSsays, Such as that

on da Vinci, Pater used discredited oï suspect anecdoteS, but he ig-

nored most of what vasari reported of Bo¿ticelli; and quite untruth-

fully said that in his case "t,here is no legend to dissipate"3, and

that "only two things happened to him."4 Similarly, although it was

true of other painters in whose case Pater made no mention of the fact'

he Stressed that Botticelli "did not even go by his true name."5 He

I rbid,
2 rbid,
3 rbid,
4 rbid,
5 rbid,
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made no use of Vasari's allegation that when Botticelli was paid

well by the Pope, he squandered the money "during his residence in

Rome, where he lived immoderately, as was his habit."I

There seems t,o be a simple explanation for this. Pater wanted

touseBotticeIIi'sarttoputforwardhisideaofg@cul-

ture. He did this by interpreting it in the manner discussed in

these last few pages. But, the real man behind the art suited neither

Pater's presentation of that. art, nor of the age it was being used to

typify. He wanted Botticelli to be as melancholy and morally sexless

as his Madonnas and goddesses, and as he was not he simply ignored

him, making him "a disembodied voice, and yet the voice of a human

soul."2 Just as Pater had stressed Abelard's love affair at the ex-

pense of his philosophy, building for him the image of a rebel, he

ignored Botticelli's Iife while building for him a false but conve-

nient character out of his art. fn the enchant,ed region of t,he

quattrocento, there was no room for an overweight, sensual painter.

Tu scan Scu I otor s

Pater's treat,ment of quatt,rocento sculpture compares inter-

est,ingly with what he wrote about the painting of the time. As ha.;

been seen, he had a clearer idea of which painters were conservative,

and why, than he had about the mainstream of progressive art. The

painter he chose as most exemplary of the whole inteLlectual ethos

I Vasari, 0p Cit, I47
2 Arthrt Symons quoted in H.

(Harmondsworth, Pelican, 1939), 51
Jackson, The Eiqhteen-Nineties,
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of t,he t,ime, Bott,icelli, was in his view stylistically ahead of many

of his contemporaries--He "lived in a generation of naturalists, and

he might have been a mere naturalist among them"l, but, he was a vi-
sionary--and Pater carefully censored t,he image of his personality.

Just as Pater overlooked some of the most advanced painters of the

quattrocento to concentrate on Bot,ticelli, so he paid litrle heed t,o

such sculptors as Donatello and Ghiberti, who incorporated the new

knowledge of perspective into their reliefs. Instead of them, he

devoted an essay, similar in length to that on Botticelli, to Luca

della Robbia and his school. Luca's place in quattrocento scul pt,ure

is similar in at least, one respect to Botticelli's in painting, al-

though he is of course less distinguished: he stood midway between

the most progressive and the most conservative of his contemporaries.

Kenneth Clark has suggested that the comparison between

Michelangelo's style and that of the Greek sculptors, which occupies

several pages of the essay "Luca della Robbia" (l'BT2) "seems to be

its only justification."2 This theory is not supported by an exam-

ination of the essay and other relevant passages in pater's t'rritings.

The comparison occurs because Pater believed that there were three

distinct "great styles in scuLpture"3--t,he Greek, the Michelangelesque

and
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the system of Luca della Robbia and the other Tuscan sculptors
of the fifteenth century, partaking both of the AIlqeme inheit of
the Greeks, their way of extracting certain select elements only
of pure form and sacrificing aII t,he rest, and the studied in-
completeness of Michelangelo, relieving that expression of
intensity, passion, energy, which might ot,henvise have hardened
into caricature. I

It seems an over-estimation of the significance of these Tuscan

sculptors, to rank their style as one of the three great styles

alongside those of the Greeks and Michelangelo, but Pater quite

clearly does this. The opening sentence of this essay has the same

defensive tone as much of the essay on Botticelli, showing t,hat he

was aware, when he wrote it, that many readers would think him to be

making excessive claims for minor artists:

The Italian sculptors of t,he earlier half of the fifteenth
century are more than mere forerunners of the great, masters of
its close, and oft,en reach perfection, within the narrow limits
which they chose to impose on t,heir work. Their sculpture shares
with the paintings of Botticelli and the churches of Brunelleschi
that profound expressiveness, that intimate impress of an indwell-
ing soul, which is the peculiar fascination of the art of Italy
in that century.2

Admittedly, for Pater much of t,he interest of these sculptors

did derive from the way in which they were the fore-runners of

Michelangelo, and represented a style midnray between his and that of

the Greeks, despite his perception of much that made them interesting

for their own sake. Pater's comments on the sculpture of Verrocchio

have been considered along with the discussion of his painting above,

and it was clear that Pater had an appropriat,ely high estimate of his

I rbid, 69

2 rbid, 63
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achievements. It seems surprising. then, to discover that it was

the work of the school of Luca rather than the monumental creations

of Verrocchio and others which Pater regarded as most distinctly

typical of their age; but the fact that he gave the most honoured

place to the Tuscans, as the representatives of the stream which led

to Michelangelo, is witnessed in many places.

The essay on Michelangelo was written a year before that on

the Tuscans, and in it appears Pater's first reference to the role

of these artists, in a comment on Michelangelo's sojourn in the city

of Bologna:

But about the portals of it,s vast unfinished churches and its
dark shrines, half hidden by votive flowers and candles, lie
some of the sweetest works of the early Tuscan sculptors,
Giovanni da Pisa and Jacopodella Quercia, things as winsome as
flowersi and the year Michelangelo spent in copying these works
was not a lost year. r

Later in the same essay, Pater asserted that

If one is to distinguish the peculiar savour of his
lrticnelangelo'$worÈ, he must be approached, not through his fo1-
lowers, but through his predecessors¡ not through the marbles of
Saint Peter's, but through the work of the sculptors of the fif-
teenth century over the tombs and altars of Tuscany. He is the
last of the Florentines, of those on whom the peculiar sentiment
of the Florence of Dante and Giotto descended: He is the consum-
mate representative of the form that sentiment took in the fif-
teenth ãentury with men like Signorelli and Mino da Fiesole.2

I,tlith some historical truth, but nonetheless, one feeIs, a

personal preoccupation showing, Pater uses the Tuscan tomb sculptures

to illustrate the obsessive interest in death of t,he men of the

I rbid, 79

rbid,902
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o uattrocento.

-

It was t,o t,his inherited sentiment, this practical decision that
to be pre-occupied with the thought of death was in itself digni-
fying, and a note of high quality, that the seriousness of the
great Florent,ines of the fifteenth century was partly due; and
it was reinforced in them by the actual sorrows of their times.
How often, and in what various ways, had they seen life stricken
down, in their street,s and housesl La bella Simonetta dies in
early youth, and is borne to t,he grave with uncovered face. The
young Cardinal Jacopo di Portogallo dies on a visit to Florence

Antonio Rossellino carves his tomb in the church of San
Miniato, with care for the shapely hands and feet, and sacred
attire; Luca de1la Robbia puts his skyeyest works t,here; and the
¿omb of the youthful and princely prelat,e became the strangest,
and most, beautiful thing in that strange and beautifut plaõe.l

The importance of understanding t,he Tuscan sculptors and t,he

mood their works embody, in order to understand Michelangelo as the

last and greatest of the Florentines was stressed again in "The

Beginnings of Greek Sculpture" (lBB0). Pater described the attempts

of certain critics t,o appreciate the work of Pheidias, without a

knowledge of earlier Greek monuments, as as fruitless as the efforts

of

people criticisinq Michelanqelo, without knowledge of the earlier
Tuscan school ....2

Further to the credit of the Tuscans, Pater implied that they had a

greater degree of technical control of their medium than Botticelli

had of his. l,ìtrhereas he admitted that certain aspects of that painter's

work owed their essence to "an incompleteness of resources inseparable

from the art of that time"3, he stated that these sculptors
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"chose"l to impose narrow timits on their style. Clearly their role

as the forerunners of Michelangelo was only one factor which con-

tributed to Pater's generous estimate of their importance.

It appears that there were reasons of other than an aest,hetic

kind which made the Tuscan sculpt,ors attractive to Pater. rn addi-

tion to their concern with death, which clearly fascinated him, he

was able to create for them an austere and serious image: without

ignoring or denying evidence t,o the contrary, as he had had to do in

the case of Botticelli.

One longs to penetrate into the lives of the men who have given
expression to so much power and sweetness¡ but it is part of the
reserve, the austere dignity and simplicity of their existence,
that their histories are for the most part lost, or told but
briefly. Mino, the Raffaelle of sculpture2, Maso del Rodario,
whose works add a new grace to the church of Como, Donatello
even--one asks in vain for more t,han a shadowy outline of their
actual days.3

Another attractive aspect of the Tuscan sculptors was that,, like

Botticelli, t,hey were little known in Pater's day; and consequent,ly

the familiarity with their work, which was enjoyed by the lucky few,

was a pleasing mark of taste and knowledge beyond that of the ordi-

nary art-lover or common tourist. This feeling, latent in the ref-

erence to their works at Bologna4, is clear in "Luca della Robbia"

and even clearer in "Art Notes in North ftaly". fn "Luca della

I rbid, 59

will
2 Th" study of Pater's view of Raphael, in the next chapter,

show that this epithet credits Mino with grace and scholarship.
3 Renaissance , 63-4
4 rbid, 79
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Robbia" Pater observed :

Their works have been much neglected, and often almost hidden
away amid t,he frippery of modern decoration, and we come with
some surprise on the places where their fire still smoulders. I

And twenty years later:

The experienced visitor knows what, to expect in the sacristies
of the great, Italian churchesi the smaller, choicerworks ofLuini
say, of Della Robbia or Mino of Fiesole, the superb ambries and
drawers and presses of o1d oak or cedar, the still untouched
morsel of fresco--like sacred priestly thought,s visibly linger-
ing there in the haì.f-light.2

By the date of t,his second passage, Pater had come t,o see a

deeper significance in Tuscan qualllggenl-A_ sculpture than had at

first struck him. but when he wrote "Luca" he was capt,ivated as much

by its associations as its aest,het,ic charm:

I suppose nothing brings the real air of a Tuscan tor,vn so vividly
to mind as those pieces of pale blue and white earthenware, by
which tre[fuca]is ñest known, like fragments of the milky stcy it-
self, fallen i4to the cool streets, and breaking into the dark-
ened churches.3

The aesthetic charm of Tuscan sculpture lay in its suitability t,o

Pater's concept of the guattrocento, its subtlety and power of ex-

pression, derived respectively, from classicism, and medieval art,.

Pater said litt1e about the sources of these qualities, either ex-

pecting his reader t,o be able to ident,ify them from what had been

said in the earlier chapters of rhe Renaissance, or simply allowing

them t,o settle into the reader's mind to be evoked in ¿he essay on
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Michelangelo which followed next in the book. Having said enough of

their passionate seriousness to disallow objections to his estimate

of them on the grounds of excessive sweetness and sentimentality, he

sums up his view of their essential qualities in this inclu.sive para-

graph:

These Tuscan sculptors of the fifteenth century worked for
the most part in low relief, giving even to their monumental
effigies something of its depression of surface, getting into
them by this means a pat,het,ic suggestion of t,he wast,ing and
etherealisation of death. They are haters of all heaviness and
emphasis, of strongly-opposed li g

t
ht, and shade, and seek their
ast refinements of shadow,means of expression among

which are almost invi sibl
those

e except in a strong light, and which
the finest pencil can hardly follow. The whole essence of their
work is expression, the passing of a smile over the face of a
child, the ri
a window ajar

pple of the air on a still day over the curtain of
I

Pater never again devoted a passage to an analysis of the

stylistic aspects of Tuscan guatt to sculpture, but the 1886

essay "Sir Thomas Browne" reveals an interesting, subtle but signif-

icant change in his attitude toü¡ards their treatment of deat,h. Where-

as in "Luca" he had emphasised t,he romantic aura of early death, in

the later essay he perceives a more profound theme. Describing the

Treatise of Urn-Buri I as "the best justification of Browne's liter-

ary reputation"2, he observed¡

Nowhere, perhaps, is the att,itude of questioning awe on the
threshold of another life displayed with the expressiveness of
this unique morsel of Iiterature, although there is something
of the same kind in other than the lit,erary medium, in the dèli-
cate monumental sculpture of the early Tuscan School, as also in

1 rbid,64-5
2

Apprec i ati on s L52
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many of t,he designs of William Blake, oft,en, though unconscious-
ly, much in sympathy with those unsophisticated ltalian workmen.
With him" as with them,...the visible function of death is but
to refine, to detach from aught that is vulgar.l

In this passage Pater seems to be ascribing to the Tuscan sculptors

a quite specific intellectual position with respect to death, and an

aesthetic intention in making it their favourite subject. It has

been observed that Pater has romanticised these sculptors, in the

essay "Luca della Robbia": making something emotive out of their

t,omb sculpture. and presenting their lives as idyllic in their peace-

fullness. In that essay he emphasized their debt to the middle ages,

and said nothing of their use of classical motifs. In effect, the

essay on Browne extends and complements this image of the Tuscans.

There the mood of Browne's work, which Pater claimed was also that

of theirs, is defined as classical, because it so precisely fixed a

feeling of basically romantic nature.2

It seems that Pat,er wished to present the Tuscans as produc-

ing an almost classical art as a result of a development of feeling

for sweetness and subt.Iety, rather than as a result of a classical

stylistic revival then t,aking place. In contrast to Botticelli, they

are presented without any int,erest in classical or modern literature

being att,ributed to them, and their art is seen solely as the expres-

sion of their temperaments, in t,une with the Frorentine tradition go-

ing back several centuries. Pat,er makes the Tuscan sculptors exem-

I r¡ia, r5g

2 rbid, 156



plars of his belief that the Renaissance did indeed,

Mrs Pattison, develop as "a sentimental revolution."l

118

to paraphrase

Summarv

Alt,hough he modified the somewhat idyllic picture of the

guattrocento he had given in the "Preface" to The Renaissance, Pater

held permanently to certain of the ideas he had put forward in that

essay. His discussion of life and art in the guattrocento contrasts

with his view of the Medieval Renaissance, in which rebellion, often

in matters of sexual behaviour, had characterised the Renaissance

spirit. Pater actually avoids mentioning or discussing at any length,

the sexual and personal lives of Botticelli and the Tuscan sculpt,ors,

to whom he devoted essays, although a latently homosexual flavour is

detectable in "Pico della Mirandola". In Pater's quattrocento, intel-

lectual generosity, tolerance, even amorality were dist,inctive char-

acteristics. Although in the essay on Botticelli he himself adopts

an anti-religious tone, he does not suggest that Christianity was ex-

cluded from the uattrocento although it was often obliged to fill
a less honoured role than that occupied by classicism. The major ef-

fort of the century was, in Pater's opinion, the attempt to reconcile

the two traditions, and avoid moral and theological confrontations.

Excesses of any sort were abhorred.

Pico, who unsuccessfully attempted to reconcile the philos-

ophies and mythologies of the two traditions, is made the typical

I Pattison, 0p Cit, t04
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figure of the age. He is portrayed as beautiful and serene. reflect-

ing in his person as well as his work, the best qualities of his cen-

tury. Botticelli, by adopting a morality of sympathy rather than of

judgment and exclusion, is credited by Pater with effecting t,he re-

conciliation in his works. He painted his sacred and profane persons

in much the same way, Pater stresses, and expresses his own moods

through Christian and classical subjects aIike. The sculptors of the

school of Luca della Robbia sought, after ways to express sentiments

which had been part of t,he Elorentine tradition for centuries, and in

doing so they used a st,yle midway between that of the Greeks and

Michelangelo, thus achieving classicism by a romantic, or medieval,

route.

Although Christianity was not excluded from this "enchant,ed

region", there was no place in it for t,he specifically medieval, anti-

physical, strain of Christianity which had once been the enemy of

those who sought, to free the human mind. Artists like Perugino and

Fra Angelico were described by Pater as "medieval", because t,hey seem-

ed to him to have their spiritual and intellectual roots in the age

before the Renaissance. They were no more to be included in ¿he

uattrocento than Giotto in the Medieval Renaissance.

Pater was similarly influenced by mood more than style in his

consideration of the artists who represented the more progressive

aspect of the art of the day. He ignored the most original painters

of the time; and seemed to rank verrocchio highly, and to be unimpres-

sed by Ghirlandaj o. He came in later years to respect the achievement
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of Andrea Mantegna, but Botticelli remained, for him, the most inter-

esting quattrocento painter.

The image of the quattrocento projected by Pater's writings

is far from bland, however, despite its lack of the rebellious

quality in personal life which he had stressed in the Medieval

Renaissance. Apart from questions of homosexuality and necrophilia,

tendencies which he seems to suggest distinctly though covertly, he

attributedtothemenoftheg.@'!.9'afreedomanddaringin

thought if not in everyday life. His typical man of the age seems

to have lived an austere life by choice, while allowing no power or

institution to direct his thoughts. The "strange rival religion"I

had been securely installed in human culture, had lost itS Strange-

ness, and had no longer to struggle for survival and acceptance.

I Renaissance, 24



CHAPTER IV

FORCES IN GENERAL CULTT]RE : THE HIGH RENAISSANCE.

Leonardo da Vinci

Pater's first discussion of Leonardo da Vinci was in the

essay of 1869 devoted t,o him. It is the most famous of Pater's

essays, often anthologised and analysed as if it is typical of

Pater's criticism, or shows him at his best,. The passage in it de-

scribing the @g-!!9 is one of the best-known fragments of English

prose, and the frequent quoting of it, out, of context, has formed (or

deformed) many people's idea of Pater's style and approach to art.

It is the classic specimen of a Victorian "purple passage", and has

been used on many occasions as evidence for the generalisation that

Pater was really a spinner of decadent fant,asies, a creative writer

who used a work of art rather than an original idea as his starting-

point; and who posed as a critic, although lacking the ability to

discuss art in other than rhapsodic tones. It was this passage which

Wilde imagined being recited in the presence of the Mona Lisa like a

prayer before an a1tar, and which Yeats chopped into lines and used

as the first poem in his Oxford Book of Modern Verse.l fn view of

t,his tradition it is necessary to be very cautious in approaching t,he

Yeats, êd.,
TE37)

1w. e.
0.u.P.,(Oxford,

The Ox ord Book of Modern Verse.
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essay on Leonardo, avoiding both an uncritical acceptance of the con-

ventional view, and a pedantic over-react,ion. A careful examinat,ion

of the essay should make the role of the-Gj-ocpnd¡_passage, in its
context, clearly apparent.

The essay on Leonardo begins with a reference to Vasari's

Ji-@", and to the monograph by Carlo Amoretti, published in 1804,

which showed that most of Vasari's st,ories about Leonardo do not stand

up to examination. Pater's attitude is apparent in his reference to

"mere"I antiquarianism, and his observat,ion that Leonardo's

f@d,, as the French say, wit,h the anecdotes which everyone
knows, is one of the most brilliant, in Vasari.2

The reader is warned that, in his discussion of Leonardo, Pater can be

expected to make more use of attractive legend than of less fascinat-

ing truth. fn his essay on Botticelli, Pater ignored Vasari's fsgd_
to create his own, based on a free interpretat,ion of certain of his

paintings; in the essay on Leonardo he accepts and embroiders Vasari's

legend, despite an awareness that, it was lacking in veracity. The

introductory paragraphs make it clear that for Pater the interpreta-

tion of Leonardo's art with the aid of the discredited leqend was a

more attractive project than undertaking research to increase defi-

nite knowledge about him:

For others remain the editing of the thirteen books of his manu-
script, and the separation by t.echnical criticism of what, in his
reputed works is really his, from what is only half his, or the
work of his pupils. But a lover of strange souls may still an-
alyse for himself the impression made on him by those works, and

I Renaissance,99

rbid, gg2
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try to reach through it a definition of the chief element,s of
Leonardo' s geniu s. I

The admission in this paragraph that Pater was fully aware

that many of Leonardo's reputed works were of doubtful authenticity

is also significant. If he was to use discredited anecdotes in his

portrait of the man and his work, then it was consistent to refer to

pictures of questionable originality. Modern writers, like Kenneth

Clark,2 who have been embarassed by Pater's acceptance of doubtful

work and taken this as evidence of Pater's inability to distinguish

the work of the master from that of his followers, could have been

spared their embarassment had they considered these opening para-

graphs, in which Pater admitted t,hat he was quite conscious that what

he was doing was unscholarly. Pater, at least at the time of writing

"Leonardo da Vinci" and "Botticelli", clearly preferred the fascinating

semi-mythical Renaissance of the leqends to the often prosaic histor-

ical circumstances which he suspected underlay much of it. Pater

clearly disclaimed any pïetensions of being a technical critic like

Crowe and Cavalcasselle and Berenson, and concentrated instead on

writing a book which aimed to interest a wider public in the Renais-

Sance. In view of his lack of self-deception in this matter, Pater's

more hostile critics achieve littIe by complaining about his exces-

sivety "impressioniStic" critical approach as though it was Something

of which he was unaware, or worse stiII, something which he sought

I rbid, I00

Clark, 0p Cit, 16
2
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unsuccessfully to avoid. Certainly the notorious Gioconda passage

seems less bizarre and striking when it is realised that its context

was an essay directed not to the technical critic but. to the "lover

of strange soul s". 1

The first paragraph of the essay presents the best example,

in its discussion of Vasari's comments on Leonardo's religious views,

of Pater's conscious use of suspect evidence. fn the first edition

of Vasari's life of Leonardo, Pater wrote, there are a number of

statements and suggestions omitted from the subsequent editions:

There, the painter who has fixed the outhrard type of Christ for
succeeding centuries was a bold speculator, holding lightlyrby
other men's beliefs, setting philosophy above Christianity.:-

Pater acknowledges that t,his image of Leonardo is suspect, not only

because Vasari himself saw fit to modify it, but because

words of his,tleonardo'Eltrenchant enough t,o justify this impres-
sion, are not recorded, and would have been out of keeping with
a genius of which one characteristic is the tendency to lose it-
self in a refined and graceful mystery. The suspicion was but
the time-honoured mode in which the world stamps its appreciation
of one who has thoughts for himself alone, his high indifference,
his intolerance of the common forms of things; and in the second
edition the imaqe was changed into something fainter and more
conventional.3 "

But t,here is perceptible, in this very paragraph which allows the

unreliability of the suggest,ion that Leonardo was unsure of his f,aith,

the beginnings of Pater's process of deliberate distortion. There is
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a clear sense of disappointment and regret in the observation that

"in the second edition the image was changed into something fainter

and more conventional"I, and that change seems to have been, in

Pater's mind, almost an insult to Leonardo's memory. The words

"fainter" and "more conventional" suggest that the clearing up of

the doubt about Leonardo's religious orthodoxy, rather than being

an exonerat,ion, was a condemnationi and the reader is reminded of

the standpoint of "Tho Early French Stories" and "BotticeIli".2

Regretting that he cannot be confident in the thought of Leonardo

the defiant free-thinker, Pater nonetheless insists that, it is the

unconventional and bizarre element in his art which accounts for its

intere st :

But it is still by a certain mystery in his work, and something
enigmatical beyond the usual measure of great men, t,hat he fas-
cinates, or perhaps half repels.... His type of beauty is so
exotic that it fascinates a larger number than it delights, and
seems more than t,hat of any ot,her artist to reflect ideas and
views and some scheme of t,he world within; so that he seemed to
his contemporaries to be the possessor of some unsanct,ified
wisdom; as to Michelet to have anticipated modern ideas.3

Pater seems to have wished to corffnunicate to, almost to im-

pose upon, his readers, a view of Leonardo which he could not justify

by rational argument,. Tothisendhehasemphasised theories which he

could not prove, and stories which he admitted could not be believed,

I rbid,98
t- 0f course the essay on Leonardo was t,he first of these to

be written, but is the last to be read by one who reads The Renais-
S!-ce. from "Preface" to "Conclusion".

3 Renaissance, 99
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thus implanting his view in his readers' minds nonetheless firmly

for his admissions that t,he evidence was unreliable. One is reminded

of those criminal lawyers who, in court, ask questions they know will

be successfully objected to, in order to plant certain ideas in the

minds of the jurors--ideas for which they have no admissible evidence.

ft is interesting to observe that in addition to evoking the

image of Leonardo the free-thinker, Pater, as a pretended alternative.

suggests that he, like any other who has "thoughts for himself alone,"

was misunderstood and misrepresented by the "time-honoured mode" of

the insensitive world. It is ¿empting to see in this a reference to

the mistrust and open criticism which Pater himself suffered in these

years, as a result of his apparent contempt for many aspects of Chris-

tianity. Cert,ainly he is casting Leonardo in the mould of the roman-

tic artist alienated from a philistine society which disapproves of

anything unconventional enough to be beyond immediate understanding.

This idea of Leonardo as one cut off from everyday society and mun-

dane affairs is strengthened by the assertion that he

is so possessed by his genius that he passes unmoved through the
most tragic events, overwhelming his country and friends, Iike
one who comes across them by chance on some secret errand.r

ft has been observed that Pater was aware that the authentic-

ity of much that he took to be Leonardo's work, for the purposes of

this essay, was very doubtful. Nonetheless it is surprising to find

that he accepted what seems to the twentieth century t,o be an obvious-

ly baroque -@,!g as genuinely Leonardesque; clearly it fitted so

I ftid, 99
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perfectly his conception of the bizarre in Leonardo's style that he

could not resist making reference to it. Pater is fascinat,ed to a

very great degree by this work, and the tone of his description is

more obsessive than critical:

What may be called the fascination of corruption penetrates in
every touch of its exquisitely finished beauty. About the
dainty lines of the cheek the bat flits unheeded. The delicate
snakes seem 1iterally strangling one another in terrified strug-
gle to escape from the Medusa brain. The hue which violent
death always brings with it-is in the features: features singu-
Iarly massive and grand.. .. r

Similarly he is at pains to associate Leonardo with violence

and evil when he refers to his time in the employment of Ludovico

Sforza, to whom he offered "strange secrets in the art of war."2

Pater t,e I I s with rel i sh that S forza

murdered his young nephew by slow poison,yet was so suscepti-
ble of religious impressions that he blended mere earthly
passions with a sort of religious sentimentaIism....J

He then assert,s that in Sforza's Milan. a city of "brilliant sins

and exquisite amusements...."4, da Vinci adjusted himself easily

and became

a celebrated designer of pageants: and it suited the quality
of his genius, composed in almost equal parts of curiosity and
the desire of beauty, to t,ake t,hings as they came.Ð

l rbid,

2 rbid,
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To Leonardo least, of aII men could t,here be anything_poisonous
in the exotic flowers of sent,iment which grew there. I

Pater seems to have been trying to convict Leonardo of guilt-by-as-

sociation; or at least using him as a Renaissance forerunner of a

favourite decadent t,heme: sin as an art form. The poetry of Swinburne

and Wilde's "Pen, Pencil and Poison" are two of many examples of

ninet,eenth century interest in the aesthetic possibitities of evil;

and Pater's essay on Leonardo perhaps deserves to be considered

another work on t,his theme, portraying as it does the great genius as

one in whose work the forbidden was a major element. In Pater's ex-

position of the distinctive formula of the Leonardesque, "curious"

seems to mean bizarre, and "curiosity" seems to imply a quest,ioning

beyond the Iimits that either medieval or Victorian society set.

Curiosity and the desire of beauty--these are the two elementary
forces in Leonardo's genius; curiosity often in conflict with the
desire of beauty, but generating, in union with it, a type of
subtle and curious grace.2

Throughout the essay it is the element of curiosity rather

than the desire of beauty which Pater stresses. rn the next paragraph

Pater describes Leonardo as the exemplar of the return to nature which

was one aspect of the Renaissance, and immediately makes this int,erest

in nature appear perverse:

fn this return to nature, he was seeking t,o satisfy a boundless
curiosity by her perpetual surprises,...

I rbid, 109
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He who thus penetrated into the most secret parts of nature
preferred always the more to the less remote, what, seeming
exceptional, was an instance of law more refined, the construc-
tion about, things of a peculiar atmosphere and mixed light,s....
In him first appears the tast,e for what is Þ-iZæ" or recherché
in landscape.... ft, is the landscape, not of dreams or of fancy,
but of places far withdrawn, and hours selected from a thousand
with a miracle of -f&,qg". Through Leonardo's strange veil of
sight things reach him so: in no ordinary night or day, but as
in faint light of eclipse, or in some brief interval of falling
rain at daybreak, or through deep water. I

Similarly in dealing with da Vinci's handling of human faces

and personalities, Pater emphasises the bizarre and morbid. Having

already observed that, count,er to the belief of many moralists, ille-
gitimate children like Leonardo himself often have a "keen, puissant

nature"2, Pater continues to scorn propriety by using the portraits

of Ludovico's mistresses to exemplify Leonardo's desire for beauty.

An odour of necrophilia creeps in when he credits Leonardo with

having, in the case of one of them, forseen her early death:

Opposite is the portrait of Beatrice d'Este, in whom Leonardo
seems t,o have caught some presentiment of early death, painting
her precise and grave, fuÌl of the refinement of the dead, in
sad earth-coloured raiment, set with pale stones.3

When he considers Leonardo's drawings, Pater passes quickly over those

depicting mother and child, and discusses those of another character

at length:

ft is a face of doubtful sex, set in the shadow of its own hair,
...with something voluptuous and full in t,he eyelids and t,he lips,

We might take t,he thread of suggestion which t,hese two
drawings offer,...and, following it...construct, a sort of series,

I rbid,
2 rbid,
3 rbid,
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illustrating better than anything else Leonardo's type of
womanly beauty. Daughters of Herodiqs,...they are not of the
Christian family, or of Raffaelle's.I

With no more justification than his own whim, Pater characterises

Leonardo's women as not mereJ.y non-Christian, but anti-Christian.

Herodias was the mother of Salome, who asked for the decapitation

of John the Baptist, and who symbolised many of the vices and sins

most abhorred by the Church, including of course, incest. SaÌome

was to become the subject of a play by Wi1de2 and a series of draw-

ings by Aubrey Beardsley, who implied in them that she achieved an

orgasm by dancing with the severed head of John, indicative of

necrophilia. That Pat.er should have associated Salome with Leonardo's

faces of women, suggests that he was pre-occupied t.o some degree with

these t,hemes, and projected this obsession onto Leonardo.

A similar conclusion seems to be justified in connection

with homosexuality, although in this matter there is ample evidence

that Leonardo was emotionally involved in fact as well as in

Pater's mind. Pater describes the St. John Baptist of the Louvre

as one

whose delicate brown flesh and woman's hair no one would go
out into the wilderness to seek, and whose treacherous smile
would have us understand something far beyond the outward
gesture or circumstance.3

The same androgynous quality was found in many of the sketches as

T95Ð.

I r¡i¿, 115-6

2 or""r Witde, "Salome", Works ed Maine, (London, Collins,

3 Renaissance, II8
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well:

But among the more youthful heads there is one at Florence
which love chooses for its own--the head of a young man, which
may well be the likeness of Andrea Salaino, beloved of Leonardo
for his curled and waving hair...and afterwards his favourite
pupil and servant. Of all the interests in tiving men and
women which may have filled his life at, Milan, this attachmen¿
alone is recorded.... ft illustrates Leonardo's usual choice
of pupils, men of some natural charm of person or intercourse
like Salaino, or men of birt,h and princely habits of life like
Francesco MeIzi--men with just.enough genius to be capable of
initiati on into hi s secrel. . . . I

It is interesting to contrast with this passage an extract

frogr the chapter "The Chinks in the Renaissance" from Raymond de

Becker's study of homosexuality, The Other Face of Love.2 fn an

age when more explicit expression was possible, de Becker wrote:

Painters of this period Eryere allowed]l to welcome young pupils of
their choice into their own homes. Leonardo selected them more
for their beauty than for their talent. As a result hardly any
of their names are known in the history of art, not even those
of...Andrea Salaino or Francesco Melzi.... As for Andrea
Salaino, the account book has transmitted to üs,...the det,ails
of the expenses into which this boy led da Vinci. Thus, on 4
April 1497 he noted, eight yards of cloth of silver, green
velvet for the trimming, ribbons, fastenings, and alI for a
cloak he was giving to the scamp. "This is really the last time,
dear Salai, that f am giving you more money", which in spite of
this formal statement did not prevent him from living with him
for eighteen years longer. Salaino seems moreover to have been
merely a nickname meaning Saladino, or little devil, for this
young good-for-nothing never stopped robbing Leonardo and
Leonardo never stopped forgiving him.3

De Becker believed that Leonardon s homosexual tendencies revealed

I

2

Spearman,

3

rbid, 116-7

R de Becker, The Other Face of Love, (London, Neville
1967)

de Becker, Op Cit, lL4
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themselves in the rrhidden and obstinate quest for hernaphroditisn,,l

of his art, and in this too Pater seems to have anticipated the

Freudian critics, for as a seeningly kindred spirit he recognised

the symptoms of Leonardors penchant.

Freudrs study of Leonardo2h.rbeen 1argely discredited,

for it has been shown to depend on a nunber of historically false

assuntrltions. However, the essay is stil1 valuable for severar in-

sights which are generally accepted.

Freud, who acknowledged that Pater r'leads us to another
-)clue. . .rl when he ernpha sizes Mona Lisaf s srnile , claimed that his

interpretation of the painting as I'expressive of what in the ways

of a thousand years men had come to desire,,4 had validity and was

true in as much as Leonardo's handling of this nagnum opus was

rooted in his hornosexuality. Furthermore Freud wrote

Paterts confident assertion that we can see, fron childhood,
a face like Mona Lisars defining itself on the fabric of his
dreams, seems convincing and deserves to be taken literally.5

Pater corunents in several places on Leonardofs well-known

rbid, 115

Signund Freud Leonardo da Vinci. Penguin,1966.

Freud, 0p Cit, t53
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inability to bring to fruition all that he undertook, or even much

of it. r?He wasted nany days in curious tricks of design,,l, he ob-

serves in one place, and later comnents on trthe hesitation which

had har:nted hin all through life ... ."2

It is therefore interesting to see Freud interpreting this

problen as a nanifestation of Leonardors sexual situatiorrs, and al-

so finding a sexual neurosis behind Leonardofs scientific curiosity.4

It can be hypothesised that in dwelling on the bizarre

homosexual and perhaps anti-Christian aspects of Leonardors art,

Pater was not only delighting in finding in a genius certain atti=

tudes which he shared, but groping towards a fuller accormt of his

difficulties along with his triurnphs. If this is accepted, rnany

passages often considered to be only creative prose poetry rnust be

recognised as daring, if half-suppressed, criticisn.

The notorious Gioconda passage is truly the clinax of the

essay, in that it identifies in this one famous work all of the

perverse themes which have been introduced one by one, as well as

sone others which have not been previously nentioned"

1
Renaissance L04

2 rbid, 127

Freud, Op Cit, 181

rbid, 181
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This anthology of the perverse and bizarre serves two ob=

vious functions. The thenes introduced in pater's discussion of

Leonardofs life and art are brought together in a single irnage,

and an image is found for the ,modern id.ea,,.l The painting itself
is alnost buried by the weight of symbolisrn it is nade to carry,

Certainly it nust be admitted that paterrs essay on

Leonardo is not exclusively concerned with his real and inagined

perversities and perversions. Pater defined Leonardors genius as

consisting of the desire for beauty as well as curiosity, and j

there are many references to Leonardofs invol'rnent in unexception-

able activities. His childhood is presented as entirely idyllic,

his chief pleasure having been in freeing caged birds.

Pater te1ls the story of Leonardo painting the angel into

vemocchiors Baptisrn, and sees no evil in thertbrightt and rani-

mated'r figure which he ca1ls I'a space of sunlight in the cold,

laboured old picture.,,2 fn nany instances, however, Leonardors

successes are presented as the seeds of future discontents. He

surpassed Verrocchio and achieved perfection in the o1d Florentine

manner:

And because it was the perfection of that style it awoke
in Leonardo sorne seed of discontent which 1ay in the secret
places of his nature. For the way to perfection is through a

1
Renaissance, 726

2 rbid, t02
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series of disgusts; and this picture...was after all in the old
slight manner.... So he plurged into the study of nature. And
in doing this he followed the manner of the older students; he
brooded over the hidden virtues of plants and crystals,...and
for years he seemed to those_about hin as one listening to a
voicê, silent for other r"rr.1

It has been seen that Pater nade this study of nature ap-

pear somewhat bízarre in his discussion of it; and he dealt sin-

ílarly with da Vincirs work in the field of nechanics. In Paterrs

account, Leonardors plan to jack up the church of San Giovanni,

and his schemes to divert !üatercourses, becone feats of magic,

rather than merely anbitious engineering operations. Anticipating

Freud, Pater specifically contradicts the apparently reasonable

view of those who sought to see these schemes as they ü/ere, without

nystique.

He was smitten with a love of the inpossible--the perforation
of mormtains, changing the course of rivers, raising great
buildings,...in the air; all these feats for the perforrnance of
which natural nagic professed to have the key. Later writers,
indeed, see in these efforts an anticipation of nodern mechan-
ics; in him they were rather dreans, thrown off by the over-
wrought and labouring brain.2

Paterrs practice here is analogous with his treatnent of

the Florentine historians and philosophers in "pica della

Mirandola". rn that essay he clained that the men of the fifteenth

century lacked even the rudinents of the historical sense; an

1 rbid,

rbid,
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opinion he reversed a few years later. In the essay on Leonardo he

comparably denies the rudirnents of the true scientific spirit to

the researchers of the Renaissance, presenting them as medieval al*

chenists because it suits the overall nood of the essay" Although

he aùnits that rrthose who can judge describe hin as antícipating...

the later ideas of science"l, Pater refuses, in another place, to

accept this opinion:

The science of that age was all divination, clairvoyance,
unsubjected to our exact modern formu1as,,.. Later writers,
...have inagined a rigid order in his inquiries, But this
rigid order was 1ittle in accordance with the restlessness of
his character; and if we think of hin as the mere reasoner..,
we shall hardly have of hin that impression which those about
hin received frorn him. Poring over his crucibles, making ex-
perinents with colour, trying, by a strange variation of the
alchenists drean, to discover the secret, not of an elixir to
make nanrs natural life inrnortal, but rather of giving irmor=
tality to the subtlest and most delicate effects of painting,
he seened to thern rather the sorcerer of the nagician, pos-
sessed of curious secrets and hidden knowledge, living in a
world of which he alone possessed the key.z

The work in which Leonardo applied the results of sone of

these researches !\ras The Last Supper, and Pater mentions, in his

discussion of it, Leonardors delays and inegular nethods. Most

interesting, though, is Paterrs effort to nake even this work a

synbol of the declining pohrer of the Church. He does not actually

state that in painting it Leonardo had any but sincere rnotives,

rbid, 110

rbid, 706-7
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but he states that in its decay

it is the irnage of what the history it syrnbolises has more and
more become for the world, paler and paler as it recedes into
the distance. l

Two pages earlier he had written:

No one ever ruled over his subject more entirely than Leonardo2
or bent it nore dexterously to purely artistic ends. And so it
comes to pass that although he handles sacred subjects continu-
ously, he is the nost profane of painters; the given person or
subject, Saint John in the Desert, or the Virgin on the knees
of Saint Anne, is often merely the pretext for a kind of work
which carries one quite out of the range of its conventional
association.5

rn the final paragraph, Pater aùnits that the question of the na-

ture of Leonardors religious views is still tmdefined, and again

shows his ov,¡n bias by describing the provision for rnasses and can-

dles in the painterts will as "huried offices,,4 of no consequence.

The thene of tnorthodoxy is sustained from the beginning of the es-

say to the end, and shapes Paterrs view of every aspect of da

Vincirs life and art.

rt is interesting to see the change in the tone of paterrs

comments on Leonardo over the following twentyfive yeaïs. The es-

say on Leonardo was followed two years later, in 1g7j., by that on

1

2

rbid, L21

The reader is put in mind of Botticelli.
3
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Michelangelo. In this essay, Leonardors interest in Nature is

nentioned, Ðd is quite lacking in sinister or bizarre overtones.

Instead, it is described as having beautified his works:

tle flr,tichelangelo] has traced no flowers, like those with which
Leonardo stars over his glooniest rocks,. ,. t

And again, "He gives us indeed no love1y natural objects like

Leonardo...."2 In the 1869 essay, Pater had noticed Leonardots

interest in nature with the words:

For has not nature too her grotesques--the rent rock, the dis-
torting light of evening on lonely roads, tbe unveiled struc=
ture of rnan in the ernbryo, or the skeleton?5

In 1871 he spoke of Leonardors "love1y natural objectsrr; the

change of enphasis could not be greater in so short a time,

rrTwo Early French Storiesrr was written in L872, and in that

essay Leonardo is cited as one who lived free from controversy, and

is identified in that context by the polite alias 'rthe painter of

the Last Supper".4 In this passage that ill-fated work carries

none of the gloony overtones with which it was laden in the essay

of 1869.

1 rbid, 7s

2 rbid, 77

3 rbid, 105

4 rbid, 27
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Perhaps the most dramatic illustration of pater's aban-

donment of the idea that the bizarre and perverse is an essential

ingredient in da vinci's work, is the contrasting interpret,ations

of the picture The virqin of the Balances which he gave in 1969

and 1875. In "Leonardo da Vinci", pater wrote that t,his work

showed the christ child weighing "the pebbtes of the brook against

the sins of men...."1, and the reference to sin suited the context,

rn "Demeter and Persephone" he described this picture as having

been t,hought to represent, under a veil, the blessing of uni-
versal nature ....2

This quite opposite interpretation is all the more striking be-

cause it occurs in a passage which shows that, although he no longer

sought to attribute all manner of perversions and unorthodoxies t,o

da vinci, Pater still felt the details in the pictures which he had

formerly seen as indicative of them. rn 1869 he had made the weary

look of some of da vinci's painted figures indicative of an exhaus-

tion after excesses of sensuality, or of infinite worldty wisdom.

In 1875 he referred t,o the way the

sleepy-looking heads, with peculiar grace and refinement of
somewhat advanced life in them, have just t,his half-weary
po stureS

quite without any suggestion that this was indicative of anything
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in the least degree bizarce.

rn "The Beginnings of Greek Sculpture" (IBB0) pater refers

briefly to the grotesque aspect of Leonardo's art, in a discussion

of painted shields, but there is no hint of perversion. In "Art

Notes in North ftaly" (1890) he discusses the techniques of sfumato

and chiaroscuro, mentioning Leonardo amongst the masters who em-

ployed them, but he seeks to attribute no supernatural significance

to shaded and indistinct faces. Pater's final mention of da vinci

occurs in "Raphael" (1892), where he is cited as a master "of what,

we call 'the ideal' in art".I There follows a description of

Leonardo's practice which is ent,irely consistent with the essay of

1869, while lacking its overt,ones of evil.

He þaphaeil will realise the function of style as exemplified in
the practice of da Vinci, face to face with the world of nature
and man as t,hey are; selecting from, asserting one's self in a
transcript of its veritable data; like drawing to like there,
in obedience to the master's preference for the embodiment of
the creative form within him.2

It can be said in conclusion that the essay on Leonardo is

really concerned primarily with asserting that art can be not, mere-

Iy amoral but immoral and remain great. Pater stresses every de-

parture from conventional morality that he could justify and many

that he could not, and created a myth of Leonardo living and working

in total disregard of social mores. He port,rays him as one who,

like Botticelli, asserted himself and his ideas in his art, regard-

I Miscellaneous Studies, 49

rbid. 502
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less of its ostensible subject, thus claining for himself a ronan-

tic freedorn in his creativity as much as in his relationships with

others. None of Paterts references to Leonardo after the essay of

l-869 have the same anti-church tone, nor do they reveal the same

fascination with the painterrs real and inagined sexual fantasies

and irregularities. rnstead they concentrate on his freedon in his

role as artist, asserting his own ideas in his work, without speci-

fying what those ideas were. rn the 1869 essay pater is seen dis-

torting facts and spinning fantasies, disregarding scholarship, but

verging on an extraordinary critical insíght. The essay is in fact

little short of an rnaginary Portrait. paterrs use of Leonardo here

is precise 1y what he asserts was Leonardo t s use of the world around hin: a

source of suggestions to be played with freery by the inagination.

Michelangelo

rn the essay on Leonardo, Michelangelo is nentioned in con-

nection with the rivalry between the two artists in painting a sub-

ject each frorn the Florentine wars of the quattrocento. Leonardo

then aged over fifty, chose as his subject the fighting between two

groups of soldiers for possession of a standard, at the battle of

Anghiari. The young Michelangelo

chose for his cartoon an incident of the war with pisa, in which
the Florentine soldiers, bathing in the_Arno, are surprised by
the sotmd of trunpets, and run to arms.l

1 Renaissance 726
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Both cartoons were lost, and have been reconstructed in general

outline from related fragments. This lack of any precise evidence

allowed Pater to imaginatively conjure up the worksi and his

comments on Michelangelo's cartoon, coming as they do in this essay

which is more a piece of mythologising than criticism, are espe-

cially interesting:

His design has reached us only in an old engraving, which per-
haps helps us less t.han what we remember of the background of
his HoL¡¿-F¡nII+ in the tJffizii to imagine in what superhuman
form, such as might have beguiled the heart of an earlier
world, those figures may have risen from the water.l

The language of this passage, with its references t.o superhuman

forms, the earlier world, and rising (god-like) from the water,

seems to be consistent with aspects of t,he body of the Leonardo

essay. Michelangelo's art is here seen in terms of divine and an-

tique grandeur; and it is interesting to see that while the image

of Leonardo changes between the essays "Leonardo da Vinci" and

"The Poetry of Michelangelo", that of Michetangelo does not. The

themes introduced in the passage quot,ed from the essay of 1869 are

those which dominate "The Poetry of Michelangelo" in IBZI.

A reference to Michelangelo in "pico della Mirandola",

which was published only one month before the major essay, in

October 1871 in the Eqrtniqhtly Review, is also indicative of

Pater's understanding of the role Michelangelo played in the

Renaissance. rt will be remembered that although pater was delight-

ed by Pico's personality and fascinat,ed by his researches, which he

1 rbid, 126-7
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saw as epitomising the intellectual generosity of the age, he had

to admit that Pico's efforts to effect a reconciliation of the

pagan and Christ,ian traditions had not been successful. Pater be-

lieved that the work of Pico was brought to fruition by the men of

t,he Enlightenment of the eighteenth century:

ft remained for a later age to conceive the true method of
effecting a scientific reconciliation of Christian sentiment
with the imagery, the legends, the theories about the world, of
pagan poetry and philosophy. For that ageS,he quattrocentÐthe
only possible reconciliation was an imaginative one, and re-
sulted from the effort,s of artists, trained in Christian schools,
to handle pagan subjectsi and of this artistic reconciliation
work like Èiöo's wai but t,he feebler counterpart. l

As his example of this reconciliation in a work of art, Pater cites

Michelanoelo' s Doni Nladonna :

In the Doni Madonna in the Tribune of the lJf.f.izii, Michelangelo
actually brings t,he pagan religion, and with it the unveiled
human form, tñe sleepy-looking fauns of a Dionysiac revel, into
the presence of the Madonna, as simpler painters had introduced
there other products of the earth' birds or flowersi and he has

given to that Madonna herself much of the uncouth energy of the
ótd"r and more primitive "Mighty Mother. "2

It seems that Michelangelo's art was for Pater the culmination of

the movements of the quattrocento. AIthou gh he was fascinated to

the point of obsession by certain of da Vinci's works. he never

appears to have doubted that Michelangelo's were of even greater

significance. When, in "Hippolytus VeiIed" (1889). he needed a

single work to typify Renaissance culture as the Parthenon typified

that of ancient Greece, he chose the Sistine Chapel, and one cannot

rbid, 47

rbid, 48
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imagine that the Mona Lisa would have served as aptty.l

The opening paragraph of "The Poetry of Michelangelo" seems

to have been written wit,h the essay on Leonardo in mind, and it is

fair to assume that Pater was aware that the two would be compared,

and would toge ther dominate The Renaissance, which volume he must

have planned in his mind at least as early as I87I.

Critics of Michelangelo have sometimes spoken as if the
only characteristic of his genius were a wonderful strength,
verging, as in the things of the imagination great strength
always does, on what, is singular or strange. A cert,ain
strangeness, something of the blossoming of the aloe, is in-
deed an element in all true works of art; that, they shall
excite or surprise us is indispensable.2

Here the element of strangeness in being defined in less bizarre

terms than in the essay of two years beforei and having said this

much, so t,hat a direct contradiction between the aesthetic posi-

tion of the two essays would not be apparent, Pater begins to

carefully modify the insistence on strangeness yet further:

But, that, they shall give pleasure and exert a charm over us is
indispensable too; ^and this strangeness must, be sweet also--a
lovely strangeness.3

Having modulated st,rangeness to loveliness, via excitement and

surprise, Pater then abandons it, and declares with unusual dogma-

tism that, the formula of the Michelangelesque is "sweetness from

strength": an interesting contrast with Leonardo's formula of
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"curiosity with beauty".

And to the true admirers of Michelangelo this is the true type
of the Michelangelesque--sweetness and strength, pleasure with
surprise, an energy of conception which seems at every moment
about, to break through all the conditions of comely form, re-
covering, touch by touch, a loveliness found usually only in
t,he simplest natural things--ex forti ¿ulcedq.l

The essay on Leonardo had made little of the medieval

element in Renaissance culture, although there was an att,empt to

present certain of Leonardo's really quite for,vard-looking re-

searches as essentially medieval in nature. It was Michelangelo,

however, who most clearly symbolised t,he Renaissance for Pater,

and so it is not surprising to find that in the analysis of his

style the element of medievalism--which with classicism was one of

t,he two main forces in the culture of the High Renaissance--is

strongly emphasised. Speaking of the "true admirers" of the

Michelangelesque, Pater went on:

In this way he sums up for them the whole character of
medieval art itself in that which distinguishes it most clearly
from classical work, the presence of a convulsive energy in it,
becoming in lower hands merely monstrous or forbidding, but
felt, even in its most graceful product,s, âS â subdued quaint-
ness or grotesque. Yet those who feel this grace or sweetness
in Michelangelo might at the first moment be puzzled if they
were asked wherein precisely the quality resided.... In
Michelangelo, people have for the most part been attracted or
repelled.rby the strength, while few have understood his sweet,-
ness....o

Before engaging on a more detailed study of Pater's

comments on the medieval and the classical elements in the

1 This formula is recalled in the essay on Raphael, in 1892.

rbid,73-42
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Michelangelesque, an examination of his understanding of his tech-

niques is appropriate. There is as much on this matter in "Luca

della Robbia" as in the essay devoted to Michelangelo, for as has

been seen, Pater believed that an understanding of Michelangelo's

sculpture could not be reached without a familiarity with the work

of Luca's school. Pater regarded these trocento Tuscan scul p-

tors as the creators of a style midway between that of the Greeks

and that of Michelangelo, with more humanity in their works than

their ancient predecessors, but less power than their great suc-

cessor. Furthermore, it was noted that in his discussion of the

School of Luca, Pater emphasised their place in the old Florentine

tradition, and made little reference to t,heir debt to classical

modes. He seemed to be suggesting that such classicism as they

did achieve, they achieved by the more medieval, or romantic,

means of their commit,tment to their subjects and themes, amongst

which death was perhaps supreme.

In the essay on Luca, Pater referred to t,he well-known

incompleteness of many of Michelangelo's works. He claimed that

what age had -done for the surviving statues of antiquity,

Michelangelo's works gained from "a puzzLing sort of incomplete-

ness, which suggests rather than realises actual form."1

Many have wondered at that incompleteness, suspecting, however,
that Michelangelo himself loved and was loath to change it,, and
feeling at the same time that. they too would lose something if
the half-realised form ever quit,e emerged from the stone,...and

I rnia, oe
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they have wished to fathom the charm of this incompleteness.
Welll that Íncompleteness is Michelangelo's equivalent for
colour in sculpturei it is his way of etherealising pure form,
of relieving its hard realism, and communicat,ing to it, breath,
pulsation. the effect, of tife....In this way he combines the
ütrost amount of passion and intensity with the sense of a

yielding and flexible life: he,gets not vitality merely, but a

wonderful force of exPression.r

Leonardo's inability to complete much that he undertook has

been related to his neo-platonism and his homosexual tendencies: and

Pater seems to be venturing a similar thought aS part explanation

for the incompleteness of certain of Michelangelo's works, although

he had also an explanation in technical terms. He states that

it was a characteristic too which felI in with his peculiar tem-
per and mode of life, his disappointments and hesitations.2

Whereas he had discussed the androgynous and otherwise Suggestive

nature of many of Leonardo" s figures at length, hinting at his re-

cognition of his orientation, Pater said Iittle about the personal

sexual implications of Michelangelo's figures. This may be because

Michelangelo'S homosexual tendencies have always been more widely

recognised than Leonardo'S. and were thus less in need of empha-

sising. It may also have been because Pater did not feel that the

element of perverse sexuality was aS significant in Michelangelo's

art as in da Vinci's, which depended for so much of its impact upon

its perverse strangeness.

Pater contrasts the Platonic relat'ionship between

t rbid,

Ibid,
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Michelangelo and the aging widow Vitt,oria Colonna with the far more

physical feeling of Dante for his Beat,ricei but he says nothing

about Michelangelo's relationships with men which is as direct as

his comments on the association of Leonardo and Sa1aino.

It is sometimes claimed that Michelangelo's close relation-

ship with Vittoria Colonna had the effect of terminating, or at

Ieast temporarily sublimating, his homosexual leanings. It is

interesting to note that Pater went to some pains to stress that

the relationship was almost certainly not overtly sexral:

People have often spoken of these poems as if they were a
mere cry of distress, a lover's complaint over the obduracy of
Vittoria CoIonna. But those who speak thus forget that though
it is quite possible that Michelangelo had seen Vittoria, that
somewhat shadowy figure, as early as 1537, yet their closer
intimacy did not begin till about, the year L542, when
Michelangelo was nearly seventy years old. Vittoria herself,
an ardent neo-catholic, vowed to perpetual widowhood since the
news had reached her,...that her husband,...lay dead...was then
no longer an object of great passion.... ft was just because
Vittoria raised no great, passion that the space in his life
where she reigns has such peculiar suavity.r

The implications of this passage are t,hat not, every period of

Michelangelo's life was lacking in passion, and that this intimacy

with a woman was not typical of his emotional involvements. Pater's

most open acknowledgement of the nature of Michelangelo's sexual

orient,ation comes in a passage which begins with the assertion that,

In the story of Michelangelo's life the strength, often
turning to bitterness. is not far to seek: a discordant note
sounds throughout it which almost spoils the music.... Even
his tenderness and pity are embittered by their strength....
What a sense of wrong in those two captive youths, who feel the

I rbid, g3-5
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chains like scalding water on their proud and delicate fleshl...
We know little of his youth, but all tends to make one believe
in the vehemence of its passions. Beneath the Plat,onic caln of
the sonnets there is latent a deep delight in carnal form and
colour. There, and still more in the madrigals, he often falls
into the language of less tranquil affections: while some of
them þave the colour of penitence, as from a wanderer returning
home.l He who spoke so ãecisively of the supremacy in the
imaginative world of the unveiled human form had not been aI-
lvays, we may think, a mere Platonic lover. Vague and wayward
his loves may have been; but they partook of the strength of
his nature, and sometimes, it may be, would by no means become
muslc, s

oar che
o that the comely order of his days was quite put out:

roo rfn i mio dolce io sen fâ 2

The element of strength in Michelangelo's Life and art was

seen by Pat,er as his inheritance from the medieval world, the Chris-

tian schools of art, and the Florentine tradition of interest in

death. So strong was this element in Michelangelo, that Pater did

not have to resort to a variety of dubious devices, as he had in the

essay on Leonardo, to portray him as a romantic. He stresses his

aggressive independence and scorn for conventional niceties:

He "treats the Pope as the King of France himself would not
dare to treat him"; he goes along t,he streets of Rome "like
an executioner," Raffaelle says of him. Once he seems to have
shut himself up with the intention of starving himself to
death - 3

Pater cannot, however, resist ent,irely the temptation to introduce

a hint of the supernatural, and reports solemnly that Michelangelo

was born in an interval of a rapid night j ourney in March, at
a place in the neighbourhood of Arezzo, the thin, clear air of
which, as was then thought, being favourable to the birth of

I TIr" reader is reminded of Tannhãuser; (see chapter II).
2 Renaissance, BGI

3 rbid, Bo
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children of great partr. I

It has been seen that Pater believed that one cause of the

classical revival of the guattrocento was the need for men to satisfy

the taste for sweetness t,hey had acquired in their moments of reb-

ellious self-assertion in the late middle ages. ft is interesting

to compare with this, his assertion that it was Michelangelo's

strong grounding in the medieval traditions which made him in turn

seek to surpass the Greeks. There would have been no true Renais-

sance, according to strict, application of Pater's theories, if the

medievally-engendered taste for sweetness had led to a classical

revival which was no more than an attempt to resuscitate old forms.

The greatness of the Renaissance was due to its combination of

element,s from the medieval tradition with the revived classical

motifs and themes. Pater's discussion of the forces which drove

Michelangelo to broaden the limits of sculpture makes it cLear that,

he believed t,hat the medieval element within the Renaissance was

crucial and vital:

A system of abstraction which aimed always at t,he broad and
general type,...imposed upon the Greek sculptor Iimits somewhat
narrowly defined; and when Michelangelo came. with a genius
spiritualised by t,he reverie of the middle age, penetiated byits spirit of inwardness and introspection, living not a mere
outward life like t,he Greek, but a life full of inward experi-
ences, sorrows, consolations, a system which sacrificed so muchof what was inward and unseen could not satisfy him. To him,
lover and student of Greek sculpture as he was, work which didnot bring what was inward to the surface, which was not con-
cerned with individual expression, with individual character
and feeling, the special history of the special soul, was not

I rbid,77-B
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worth doing at all.I

The proof that Michelangelo could have worked in the an-

cient manner, had not his personality and purpose demanded a more

expansive sty1e, is provided by the story of his fake-antique

Bacchus. fn "A Study of Dionysus", written five years after "The

Poetry of Michelangelo", Pater points out the full significance of

t,he success of this forgery in deceiving alI who studied it, until

Michelangelo himself confessed :

The artists of the Renaissance occupied themselves much

with the person and the story of Dionysus; and Michelangelo,
in a work still remaining in Florence, in which he essayed
with success to produce a thing which should pass with the
critics for a piece of ancient sculpture, has represented him
in the fulness, as it seems, of this enthusiasm, an image of
delighted, entire surrender to transporting dreams. And this
is no subtle aft,er-thought of a later age, but true to certain
finer movements of old Greek sentiment, though it may seem to
have waited for the hand of Michelangelo before it attained
complete reali sation.2

Michelangelo's art, represenüing the Renaissance at its

highest level of achievement, is the most successful example of the

fusion of the classical and medieval traditions. His significance,

in Pater's scheme of things, is even greater than this, because he

also symbolises the fusion of classic and romantic tendencies, both

in his life and his art. The essay "Romanticism", which became

"Postscript" to Appreciations, ends with the statement that the

I rbid, 66-T

2 Greek Studies, lB-9. Pater's claims for this work are
reminiscent of his assertion that Botticelli's Birth of Venus is
"a more direct, inlet into the Greek temper th
Greeks themselves". Renaissance, bB

an the works of the
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supposed rivalry between classicism and romanticism is meaningless

becau se

in t,ruth, the legitimate contention is, not of one age or
school...against another, but of all successive schools alike,
against the stupidity which is dead to the substance, and the
vulgarity which is dead to form.l

It becomes clear that Michelangelo was, in Pater's estima-

tion, the greatest artistic personality of aIl, the one who com-

passed in his life and work the greatest extremes and varieties of

feeling. Certainly Pater seemed to identify with certain aspects

of his personality, such as his homosexuality, but he did not seek

to make of him a mythical figure of the sort he made of da Vinci.

There was no need for that kind of sensationalism in the essay on

Michelangelo, simply because his actual history provided Pater

with all that he could desire and needed no embellishment. The

two essays, written so close together, and seeming in many ways to

form a pair, are very different. That devoted to Leonardo shows

Pater putting criticisn secondrusing his ostensible subject to create

what alnost amounts to a symbolic inaginaryportrait; that on Michelangelo

is as faithful andbalanced a61i¿icism as any he ever wrote. Thus

they really are a complementary pair; in that t,hey represent two

quite different, aspect,s of Pater as critic.

Raphael

Whereas the essay on da Vinci contained Pater's first

1A reciations 26I
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published thoughts on that artist, the essay on Raphael came late

in Pater's working life, and was preceded by a considerable number

of brief comments abou¿ him. It was delivered as a lecture in

August 1892, and appeared as an art icle in the Fortniqhtlv Review

two months later. This was some twenty-eight years after Pater's

first recorded comment on Raphael, in the paper "Diaphaneitb",

delivered in 1864, but not printed until it was included in the

posthumous volume Miscellaneous Studies (IB95).

The absence of an essay on Raphael in ,þ@!gg, is

interest,ing. Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, and Raphael are

considered the giants of the High Renaissance, and Pater seems to

have done strangely in devoting lengthy essays to two of them, and

quite overlooking the third. It is not,iceable t,hat he added an

essay on Giorgione when preparing the third edition (IBBB), but

failed to take the opportunity of including "Raphael" in t,he fourth

edition, of 1893. Not only did he allow twenty years to elapse

between the essays on Leonardo and Michelangelo, and that on

Raphael, but he never included the lat,ter in his most famous and

popular volume.

Those who feel that "Raphael" is considerably inferior to

the essays on the two other High Renaissance giants, might imagine

that. Pater must have agreed with them and felt it unworthy of a

place. Certainly it has been overlooked at times, and referred to

scathingly at others. In her generally very sympathetic book on

Pater, Ruth Chitd describes the essay on Raphael as "so inadequate



as to be almost humorous"l. On the other hand,

1.54

Kenneth Clark in-

cluded it in his t96l edition of The Renaissance, stating:

Although it contains less critical thought than the best
essays in the earlier volume and is not as weII written, for
by this time Pater's style had become almost unbearably
mannered, f have thought it permissible to print it in this
edition, as Pater's outline of Raphael is remarkably just, and
describes the realisation of antique ideals in the Renaissance
more fully than any of the other essays.2

A study of Pater's comments on Raphael over the years, as well as

of the essay of. 1892, could be hoped to explain Pater's treatment

of that essay, as well as elucidating his view of Raphael's life

and art.

The reference to Raphael in "Diaphaneitè" embodies several

ideas about him which were developed in later writings. Pater ad-

mits that the diaphanous character is not the instrument of progress

or reform in the world:

It is not the guise of Luther or Spinoza; rather it is that of
Raphael, who in t,he midst of the Reformation and the Renais-
sance, himself Iighted up by them, yielded himself to neither,
but stood still to live upon himself.. ..3

Raphael's personal independence and integrity, and his lack of any

ambitions to make innovations, are themes of the essay of 1892.

What is especially interesting here is the description which fol-

Iows: t,he diaphanous character, of which Raphael had just been

I B. Child , The Aesthelic of Walter pater, (New york,
McMillan, 1940) p.lt4

2 CIark, Op Cit, 20

3 Mi scel laneou s St,udie s, 253
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given as an example, is evoked in tenns of serenity and sexless-

NESS.

The beauty of the Greek statues hras a sexless beauty; the stat-
ues of the gods had the least tTaces of sex. Here there is a
moral sexlessness, a kind of impotence, an ineffectual wholeness
of nature, yetwithadivine beauiy and significance of its o"tt.1

Not even early in his life, when he was in apparent revolt against

Victorian rnoral standards, could Pater connect Raphael with any

move to rebellion, nor find in his life and art the strong sexual-

ity which so concerned hirn in the cases of Leonardo and Miche1angelo.

Despite Vasarirs assertion that

Raphael was rm¡ch disposed to the gentler affections and de-
lighted in the society of woman. He permitted hinself to in=
dulge too freely in the pleasures of life.z

Pater l4ras persuaded by the feeling of the paintings, or at least en-

gravings after them, and saw Raphael as sexless and conventionally

mora1.

Paterrs next mentions of Raphael occur in r?Winckelmann'r

(1867), where he describes several of his frescoes in Rome, which he

had probably seen on his first trip to Italy in 1865, including that

now known as Parnassus:

In this fresco it is the classical
taste, that Raffaelle conrnemorates. Eradition, the orthodoxy of

1

2

3

rbid, 253

Vasari, Op Cit, 229

Renaissance 198
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When he refers to a work in which Raphael has used classical motifs,

Pater does not associate classicisn with paganisn and freedom, as

he does often in other contexts, but wíth austerity and dignity,

In "Winckelmannrr Pater agrees with Goethe that Raphael fused a

I'bIithe" classicism 'rperfectlyrr with Christian thenes,l In the es=

say on Leonardo, Pater characterises Leonardors women as ttdaugh=

ters of Herodiasrr, who rrare not of the Christian fanily, or of

Raffaelle'r."2 This is especially renarkable in as essay in which

Raphael had been identified with the return to antiquity in the

Renaissance, and that returrl to antiquity had generally been seen as

opposed to the Christian tradition, In I'Luca de1la Robbiarr, Pater

called Mino da Fiesole I'the Raffaelle of sculpture'r,'ir, r context

which stressed the quiet and rnsensational lives of the Tuscan

sculptors. It is clear that the pious and subdued tone of the essay

which finally came in 1892 was consistent with Paterts understanding

of Raphael from the first.

Not only was the tone of ?rRaphaelrrin keeping with all that

Pater had urritten about hin in the previous three decades, the liur-

ited scope of the essay was intentional. When these facts are kept

in nind, nany of the harshest criticisms of it seem pointless, In

1 rbid, 22s

rbid, 116

rbid,63

2

3
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concluding, Pater stated:

I have abstained fron anything like description of Raphaeils
pictures in speaking of hin and his work, have ained rather at
preparing you to look at his work for yourselves, by a sketch of
his 1ife, and_therein especially, as most appropriate to this
place [Oxford] of Raphael as a scholar. l - - -

It can be speculated that the linited scope of the lecture-essay üras

the result of Paterfs prolificity in 1892; for in that year he pub-

lished three of the chapters of Plato and Platonisn and 'rErnerald

Uthwartrr as well as rrRaphael'r.

Certainly the almost bland tone of the essay is set fron the

start. Whereas in other contexts Pater had defined the spirit of

the Renaissance as rebellious, or intellectually generous beyond the

lfunits of nedieval Christianity, here he defines it as basically

scholarly:

The Renaissance--an age of which ü¡e may say, surmariLy, that it
enjoyed itself, and formd perhaps its chief enjoynent in the
attitude of the scholar, in the enthusiastic acquisition of
knowledge for its own sake

The rrwayward lovesrt and trbrilliant sinstt are almost entirely absent

frorn Paterts account of Raphael, although they had been proninent

in other essays dealing with the High Renaissance, Evil makes its

only appearance in the persons of the Baglioni, a fanily of per=

verted crininals who lived in Perugia, Apart fron the reference to

1 Miscellaneous Studies, 59

2 rbid, 58
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the Baglioni, the reader gets the inpression that Raphaelrs world

was different in alnost all respects frorn that inhabited by da

Vinci and Michelangelo. Sinilarly the formula of his genius,

given with nock reluctance, is different from theirs, with their

proninent elements of curiosity and strength.

Facile master as he may seem, as indeed he is, he is also one
of the worldrs typical scholars, with Plato, and Cicero, and
Virgil, and Milton. The formula of his genius, if we nust
have one, is this: genius bfficr.unulation; the transfornati
of neek scholars[ip into genius--triunphant pohrer of genius.

on
1

Raphaelrs birth was sinilarly less dramatic, if not less

auspicious, than that of da Vinci and Michelangelo, He r{as not

illegitinate, nor born in an area where the air had magical prop-

erties, but I'amid the art he was, not to transforrn, but to perfect,

by a thousand reverential retouchinEs.n2 His father was Giovanni

Santi, and as has been seen, Pater was deeply moved by some of

Santirs work, in par ticular a Mater Dolorosa which had for hirn a

personal significance.

That nay have been the first picture the eyes of the worldrs
great painter of Madonnas rested on; and if he stood diligently
before it to cop)¡, and so copying, quite unconsciowll, and
with no disloyalty to his original, refined, improved, substi=
tuted,--substituted hinself, in fact, his finer self--he had
already struck the persistent note of his career, As with his
âge, it is his vocation, ardent worker as he is, to enjoy hin-
self--to enjoy hinself aniably, and to find his chief enjoyment

rbid, 38-9

rbid, 39

1

2
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in the attitude of a scholat" 1

Pater constantly enphasised the neek and unrebellious îzr=

ture of Raphael, often seening to denigrate him and then half with=

draw the denigration. Describing him from a reputed portrait, he

I^IlOte:

A strenous lad! capable of plodding, if you dare apply that word
to labour so irnpassioned as his--to any labour whatever done at
Perugia, centre of the dreamiest Appenine scenery.2

What Pater hras in fact doing hras attempting to transfer some of the

glory of Raphaelrs name to a style of life and work often thought

dull and uninspired. The essay is a paean to the scholar=artist, a

claim that scholarship can be creative and adnirable, not the mere

antiquarianism of which Pater had written scornfully in his youth.

David Cecil, in Walter Pater: the Scholar-Artists shows that in

later life Pater sar4r hirnself much as he portrays Raphael in this

essay; and thus the essay can be seen as a defence, even a glorifi-

cation, of Paterts own life and style of work: austere, dedicated,

under-rated by those who valued only show or worldly success, To

this end he toys with the weaknesses he knows are apparent in

Raphaelrs work, secure that he can fa1l back on the universal

1 ,bid, 4o-1

' ,bid, 4L

5 David Cecil, Walter Pater: the Scholar-Artist (Carnbridge,
less).
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acceptance of his genius, He thus establishes an analogy with his

own life-style which has the authority and security he needs to

re-assure hinself that hrhat he is doing is worth-while, although

it nay seem to nany to be du1l and unoriginal. whether this pro-

cess is conscious or not, ained at the reader, or rnerely a complex

defence rnechanism, can only be guessed at. The essay on Raphael

enbodies the serf-inage of Pater the nature scholar-artist, as

clearly as that on Leonardo ernbodied the image of the'elfant

terrible of Oxford rrsetting philosophy above Christianityt'.

Pater discusses Raphael not only as the creative scholar=

artist, but also as the pupil who is ever the teacher of his mas-

ters. He wrote relatively 1ittle about Michelangelors debt to

Ghirlandajo, and rather more about the relationship between

Leonardo and verrocchio. Raphaelts first debt was of course to his

father; after hin he learnt fron nany others, and, pater says, they

learnt from hin:

And one by one, one after another, his nasters, the very great=
est of thern, go to school to hirn.

rt was so especially with the arlist of whon Raphael first
became certainly ã learner--perugino. 1

After the passage in which he expounds the distinctly medieval na-

ture of Peruginors art, Pater discusses Raphaerrs debt to perugino

and Pinturicchio. He considered the earTy work of Raphael, done

1 Miscellaneous Studies 47
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trnder the influence of Perugino, trin fact rconservative, r and at

various points slightly behind its day, though not unpleasantly,rt 1

It is to the oft-maligned Pinturicchio, rather than Perugino,

though, that Pater ascribes the najor influence in the forrnation

ofRaphaelfsmatute style. While Perugino had never broken through

I'the neditative circle of the Middle Ãge"2:

Raphael, on the other hand, in his final period
hibits a wonderful narrative poü¡er in painting;
of that power--the power of .developing a story
nay be traced back fron hin to Pinturicchio, as
worked on those vast, well-lighted walls of the
brary of Siena....5

at Rome, ex-
and the secret
in pictures--
that painter
cathedral 1i-

,4Raphaelrs "brilliant personal history,' as nuch as his art, was

in contrast to

the Peruginesque conception of life in its alnost perverse
other-worldliness, which Raphael now leaves behind him, but,
like a true scholar, will nõt forget.s

The next najor influence which Pater sahr as fornative of

Raphaelrs nanner was that of the Florentines, masters of the ideal

in art, and yet capable of handling the real world:

For Raphael to come from Siena, Perugia, Urbino, to sharpwitted,

rbid, 44

rbid, 45

rbid, 45

rbid, 45

rbid, 45
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2
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practical, nasterful Florence r^ras in inrnediate effect a transi-tion fron reverie to realities--to a world of facts. Those
masters of the ideal were for him, in the first instance, nas-ters also of realisn, as we say. Henceforth, to the end, hewill be the analyst, the faithful reporter, in his work, of
what he sees.... And here a faithful analyst of what hó sees,yet liftiI-g it withal, unconsciously, inevitably, recomposing,glorifying, Raphael too becomes, of course, a paint"t oi poritraits. r

Pater did not ascribe all of Raphaelfs art to the notiva-

tion of scholarship, although it is that inpulse which he nost

consistently ernphasises. rn the passage in which he contrasts

Raphael with Michelangelo, he introduces the moïe romantic còn-

cept of rivalry between artists, and nany of his remarks nake

clear reference to the essay on Michelangelo.

rt was in his twenty-fifth year that Raphael came to the cityof the popes, Michelangelo being arrcady in high favour therã.
For the rernaining years of his life he paces the sane streets
with that grin artist, who was so gteat a contrast with hin-
se1f, and for the first time his attitude towards a gift dif-
ferent fron his own is not that of a scholar, but that of arival. rf he did not become the scholar of Michelangelo, it
would be difficult, on the other hand, to trace anywhere in
Michelangelors work the counter influence usual with those
who had influenced hin. rt was as if he desired to add to the
strength of Michelangelo that sweetness which at first sight
seems to be wanting there. Ex forti dulcedo: and in the itudyof Michelangelo certainly it@ detect, if we nay,
sweet savours anid the wonderful strength, the strangeness and
potency of what he pours forth to us: with Raphael, converse-
ly, sonething of a relief to find in the suavity of that so.softly rnoving, tr¡reful existence, an assertion of strength. z

This conparison of Raphael and Michelangelo saves paterrs

rbid, 50
t

2 rbid, s2
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picture of Raphael fron being altogether insipid. Certainly the

descrip tion of the Madonna de1 Gran Duca which occurs just before

the passage quoted above, stresses the solidity and strength of

Raphaelrs style more than the essay as a whole seems to.

Let is stand as representative of as many as fifty or sixty
types of that subject, onwards to the Sixtine (ri.) Madonna,

Observe the veritable atnosphere about it, the grand con-
position of the drapery, the nagic relief, the sweetness and
dignity of the human hands and faces, the noble tenderness of
Maryts gesture, the unity of the thing with itself, the fault-
less exclusion of all that does not bdong to its main purpose;
it is like a single, sinple axiomatic thought. Note withal
the novelty of its effect on the nind, and you will see that
this naster of style (thatfs a consrmmate exanple of what is
rneant by style) has been sti1l a willing scholar in the hands
of da VinõF

Although Pater mentions Leonardo's influence in this pas-

sage, it serves, with its refereRces to art by neans of exclusion,

to put the reader in mind of Michelangelo. The reference to style,

with the word italicised, reninds the reader also of the essay of

that title, in which Michelangelofs idea of his work as freeing a

figure fron a block of stone was used to illustrate Schillerrs

concept of creative art as the renoval of all surplusage. Near

the end of'tRaphaelr', Pater uses Raphelts style as he had used

Michelangelors in trStyle" to illustrate this sane concept. Echo-

ing the earlier passage, Pater wrote:

1 rbj_d, 51
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Note, therefore, how much mere exclusion counts for
positive effect of his work. There is a saying that
artist is known best by what he onits. Yes, because
question of good taste is involved precisely in such
onission. I

in the
the true
the whole
j ealous

Pater sahr a nurnber of para11e1s between Raphael and

Michelangelo, more at least than between either of them and

Leonardo. Both blended the classical with the Christian, whereas

Leonardors prirne source of inspiration had been in the natural

wor1d. While Michelangelo achieved a certain shreetness through

strength, Raphael achieved strength through docility and scholar=

ship. The nature of Raphaelrs borrowing fron the rniddle ages hras

different fron Michelangelors, Michelangelo, Pater clained, drew

an emotional power fron that receding period, while Raphaelrs

borrowing was spiritual in a more conventionally religious way.

This is of course consistent hrith the difference between their

personalities--the one dramatic and powerful, the other scholarly

and neek.

In the discussion of Giotto in chapter two above, thro pas-

sages were cited fron M.arius in which Giotto was identified as the

originator of an artistic tradition which cuLninated in the work

of Raphael. Marius saw in the early Christians

that regenerate type of hunanity, which, centuries later,

1 rbid, 6o
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Giotto and his successors, down to the best and purest days
of the young RaphaeI, working under conditions very frienãl-y
to the imagination, were to conceive as an artistic ideal.l

Michelangelo" s figures were troubled by thoughts unknown to this

regenerate type of humanity which Raphael's art epitomised. They

were Christians rather than neo-Platonists.

rt is significant that while pater failed to realise the

ideological significance of Giotto's style-- that by portraying

Biblical personages as ordinary people he was humanising religion

in line with the anti-establishment ideals of saint Francis--he

understood that in a sense, in a later age, Raphael's art paral-

leled that other religious movement to human liberation, the

Reformation. rn "Diaphaneitè" he had contrast,ed Raphael with

Luther, the ineffectual diaphanous character with the man of ac-

tion. Nearly thirt,y years later, with a view of art which related

it more closely with society, he saw Raphael as doing in religious

art much the same thing as Luther did in church politics.

This graceful Roman catholic rivals also what is perhaps best
in the work of the rude German reformer--of Luther, whô came
to Rome about this very time, to find nothing admirable there.
Place along with them the cartoons, and obseive that in this
phase of his artistic labour, as Luther printed his vernacular
German version of_the scriptures, so Raphaer is popularising
them for an even larger world; he brings the simple, to their
great delight, face to face with rhe Bible as it is, in allits variety of incident, after they had so lons had to content
themselves with but fragments of it....2

I Marirs lr. llo
2 Mi sc"l aneous Studie s, 55-ó
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The contrast between this passage and the implications of

"Diaphaneitb" exemplifies strikingly just how far Pater shifted

his ground during his short working life. Although the essay on

Raphael may be irritating in its proximity Lo triteness, in some

respects it represents a more balanced understanding of art in
society. Pater's exegesis of the significance of Raphael's work

is more than just a self-congratulatory assertion of t,he power of

the scholar-artist.

We surmise that at the time he wrote the essay on Baphael,

whose inoffensiveness was alleged to be his greatest virtue, Pater

would have looked back on the essay on Leonardo with mixed feetings

of nostalgia and amusement. The essay on Raphael contrasted with

that on Leonardo, and Pater's mature self contrasted with his

youthful self, are evoked by his description of the changes in the

image of Leonardo in Vasari"s Vitae:

In the second edition the image was changed into something
fainter and more conventional]I

rn his later years Pater seemedto'see somevalue in appearing"faint-

er and more conventional", and so the character of Raphael, as he

had always understood it, came to appeal more strongly to him.

The essay on Raphael, because its scope üras so limited, is
less impressive than those on the two other giants of the High

Renaissance. ft does, however, complement them interestingly, show-

ing Pater able to find stimulus and grat,ification in a different

I Renai s sanc e, 98
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aspect of the diverse culture of the Renaissance. Pater recog-

nised, in t,ime if not from the start, that orthodoxy and scholar-

ship were just as much a part of the High Renaissance as romantic,

dramatic inspiration and the love of perverse beauty.



CHAPTER V

REFÏNED AND COMELY DECADENCE

France in the Sixteenth Cen tuty, and Mannerism

The aspect of the Renaissance about which modern scholars

are least able to agree is the movement towards emotionalisrn, anti-

rationality, exaggeration, and self-consciousness which began dur-

ing the lifetime of Michelangelo and continued through nost of the

sixteenth century. The art which reflects this novenent is usually

dubbed rrmanneristtr, and is variously seen as selfconsciously styl-
ish and decaden-t. sone scholars believe that the Renaissance so

successfully cornpleted its course, fron Giotto to Michelangelo,

that later artists had to fabricate anew direction. others claim

that the art of the period reflects social mal-aise, others that it
is the product of a new infusion of nedieval styles into neoclassi-

ca1 forms, others thatitained mereLyatstylishness, glanour and bi-
-1zarre eregance. - rn this chapter an exanination will be rnade of

Paterrs references to art and culture in both France and rtaly in

this period, and some conclusions drawn as to the apparent nature

1_- These views are rarely explicitly stated or defended, but
underlie the different approaches of such scholars as Arnold
Hauser, J. Thuillier and J. Shearman.
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of his rmderstanding of, the period, and of the phenomenon known as

rrmannerisnrr.

His first reference to the later years of the Renaissance

appears in the essay rrPoens by Willian Morristt (1863) fron which the

t'Conclusionrr of The Renaissance and the essay ttAesthetic Poetryrt

were later extracted. After cornnenting, in what appears retrospec-

tively to have been a hint of his own intentions that "No writer on

the Renaissance has hitherto cared nuch for... [ttre] exquisite earLy
1light of itrrr- he contrasts the later phase of the movement tmfavour=

ably: rrAfterwardb the Renaissance.,.becomes exaggerated and facile.,,2

Many tines before and since the words trexaggeratedrr and trfacilerr have

been applied to mannerist painting, but here Pater seems to be think-

ing not excLusively, or even not at all, of the visual arts, but of

the whole culture.

In the section of the 'rPrefaceil to The Renaissance which re-

fers to the essay 'tJoachim du Be11ayrr, Pater makes a sinilar contrast

between the first and last phases of the Renaissance, but here the

tone of condennation is barely distinct. In fact, it is possible to

feel that Pater, in accordance with his own proclained principles,

is seeing the first and last phases of the Renaissance not as better

and worse, exquisite and exaggerated, but as possessing distinctive

1- rrPoens of Willian Morris?? Westninster Review. October 1st
1868, N.S. XXXTV, 307

2 rbid, 307
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but equally admirable qualities:

The Renaissance thus putting forth in France an aftermath, a
wonderful later growth, the products of which have to the ful1
that subtle and delicate sweetness which belongs to a refined and
comely decadence; just as its earliest phases have the freshness
which belongs to all periods of growth in art, the charn of r
ascesis, of the austere and serious girding of the loins in youth.'

fn 'fleonardo da Vinci'? (1869), Leonardo's selfinposed exile in

France becornes sonething of a symbol of the transfer of the focus

of the Renaissance frorn rtaly to France. speaking of the first
years of the sixteenth century, Pater clained

France was about to become an rtaly nore rtalian than rtaly
itself. Francis the First...r4ias attracted by the finesse of
Leonardors work; La Gioconda was already on his oabãFt, and he
offered Leonardo the little chateau de clour, with its vineyards
and meadows, in the pleasant@sse, just outside
the wal1s of the town of Anboise, where, especially in the hunt-
ing season, the court then frequently resided. A Monsieur

ard inteur du se--so the letter of Francis
F t s e . It opens a prospect, one of the rnost in-

teresting in the history of art, where, under a strange mixture
of lights, ftalian art dies ahray as a French exotic.2

There is syrnbolic .significance in Francist ownership of La Gioconda

in which Pater saw the culnination of the culture of the centuries

before the Renaissance, and in the close connection made between

Leonardo and the French landscape, which figures so proninently in Gaston

de Latour. This passage anticipates rnuch that was to be more fu11y

treated quite soon inrrJoachirn du Bellay'as well as later in Gaston.

The next section of this chapter will deal with the obser-

t Renaissance

')

xiii
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vations on the poetry of the plóiade which appear in "Joachim du

BeIIay". Here we are concerned with the way that general remarks

about, the social climate in which these poets flourished add to our

understanding of Pater's conception of the Renaissance of the six-

teenth century.

The first few pages of "Joachim du Bellay" (1872) are

devoted to an exposit,ion of the intellectual situation in the middle

of the sixteenth century. Pater immediately makes it clear that he

sees the zeitqeist as resulting from a new infusion of medievalism

into the Renaissance spirit:

the spirit of the Renaissance was everJ¡rivhere, and people had
begun to look back with distaste on the works of the middle age.
[but] the old Gothic manner still had one chance more, in
borrowing something from the rival which was about to supplant
it. In this way there was produced, chiefly in France. a new
and peculiar phase of t,ast,e with qualities and a charm of its
o*n,....1

Notwithstanding that here, as often he did, Pater speaks of art as

if it were a living conscious organism, this analysis would be ac-

ceptable to many modern scholars.

What is called the Renaissance in France is thus not so much
the introduction of a whole new taste ready-made from ltaly, but
rather the finest and subtlest phase of the middle age itself.
its last fleeting splendour and temperate Saint Martin's summer.2

This is the most remarkable example of Pater's realisation, out-

standingly perceptive for his day, of the persistence of medieval

traditions and styles despite the classical revival. rt is a theme

I Renaissance, lSS

rbid, 156
2
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to which he returns again and again in @9.. For those readers

who may have been confused by this, or imagine it to cont,radict

other statements about the Renaissancer or even to place the six-

teenth century out,side the pale of that movement, there follows this

reminder a few pages later:

We are accustomed to speak of the varied critical and cre-
ative movements of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as
the Renaissance, and because we have a single name for it we
may sometimes fancy that, t,here was more unity in the thing it-
self than there reãtly was. I

Expressed simplistically, in terms of Pater's own concept of for-

mulae for intellectual movements or creative talents. while the

ftalian fifteenth-century Renaissance was composed of one part

classicism and one part medievalism, the Renaissance of sixt,eenth

century France was a one-to-two bIend. Its ingredients remained

the same, the formula altered.

Most of the remainder of "Joachim du Bellay" is devoted to

the lives and writings of the Pl6iade, but there are one or two

passages which contain descriptions of the age, usually where Pater

is asserting that the poetry under examination is typical and ex-

pressive of the period. Our interest in the Pléiade is attributed

to our acceptance of the humanist idea that nothing which ever moved

Iiving people can lose all its impact.2 Thus:

Its interest depends...on the circumstance that it was once
poetry à Ia mode, that it is part of the manner, and carried it

I rbid, 160

Here Pater flatIy contradicts Mrs. Pattison.2
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to a high degree of perfection. It. is one of the decorations of
an age wtricfr-tnrew much of its energy into the work of decoration.l

In the last paragraph of the essay, Pater again generalises

from the work of these poets to the zeitqeist. After quoting Du

Bellay's famous poem "A Winnower of Wheat to the Winds" he goes on:

That has...the qualities, the value,...of t,he whole phase of
taste from which that school derives--a certain silvery grace of
fancy at the happy^and dexterous way in which a thing slight in
itself is handled.z

Pater seems here to be approaching t,he concept of mannerism as a

style in which subject, mere subject, is of value mainly as a pret,ext

to show off some stylish style--manièra in the sense in which the term

was used in the sixteenth century.

Pater's only mention between "Joachim du Bellay" (1872) and

Gast,on (1889) of the period of the Renaissance in France occurs in

"Sir Thomas Browne", written in 1886. Here the emphasis is on the

extremist nature of the period. with its religious wars and violent

disputes, and thus the essayist Montaigne, a controversial,ist although

a recluse, is cited as its typical man. Pater equates the age of

Browne in England with that of Montaigne in France. as "An age stirred

by great cau se s. . . . r' 3

The central controversy of the age of the French Renaissance

was that between t,he catholics and the Huguenots, and this forms the

background to the story of Gaston. The chapters in @g, devoted
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to the pláia¿e, Bruno. and Montaigne will be considered later in

this chapter. Here the book will be examined, as the essay on

Joachim du Bellay has been above, âS â source of generalisations

about the period and its art,ist,ic styles.

The opening pages refer to the old buildings of the Latour

family, and throughout the book there are references to mannerist

architecture. The sixteenth century is called "An age indulgent of

architectural caprices."l Elsewhere are other references which re-

call statements in "Joachim du BeIlay". Pater claimed that in

Gaston's century--he died in L594, exactly three hundred years before

his creator:"The apparatus of daily life became so eloquent of the

moods of those to whom it ministered."2 The same idea is conveyed

by the characterization of Gaston's contemporaries as "A generation

which, as by some aest,hetic sense in the air, made the most of the

pleasant outsides of Iife."3 Obviously Pater was favourably im-

pressed by the aspect of the age, here described, which provided a

precedent for his own careful aesthet,icism with respect to his sur-

roundings and personal belongings. The greatest fascination for him

appears, however, to have been in the way in which t,he period com-

bined opposite, or supposedly opposite, tendencies; such as cruelty

and the love of beauty. Many passages in Gaston evoke the essay on

Leonardo, and though they are more subdued in tone, suggest t,hat he
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had not quite, in 1889, reached the much milder, safer, posture ex-

emplified by Raphael (1892). 0n the other hand. the delight Ín

Leonardo's indifference to the evil around him, a kind of amorality,

has been repLaced by the feeling that there are problems for civi-

lised, good men in a corrupt age. This feeling is most clearly ex-

pressed in this exclamation: "A difficult age, certainly, for

scrupulous spirits to move in'."I A passage two pages later is of

interestingly optimistic tone :

The deeds of violence which occupy the foreground...might
indeed lead one to fancy that little human kindness could have
remained in France,...that no place at aII could have been left
for the quiet, building of character.

But the more permanent forces, alike of human nature and

the natural wor1d, are on the whole in the interests of tran-
quitity and sanity, and of the sentiments proper to man.2

TheyoungerPaterwhowrotetheeSSaySofIIçj@tWenty

years before would probably have taken issue with the way this

passage implies a good spirit ruling over aIl, and some absolute

standard dictating "the sentiments proper to man." The tone of the

earlier essays is more akin to the passage in which Gaston and his

friends are presented as enjoying the stimulus of "Their own violent

though refined and cunning time...."3

For Pater, the terrible slaughter of St. Bartholemew's Day.

1572, was the central symbolic event of the age. In the essay

"Prosper Mérimde" this is made clear, although Pater stiII refers

I rbid,
2 rbid,
3 rbid,

I6
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to it as "That favourite centuïy of the French Renaissance...."l a

few sentences after characterizing it as "That puzzling age which

centres in the "Eve of Saint Bartholemew','..."2

In one of the later chapters of 9g_Ê][g. this apparent dilem-

ma is clarified, and Pater explains the relationship he sees between

the dainty culture and murderous behaviour of the time:

A religious pretext had brought into sudden evidence all the la-
tent ferocities of a corrupt though dainty civilisation.3

The implication is that even here art does reflect society, and the

emphasis on the decorative nature of the arts at this time has been

symbolic of shallowness, of an attempt t.o mask evil with prettiness,

and thus deceive those too easily impressed by show and style without

substance. No similar reconciliation of evil with artistic excel-

Ience coexisting in the same historical period was attempted in þ
Renai s ance , as has been observed in chapter three above.

It is interesting to observe, in accordance with this anal-

ysis of St. Bartholemew's Day, t,hat when, earlier in gg.Slpg, the idea

of a religion of beauty had first been int,roduced, a distinctly, and

not pleasantly, sÍnister note had.been apparent. Gaston, who had

grown up a devout Christian and been ordained a clerk in holy orders

in his early teens, was introduced by the ptéia¿e to a love for the

classics which threatened t,o overwhelm him in a desire for beauty.

Miscellaneous Studies, 2I

2 rbid, 20

-, 
3 9"rron, I27. This is reminiscent, of the t,one of a passage

on p.16, where the sixteenth century France is carled "an artificiaraesthetic culture".

I
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We have here, in the mind of Gaston, an allegory of what happened

to European culture with t,he early Renaissance:

Here, truly, was a doctrine to propagate, a secret open to every-
one who would learn, towards a new management of life,--say: a
new religion, or at least a new worship, maintaining and visibly
setting forth a single overpowering apprehension.

The worship of physical beauty a religion, the proper
faculty of which would be the bodily eyel Looked at, in this way,
some of the well marked charact,eristics of the ptéiaAl assumed a
hieratic, almost an ecclesiastical air.2

After a few sentences expanding this observation a new thought comes

into Gaston's mind:

The consciousness, no longer of mere bad-neighbourship between
what was old and new in his life, but of incompatibility be-
tween two rival claimant,s upon him, of two ideals. Might that
new religion be a religion not altogether of goodness, a pro-
fane religion, in spite of its poetic fervours? There were
"flowers of evil", among the rest. It came in part, avowedly,
as a kind of consecration of evil. and seemed to give it the
beauty of holiness. Rather, good and evil were distÍnct,ions
inapplicable in proportion as these new interests made themselves
felt.3

This passage expresses the feelings of many people towards the Renais-

sance, both contemporaries and Iater generations. No doubt Savonarola

and his reactionary followers saw much of the Renaissance as a conse-

cration of immorality, and so did many victorians. As Kenneth clark

wrote: "The Renaissance had been associated with every conceivable

vice. And the aest,hetic justification of vice."4 For those Victorians

who were ever wary of evil masquerading as art, the use of the phrase

I
2

J

4

Pater was inconsistent in his spelling of ptáia¿e.

Gaston. TI

rbid, 7l

Clark, Op Cit, 24
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"flowers of evi1", with its inevitable evocation of Baudelaire, would

have been a clear reminder that, the dilemma of Gaston was still a

real one in their own decadent age. Certainly the problem always

concerned Pater, although his at,titudes towards it modified over the

years. Not surprisingly, he sent, Gaston into the company of one of

his own favourite essayists--the original sense of "essay" as a

weighing of alternatives is significant here--MicheI de Mont,aigne.

Montaigne was clearly meant to come to the minds of his readers

when he posed the rhetorical question:

Was there perhaps somewhere, in some penetrative mind in this
age of novelties, some scheme of truth, some science about men :

and things, which might harmonise for him his earlier and later
preference, "the sacred and the profane loves," or failing that,
est,abligh, to his pacification, the exclusive supremacy of the
latter?I

I,ltrhiIe he devoted whole chapters or essays to certain poets and

philosophers of the sixteenth century, Pater made no extended study

of its architecture. But, in Gas@, as has been noted above, and

in other places, he oft,en referred to it in passages which were

intended to evoke the environment in which some of these poets and

philosophers lived and worked. He did this sufficiently often to

make it clear that he'saw mannerist architecture as expressive of

its age. Similarly his references to French artists of the six-

teenth century are scattered but significant, although they are

usually quite brief.

fn "Joachim du Bellay" Pater discussed mannerist art and

I
4.,72
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architecture as the correlatives of Ronsard's poems. He began by

giving a summary description of mannerist style which is as good as

any of its length could be: "Blending the somewhat attenuated grace

of ltalian ornament with the general outlines of Northern design."l

This process, he went on

Produced the Chateau de Gaillon, as you may st,ill see it, in the
delicate engravings of fsrael Silvestre--a Gothic donjon veiled
faint,ly by a surface of dainty Italian traceries--Chenonceaux,
Blais, Chambord, and t,he church of Brou. fn painting, there
came from ltaly workmen tike $ailre Roux and the masters of the
school of Fontainebleau, to have their later Italian voluptuous-
ness attempered by the naive and silvery qpalities of the native
style: and it was characteristic of these painters that they were
most Successful in painting on glass, an art so essentially
medieval.

They got quite a new order of effects from it. and felt their
way to refir.rements on colour, never dreamed of by those older
*oik*"n , ...2

fn another passage in which architecture is taken as paral-

Ieling the lit,erary style of some ages, from the IB77 essay on

Giorgione, Pater speaks with fascination of

Those strangely twisted staircases of the Chateaux of the country
on the Loire, ás if it were inrended tltat ãñõnffi"ir odd rurn-
ings the actors in a3 witd life might pass eacñ other unseen i ...4

The passage quoted above from "Joachim du Bellay" described

the ftalian style as "voluptuous", the French as "naive"; and a

similar judgement is apparent in "Modernity" from gg.@, nearly

twenty years later, where Pater wrote of the rtalian style as "exotic"

I Renaissanc", I55

2 r¡io, 156

3 fn aor" editions "a theatrical mode of life,'.
4 r¡io, rB4
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and the French as "homely":

Frequently...contemporary genius was visible...in a novel and
seductive architecture, which, by its engrafting of exotic grace
on homely native forms. spoke of a cert,ain restless aspiration
to be what one was not but might become--the old Gaulish desire
to be refined, to be mentally enfranchised by the sprightlier
genius of Italy. l

In this same paragraph, with the massacre of St,. Bartholemew's Day

apparent,ly forgotten, Pater goes on to transfer virtues from the

architecture to the people of the age. It seems as though, €vêr

against his will or his better judgement, he could no¿ help invoking

the converse of t,he "art reflects society" concept to assert, against

the evidence, that society was justified by its art. Fewer passages

evidence more clearly Pater's adherence to this doctrine, despite his

protests against "acquiescing in a facile orthodoxy...of our own."2

Here he overlooks all the horrors and cruelty of the age to assume

that the people were "flawless bodies, duly appointed to typically

developed souls"...3 living in "dreamy apartments...."4 Here we see

further evidence for that limitation of Pater's which was apparent in

his study of early Italian Renaissance society.

Pat,er's references to French sixteenth century painters were

fewer but more specific than his references to the architecture of

the period. In "Tho Early French Stories" (f872) he cites Jean

I

2

3
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Cousin and Germain Pilon as exemplars of the French Renaissance,

aspect of the movement which most, clearly shows its debt t,o the
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Middle Ages. The medieval aspect of the work of Cousin was foremost

in his mind when he observed in "Denys L'Auxerrois" (1886) that the

"chastened temper...."I of his art was reminiscent of English Gothic.

0n the other hand, reminding us of the Renaissance neo-classical

aspect of the French sixteenth century, he refers to the insignifi-

cant Janet, in a passage from @1g mainly interesting because of

its use of the term "mannered":

The mannered ltalian, or ftalianised, artists, including the
native Janet,..had given to all alike t,he same brown eyes and
tender eyelids and golden hair and somewhat ambered paleness,
varying only the curious artifices of the dress....Dangerous
guests in that simple, cloistral place, SybiIs of the Renaissance
on a mission from ftaly to France....¿

fn the introductory paragraphs of "Joachim du Bellay" Pater

had explained the compatibility of French and Italian styles in a

way that makes t,he sinister note constantly audible in later writings

both unnecessary and surprising. There he had written of the

qualities that ¿he different national traditions had in common, and

thus explained the easy grafting of the one onto the ot,her:

There was indeed some¿hing in the native French taste naturally
akin to that Italian tinesse. The characteristic of French work
had aI
hand,

ways been a certain nice ty, a remarkable daintiness of
t.6. rema'rcvua lo rlr ouÅorr+ ^n 3r.¡ne neLLâ I

I
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The use of the word "finesse", here italicized. reminds the reader

of the passage in Leonardo da Vinci, in which that, term was used to

explain Francis the First's attraction to Leonardo's art,, and t,hus

to introduce the conquest of France by ltalian t,aste. In the essay

on Du BeIIay, Pater went into this by means of a discussion of t,he

art of the Clouets, painters of no more note than Janet. but useful

for his purpose:

In the paintings of Francois Clouet,. for example, or rather of
the Clouets--for there was a whole family of them--painters
remarkable for t,heir re si st,ance to lt,alian inf luence s, t,here i s

a silveriness of colour and clearness of expression which
distingui_shes them very definitely from their Flemish neigh-
bours... . I

Pater clearly saw French sixt,eent,h century culture as rooted

in the French tradition, as well as owing much to the Ïtalian Renais-

sance. The next, part of this chapt,er will go on to examine the

poetry of the Pléiade, which Pat,er saw as the epitome of the age.2

Pater's concept of the continuity of the development of European cul-

ture is the central theme here, as elsewhere. Just as Italian

Renaissance culture was the product of grafting classical ideas onto

medieval roo¿s, so French sixteenth century culture was the product

of a graft of rtalian Renaissance culture onto the receptive o1d

French stem. Pater's occasionally unconvincing belief in the organic

nature of culture was at least useful in this context.

I rbid,

2 rbid,

156

I66
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The Pt6iade

The Plóiade was the name adopt,ed by a group of seven six-

teenth century French poets, whose leading members were Pierre de

Ronsard and Joachim du BeIIay. They set out to elevate the dignity

of the French language, in which they wrotei but, did not reject the

classics, in fact they borrowed many devices from them. They were

very highly regarded in their own lifetimes, but fell into dis-

favour with changes in literary and critical fashions, and reached

their lowest point of esteem in the eighteenth century. The early

romant,ics immediately began to restore them to favour, delighting

in the strongly medieval flavour of much of their verse. Pater

clearly understood the fluctuation in their reputations, and writes

in "Joachim du Bellay":

The @j_9,!.9, who in their eagerness for excitement,
for st,range music and imagery, went back to the works of the
middle age. accepted the Efé¡gd. too with the rest,: and in that,
new middle age which their genius has evoked, the poetry of the
Pléiad has fóund its place.l

Pater himself was in the tradition of those first "Romanticists".

eager for excitement, and his two discussions of the Pl6iade. in

"Joachim du Bellay" (1872) and "Modernity" in Gaston (l8g9), herped

to popularize them. That, their restoration to favour was neither

rapid nor total is witnessed by George wyndham's Ronsard and La

pl6iade (1906), t,he tone of which is quite aggressively defensive,

indicating that they still had their detractors in the early

twentieth century. we shall return to wyndham's book later, and

1 Renaissance. 167
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consider his comments on Pater's view of the ptéiaOe.

Early in "Joachim du Bellay" Pater discussed the mannerist

style in French sixteenth century painting and architecture--his

understanding of which has been considered above--and went on to

state that it was closely paralleled by the literat,ure of the

period:

In poetry, the Gothic spirit in France had produced a thousand
songs; and in the Renaissance, French poetry too did but borrow
something to blend with a native growth, and the poems of
Ronsard, with their ingenuity, their delicately figured surfaces,
their slightness, their fanciful combinations of rhyme, are but
the correlative of the traceries of the house of Jacques Coeur
at Bourges, or the Maison de Justice at Rouen.l

Pater presents Ronsard as the conscious artist who set himself a

goal in general terms, and then proceeded to invent, or borrow what-

ever techniques were necessary to the fulfillment of his purpose.

In this his approach to art was the opposite of that of say,

Michelangelo as Pater understood him, or the concept of the early

Romantic artist drawing on "inspiration", and not quite knowing what

he was doing, or why, except that he felt he had to. One is in fact,

reminded of Edgar Allan Poe writing "The Raven", an exercise in

applied aestheticism.

Casting about for the means of thus refining upon and saving the
character of French lit,erature. he accepted that influx of
Renaissance taste,...He reinforces, he doubles the French dainti-
ness by I¿alian finesse. Thereupon, nearly all the force and aII
the seriousness of French work disappear; only the elegance, the
aerial touch, the perfect, manner remain. But this elegance, this
manner, this daintiness of execution are consurnmate, and have an
unmistakable aesthetic value.2

I rbid,

rbid,

I56

I5B2
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The classical aspect of the style of the ptéíade was more

briefly dealt with, as a matter of technical rather than aesthetic

interest. although of course contributing to the totally integrated

whole:

So the old French chanson, which...was often...rude and
formless, became in the hands of Ronsard a Pindaric ode. He
gave it structure, â sustained system. strophe and 4li=g!ggpþ.,
änd variety of metre which keep îne cutñîflat*ayffiã-.1

Although Ronsard was the leader of the pt6ia¿e, Pater ent,i-

tled his IB72 essay "Joachim du Bellay". He did this not only be-

cause he considered Du Bellay's poem "A Winnower of Wheat to the

Winds" the best example of the pl6iade's sty1e, but because he saw

hi s treati se , La Deffense et lllustration de Ia lanoue Francovse

as a signal work of the period. He saw it as being fully as impor-

tant as Pico's J!@qplU-g,; a key document produced at a significant

moment of the great and diversified intellectual awakening which

was the Renaissance:

But, if anyulhere the Renaissance became conscious, as a
German philosopher might say, if ever it was understood as a
systematic movement by those who took part in it, it is in this
little book of Joachim du Bellay's, which it is impossible to
read without feeling the excitement, the animation, of change,
of discovery.2 "

Although Pater's claims for Du BeIlay's treatise may seem

somewhat excessive, it is easy to see that they are based on a solid

foundation. In rediscovering the beauties and potentialities of his

native tongue, Du Bellay was making a rediscovery comparable to the

I Ibid,

rbid,
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rediscovery of the classics made by the ftalians two centuries before.

The recognition of the virtues of the vernacular was a part of the

process of liberating thought and art from narrow restraints, a pro-

cess evident in Pico's

Endeavours to reconcile the accounts which pagan philosophy had
given of the oriqin of the world with the account given in the
Ëooks of Moser. .. .1

His description of Du Bellay's purpose makes the similarity quite

clear. Both were attempts to decompartmentalise aspects of art and

tradition which had been kept in sterile isolation:

Du Bellay's object is to adjust the existing French culture to
the rediscovered classical culture i. . .¿

Pater quotes Du BeIIay's protests against the narrow and

stultifying pedantry which the purists purveyed:

That is what these people do with all branches of culture, which
they keep shut up in Greek and Latin books, not permitting one
to see them otherwise, or transport them out of dead words into
those which are alive, and wing their way daily through the
mouths of men. 3

Pater, quite rightly, sees this as more than an academic matter: and

argues that it is a step in the direction of liberating and beautify-

ing life:
He recognised of what force the music and dignity of languages
are, how they enter into the inmost part of thingsi and in
pleading for the cultivation of the French language, he is
pleading for no merely scholastic interest, but for freedom,
impulse. reality, not in Iiterature merely, but in daily

I Renaissance, 45

2 r¡i¿, 16r
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communion of speech. I

This is no more than a logical application of Pater's premise that

art and life are inextricable, and the quality and freedom of the

one affects the quality and freedom of the other. Thus his insis-

tence on the importance of Du Bellay"s treat,ise is understandable.

It is interesting to note that Pater makes it quite clear

a few pages later that although the ptéiade believed in the tiber-

alization of art, they remained élitists. As with so many artistic
movements, it was of no interest or value. at least at first. for

the common people. Furthernþre, despite Du Bellay's protests, it
occasionally smacked of pedantry, but. this pedantry, like Raphael's,

could be excused as scholarship. 0n many occasions Pat,er had re-

ferred to t,he joy of scholarship as a typically Renaissance plea-

sure, and in this the pléiade were like their Italian predecessors:

It is poetry not for the people. but for a confined circle, for
courtiers, great lords and erudite persons, people who desire to
be humoured, to grat.ify a certain refined voluptuousness t,hey
have in them.. Ronsard loves, or dreams that he loves, a rare and
peculiar type of beauty,..wit,h golden hair and dark eyes. But
he has the ambition not only of being a courtier and a lgver, but
a great scholar also;...He is just a-little pedantic....2

Slowly and caut,iously, Pater introduces t.he theme of

necrophilia here also, in keeping perhaps with his view that the

Leonardesque was the ágent by which ltalian Renaissance culture was

transmitted to France. Aft,er observing that the poetry of the

ptéia¿e was less serious than the art of Italy, he qualifies this

Ibid,

rbid,
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with implications of a preoccupation with death:

This eagerness for music is almost the only serious thing in the
poetry of the Pl6iad;...But except in this matter these poets
seem never quite in earnest. The old Greek and Roman mythology,
which for the great ftalians had been-a mot,ive so weighty and
severe, becomeã wittr them a mere toy.I

But they amuse themselves with wonderful elegance;..as they
play, real passions insinuate themselves,and at least the reality
of death;..is expressed by them with almost wearisome reiter-
ation .2

In this particular instance Pater sees the lack of serious-

ness which the poets attempt as a reaction against their own century

of violence and slaughter. He implies that although they are pre-

occupied with the anticipation of death, they are unable to cope with

it at a serious and significant level':

The imagery of death serves for delicate ornament, and they
weave into the airy nothingness of their verses their trite
reflections on the vanity of lifei just as the grotesques of the
charnel-house nest themselves, together with birds and flowers
and the fancies of the pagan mythology, in the traceries of the
architecture of that time, which wantons in its delicate ara-
besques with the images of o1d age and death.3

After this passage the theme of death is dropped, and Pater goes on

to discuss Ronsard's deafness and its effect on his career. Signifi-

cantly, however, the necrophiliac strain has not been destroyed but

has been submerged only. and it is clearly present behind the contin-

uing references to old age which follow.

Ronsard's deafness is said to have made him seem prematurely

aged, and his poetry is alleged to possess the merits of the old--

I rbid,
2 rbid,
3 rbid,
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"Grace and finishl...I This theme asserts itself again later, ;T.
a passage devot,ed to the French landscape:

They have the love of the aged for warmth, and understand the
poetry of winter;...So the fireside often appears,...and with
a bonhomie as of little children, or old people.z

fn summary, then, it can be said that in "Joachim du BeIIay"

Pater presents the pl6iade as selfconsciously blending French and

Italian. medieval and Renaissance styles, in the manner of the

artist,s and archÍtects of the period. He claims that they con-

t,ributed in their way to the liberalization which was one maj or

aspect of the Renaissance, and delights in their frequent triviality
because it is stylish. Finally, he perceives in their lives and

writings a strong concern with death.

In the next part of this section, Pater's concept of the

pléiade as revealed by @g¡qq, written seventeen yeaïs later, wilI be

examined and contrasted with that apparent in "Joachim du Bellay".

The discussion of the Pl6iade in 9@ differs in scope and

purpose from that in "Joachim du Bellay". Whereas that essay was

writt,en for The Renaissance with the specific purpose of illust,rat-

ing the last phase of that movementi the chapter "Modernity" in

Gaston attempts to present Ronsard and his poetry as they appeared

to a young man of the sixteenth century. Consequently it is more

obviously "appreciative" than concerned with matters of techni-

cal and historical significance. It, is nonetheless valuable,

I Ibid,

Ibid,
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though, as it, goes far to explaining Ronsard's exceptional appeal

for his own t,ime. This affords Pater an opportunit,y to discuss

"modernity": the special appeal to each generation of the art which

is of its own day. fnterest.ing as this is, it is not relevant t,o

this thesis, which must concern itself with Pater's comprehension

of the work of Ronsard, as part of the Renaissance.

The first mention of Ronsard's work in Gaston comes as a

description of the book Qþg, and a distinctly uneasy feeling is

insinuated: "Sweet, but, with something of... sickliness...."l The

passage which follows repeats Du Bellay's objections t,o the conven-

tional and stultifying nature of purist classicism, and his statement

of the value of having great literature available in a living lan-

guage. Read with a knowledge of the development of art since Pater's

time, his evocation of the style of the Pléiade brings surrealisme

to mind. For Pater's contemporaries it may have been evocat,ive of

the PreRaphaelite manner.

It took possession of the lily in one's hand, and projecting it
into a visionary distance, shed upon the beauty of the flower
the soul of its beauty. Things were become at once more deeply
ideal. At, the touch of a wizard, something more came into the
rose than its own natural blush. Occupied so closely with the
visible, this new poetry had so profound an intuition of what
can only be felt....2

But later in the same paragraph the bizarre, or unnatural tone,

greatly subdued, is still evidenü: "The juice in the flowers, when

I
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Ronsard named them, was like wine or blood."l

fn a passage which traces the decline of Ronsard in Gaston's

estimation, in future years, Pater discusses the weaknesses of his

poetry as he had not done in "Joachim du Bellay". Here he counts as

faults certain distinct charact,eristics of the style which he had

found charming seventeen years earlier. He lists the faults as

The lapse of grace into affectation, of learning into
pedantry, of exotic fineness into a trick....z

There is a tone of amused irony as Pater sta¿es that, for the young

devotee, accep¿ance of these faults as virtues was the sign of the

initiatei and he goes on in the same vein to present the deceptive

aspect of Ronsard's verse--the way in which it ignored t,he evil of

the age to make much of its pleasures--as a service to the reader:

It had been a lesson, a doctrine. the communication of an art,--
the art of placing the pleasantly aesthetic, the welcome elements
of life at an advantage, in one's view of it, till they seemed
to occupy the entire surface¡ and he was sincerely grateful for
an undeniable good service.3

Critics have often noted Pater" s change of position from the

amoral tone of the "Preface" and "Conclusion" to f&-@iggry., to

the stance adopted in the coda to I'Style'r, whereitgoodltandrrgreatt'abt are

distinguished: Inthisessaypaterasserts that to be "great", art

must have significance and honesty and insight into the human condi-

tion.4 In "Modernity" in Qaslpn, written one year after the essay

I
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on "Style", he seems t,o be implying. indirectly, that Ronsard's poetry

failed to be great, partly because it was dishonest and misleading.

Perhaps even he was thinking that art which encouraged the evasion of

truth could be in part responsible for the tragedies which untruth

and misunderstanding give rise to. The perverse aspect of mannerism

is sometimes thought to reflect social malaise: in a theory which

makes art an integral part of society t,here is room for the idea that

a blatantly superficial art, however appealing, can contribute to

that malai se.

In "Modernity", as in "Joachim du Bellay", Pater mentions how

the poetry of the pl6iade went through a period of neglect after the

period of its greatest popularity, but he does not go on to discuss

its revived popularity in the nineteenth century. In "Joachim du

BeIIay" Pater had referred to Ronsard's deafness, and the way in

which he and his colleagues seemed to look forward regretfully to

their own deaths. When he goes on, in the next section of

"Modernity", to discuss the personality of Ronsard he seems to con-

tradict some of his earlier statements and insinuat,ions. Ronsard's

pre-occupation with death is mentioned. but not, his deafness--in fact

he is portrayed engaging in conversations and otherwise acting as

though he had all his faculties intact. It is never actually stated

that he has his hearing, but no reader would gather from "Modernity"

that he had lost it. (He is portrayed responding to a question

asked behind his backl--a situation in which lip-reading would have

1 "At work...too busily to turn and look." @!g, 6I
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been impossiblel) This scene detracts somewhat from the image of

Pat,er as the scholar-artisti one whose creative exercises were

rooted in the facts of history. Only one word in this scene goes

to re-affirm Pater's previous insistence on Ronsard's early aging

and expectation of death: he is referred to as "prematurely aged...."1

fn the scene of the interview between the four youths and the

poet, there are numerous indirect reminders of aspects of his pers-

onality and work which had been mentioned in "Joachim du Bellay".

First of all his pedantry, already mentioned in this chapter as a

fault:

Upon the cabinets,..around. were ranged the souvenirs...and...
books....There was the Minerva, decreed him at a conference of
the elegant, pedantic, "Jeux FIoraux", . . .

There it stood, doing duty for Our Lady, with gothic crown
and a fresh sprig of consecrated box, bringing the odd, enig-
matic physiognomy, preferred by the art of t,hat day, within the
sphere of religious devotion.2

The implied interchangeability. for Ronsard, of Our Lady and the

pagan Minerva, puts him clearly in the tradition of Pico and

Michelangelo, who each, in their maqnum opus, sought to reconcile,

if not quite equate, the pagan and Christian systems.

Pater then goes on to repeat what, he had said in the 1872

essay about Ronsard's favourite female type, and brings in the

reference to Janet that has been discussed above. Here he attributes

t,o Ronsard a taste for things ltalianate, quite out of keeping with

Du BeIlay's dislike of Rome and its associations.3 Ronsard's love

I r¡id, 6r
2 tbid, 64
3 Renaissance r65
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implied by the discussion of a symbolic por-

trait of him

depicted appropriat,ely, in veritable armour, with antique
Roman cuirass...and flowered mantlei the crisp, ceremonial
laurel-wreath of the Roman conqueror lying on t,he audacious,
over-developed brows, above the great hooked nose of practical
enterpri se. I

Gaston was completely and willingly overwhelmed by this, but

remained nonetheless sceptical :

To Gaston, yielding himself to its influence, for a moment the
scene around seemed unreal: an exotic, embalming air, escaped
from some old Greek or Roman pleasure-palace ,...2

The first point to be noticed here is that Pater, who must

himself have been very conscious of the difference between the two,

uses I'Greek" and "Roman" in such a way as to imply t,hat for Gaston

they were interchangeable, identical. This is surely a discreet

reminder of the actually very poor scholarship of the classical cuI-

ture in the period of the Renaissance--a poverty which persisted

into the time of Winckelmann. More significant, though, is t,he way

in which this leads to another reminder of the morbid aspect of the

pléiade, forshadowed, perhaps, by the word "embalming" in the pas-

sage quoted above.

fn spite of his pretension to...kingly indifference of mind, the
portrait of twenty years ago betrayed,..the haggard soul of a
haggard generation, whose eagerly-sought refinements had been
after all little more than a theatrical make-believe--an aoe of
wild people, of insane impulse, of homicidal mania.3

t gu.@., 67
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This sentence too can be interpret,ed on two levels. Not

only does it stress the role of art in providing an escape amount-

ing to self-deception for that generation; but the reference to the

portrait of twenty years before giving unintended clues of depravity

and dangerousness can be read as a comment on Pater"s own portrait

of Ronsard some seventeen years earlier. Whichever interpretation

is adopted--or even if both are--Ronsard is nevertheless vindicated

as far as his own purpose reached:

Triumphant, nevertheless, in his battle for Greek beauty--for
the naturalization of Greek beauty in the brown cloud-lands of
the Nort.h--....1

The last paragraphs of "Modernity" are designed to act as

an introduction to the next chapters, in which Montaigne is the

central figure. The Iast specific mention of Ronsard is a reminder

of the persistence of the Medieval influence, stressed far more in

"Joachim du BeIIay" than here. The guests are signalled to leave

Ronsard's priory by "The striking of a rickety great belI of the

Middle Age,..."2 Just beforehand: t,he theme of death has been re-

in¿roduced, quite effectively related to just such another unfinished

work as Gaston was to become:

0n his fortysixth year the unaffected melancholy of his later
Iife was at ready gathering. The deadl--he was coming t,o be
on their side. The fact came home to Gaston that this evocat,or
of "t,he eternally youthful" was visibly old before his time; his
work being done, or centered now for the most part on amendments,
not, invariably happy, of his earlier verse. The Iittle panelled
drawers were full of them. The poet pulled out one, and as it

I r¡id, 6z
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stood open for a moment there lay the first book of the
Franciade, in silken cover, white,and gold, ready for the
king's hands, but never finished.r

The comments on Ronsard and the Pléiade in 9g.q,!.q. take up

all of the themes in "Joachim du Bellay", but the emphasis is

different. In "Modernity" Pater stresses with a new seriousness the

triviality of much of their verse, and its dangers, and continues

the theme of death. Despite the vigour with which these comments

are introduced--derived from the j oy with which the young Gaston and

his friends discovered the poetry of the Pléiade--the morbid note

eventually triumphs. One cannot avoid concluding that in 1889 Pater

took a more serious and concerned view of their poetry, and the age

of which it was the cult,ural epitome, than in 1872. As he remarked,

almost cynically, the sixteenth century was an age of yout,h in one

sense onIy.2

As George Wyndham was mentioned earlier in this section, it

may be appropriate to close with a consideration of his not unsym-

pat,het,ically approached estimate of Pater's view of the Pl6iade.

Although himself something of an aesthete3, he differed from Pater

in his judgement on the relative importance of the diverse influ-

ences which t,he poetry of the pl6iade evidences. In Ronsard and

I rbid, 69

2 "Th" philosophic need to try all things had given reason-
able j ustification to the stirring desire for t,ravel coÍnrnon to
youth, in which, if nothing else. that whole age of the later
Renaissance was invincibly young" Qqg@, I54

3 see K. Rose, Superior Person (Weidenfeld ê Nicolson
London, I969.)
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La Pl6iade (I90ó) he wrore:

The opposite view, fto that of those who claimed that the Pl6iade
were basical,ly classicistsl urged tentatively by Sainte Beuve in
IB2B was emphasized by Pater in his famous essay on Joachim du
BeIlay,...Their work, he writes. shows "a blending of Italian
ornament with the general outline of Northern design,' and ex-
hibits'the finest, and subtlest phase of the Middle Age itself.'l

Wyndham goes on to describe t,his view as:

Too French and complacently mediaeval, with but a top-dressing
of ltalian ornament. In truth t,heir sources were manifold; to
a degree in excess of both theories, taken together.2

He concludes this part of his essay with the statement that:

Whilst the Pldiade did not discard the dower of mediaevaL song.
or condemn all their immediate predecessors, it cannot be said
that tþey present in the main the last, phase of the Middle Age,
decorated with Italian ornament.3

Here we see Wyndham trapped, as so many of his contemporaries were,

in a false position with regard to Pater's critical judgements.

Because The Renaissance was Pater's most famous and controversial

work they took it as a final, rather than an initial, süatement. In

his later references to the pl6ia¿e in Gaston, Pater shift,ed his

ground on the very matter which Wyndham sees as the flaw in his

appreciation of their poetry. He distinctly emphasizes the classical

aspects of their work, rather than those derived from medieval

source s.

Many harsh judgements of Pater as a critic would be softened

considerably if his later books were more widely read. rn dealing
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with the Pléiade, as well- as many other artists, he modified his ini-

t,ial statements after longer consideration. The reader who Iooks at

Gast,on as carefully as at þ@qissance will see that he reached a

fair and balanced estimate of the achievement and significance of

the Ptéiade, which is substantially in accordance with t,hat of the

best informed modern critics. Classical and medieval, perverse and

joyful, t,hey expressed for posterity the fascinating strengths and

tragic flaws of the French sixteenth century Renaissance.

Montaiqne, and Bruno

Michel de Montaigne (1533-92), the inventor of the personal

essay as a literary genre. is a personality who makes a brief ap-

pearance in many of Pater's books, and is discussed at length in

Gast,on de Latour. His first appearance in Pater's writings is in

"Joachim du Be1lay", (1872) where he is cited as an exemplar of that

intimacy which Pater saw as characteristic of sixteenth century

France.

IÀlriting of the interest of Du BeJ.lay" s poetry, Pater assert-

ed that it came not merely from the insight it provided into the

period, but also from:

Something individual, invent,ive, unique, the impress there
of the writer's own temper and personality. r That age had other
instances of t[is intimacy of sentiment: Montaigne's Essavs are
full of it. . ..2

fn his first, reference to Montaigne, Pat,er thus referred to the

t Renaissance,173

rbid, I732
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characteristic which has maintained t,he popularity of his work over

the centuries. Whatever the ostensible subject, Montaigne wrote of

his own feelings, and gave the world one of the most honest, ütl-

censored and engaging personal testaments of all time. His essays

are of interest primarily because they reveal to the reader a

fascinating personality.

Montaigne was not, mentioned again in The Renaissance, and

there was no cause for him to appear in @, but

heappearsin@'intheeSSay''SirThomasBrowne'',Where

he is in the company of another whose memory has survived. not so

much because of his opinions, but because of the personality they

reveal. What Pater says here of Browne clearly applies also to

Montaigne:

Hardly aware of the habit, he likes talking to himself; and
when he writ,es (still in undress) he does but take the "friendly
reader" into his confidence. The type of this literature, ob-
viously, is not Locke or Gibbon, but, above all others, Sir
Thomas Browne; as Jean PauI is al.ways a good instance of it in
French literature,..is Montaigne, from whom indeed, in a great
measure, aIl t,hose tentative writers, or essayists, derive.I

This passage describes well the personal effect of the style pio-

neered by Montaigne, and acknowledges his place as the founder of

the essay. We are reminded that the verb qpgpg had not, been ap-

plied to Iiterat,ure before the writings of Montaigne. The use of

the alias "tentative writers" is st,rongly evocative of Pater's own

practice in attempting to resolve apparent dilemmas. and the follow-

ing passage also makes us think of Pater, whose own personality is

I Appreciations, L25
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so clearly behind his essays:

It was a result, perhaps, of t,he individualism and liberty of
personal development, which, even for a Roman Catholic, were
effects of the Reformation, that there was so much in Montaigne
of the "subjective", as people say. of the singularities of
personal character. Browne. too. bookish as he really is claims
to give his readers a matter, "not picked from the leaves of qny
author, but bred among the weeds and tares" of his own brain.I

What follows can almost be read as an apology or justifica-

tion by Pater for his own style. Even if it was not intended as

such, it is a reply to many of his harshest and least sympathetic

critic s :

The faults of such literature are what we all recognise in it:
unevenness, alike in thought and stylei lack of design; and
caprice--the lack of authorit,y; after the full play of which,
there is much to refresh one in the reasonable transparency
of. . . a classical clearness.. . .But then, in recompense for that
looseness and whim,..we have in those "quaint" writers, as they
themselves understood the term (coint, adorned, but adorned with
alI ¿he curious ornaments of their own predilection, provincial
or archaic, certainly unfamiliar, and selected without reference
to the taste and usages of other peopte)2 the charm of an abso-
lute sincerity, with aII the ingenuous and racy effect of what
is circumstantial and peculiar in their growth.3

This reference to Montaigne is preceeded in Appreciat,ions

by another which was in fact writt,en two years later. It occurs

in the essay "s¿yle", (1888) and is perhaps an oblique comnent on

the obscurity of Montaigne's argument in some passages of some edi-

tions of his Essavs:

A scholar writing for the scholarly, he will of course reave

I rbid, L25

This description is reminiscent of mannerist architecture.
2

3 Apprec iations, 126
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something to the willing intelligence of his reader. "To go
preach t,o the first passer-by," says Montaigne, "to become tutor
to the ignorance of the first f meet, is a thing f abhor;" a
thing, in fact, naturally distressing t,o the scholar, who will
therefore ever be_ shy of offering uncompliment,ary assistance to
the reader's wit. l

Modern textual scholars have traced many of Montaigne's

obscurities t,o alterations and interpolations he made in the essays

years after they were first written, and it seems that they were the

result of a desire to incorporate somewhere or other every passage,

however short or isolated, that he composed; rather t,han a desire

to flatter or extend the reader by not making his pat,h too easy.

Pater's assumption was not, however, an unreasonable one, although it
is a less significant critical comment than those in "Sir Thomas

Browne".

Throughout this thesis it has been shown that many of Pater's

comments on Renaissance figures have been almost hiddån by their

context, or underemphasized by their phrasing; and have had to be

extracted and examined carefully before their full importance has

been apparent. This aspect of Pater's style has been widely recog-

nised, and usually attributed to his shyness. Kenneth Clark wrote:

"Pater's natural timidity did not equip him for the role of initi-
ator."2 Pater's comments in "Style" provide another explanation--

perhaps he felt that to be too obvious in one's meaning was to insult

and underestimate the perceptiveness of the reader. certainly his

I rbid, 17
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comments on Montaigne apply to himself, for he, like Montaigne, wrote

of himself and his own responses whatever t,he ostensible subject. On

the other hand, we can accept the idea that his timidity explains the

reticent expression of many of his most original ideas, and interpret

the passage from "Style" as a rationalization evolved when he became

aware that his readers noticed his reticence.I

It was in Gaston (fg8g) t,hat Pater dealt most fully with

Montaigne, who is first mentioned in that book by Ronsard, with whom

he had shared the friendship of Etienne de la Bodtie. The chapters

"Peach-Blossom and l,'ltrine" and "Suspended Judgment" are devoted almost

wholly to Montaigne, who thus comes to dominate the book in its un-

finished form.

Montaigne is presented first, as one whose work, although by

no means old-fashioned, served retrospectively to explain and justify

a major aspect of the Renaissance--the liberation of the human spirit
from the restraint,s of church-dominat,ed medieval morality. pater's

explanation of this role of Montaigne reminds the reader less of the

immediately past High Renaissance, than of the earliest phase of the

movement, the twelfth century proto-Renaissance. This is of course

in keeping with his dictum t,hat the Renaissance both began and con-

cluded in France:

rn those earlier days of the Renaissance, a whole generation had
been exactly in the position in which Gaston now fóund himself.
An older ideal moral and religious, certain theories of man and

l'fn "Symonds" he refers to "The quality of reserve,..so in-
dispensable to the fulÌ effect of all artistic means,.." uncollected
Essavs, tl
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nature actually in possession, still haunted humanity, at the
very moment when it was called, through a full knowledge of the
past. to enjoy the present with an unrestricted expansion of its
own capacities.--Might one enjoy? Might one eat of all the trees?
--Some had already eaten, and needed, retrospectively. a theoretic
justification, a sanction of their actual liberties, in some new
reading of human nature itself and in relation to the world around
ir.r

Having given this account of the nlche in the Renaissance into

which Montaigne's work fits, Pat,er spends the rest of the chapter por-

traying Montaigne the man as he appeared to Gaston. In the next chap-

ter he sets forth and discusses the basis of his thought and writings.

This imaginative recreation of Montaigne, and the exposition of his

intellectual framework, is one of the best studies Pater made of any

writer or artist. With t,he intimate Essavs as his guide he was able

to produce a living portrait which t,estifies to the strong sympathy

he felt with Montaigne. Like Pico della Mirandola and Raphael.

Montaigne appeared to Pater as a type of the "scholar-artist", but

he was even more attractive than t,hey because his basic subject was

always himself. It is becoming clear that in many contexts, Pater was

really writing about himself and his feelings. He did not, do this

as frankly as Montaigne. and perhaps this led him to admire

Montaigne for his greater daring.

But beyond and above all the various int,erests upon which the
philosopher's mind was for ever afloat,, there was one subject
always in prominence--himself. His minute peculiarities, mental
and physical, what was constitutional with him as well as his
transient humours, how things affected him, what they really reggto him.2

I Gaston, 83

rbid. I052
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Expanding on this, Pater echoes both the "Preface" and the

"ConcIusion" of The Renaissance, in which he insisted upon each

individual's apprehension of what he experienced as the only sure

knowledge. Overlooking, to some extent, Montaigne's dependence upon

classical authors, he makes him a precedent for his own aesthetic

theory. The flux of Heraclitus is referred to, but not, specifically

identified, or acknowledged as a common source.

And what was the purport, what the justification, of this un-
dissembled egotism? It was the recogni¿ion. over against, or in
continuation of, that, world of floating doubt, of the individual
mind, as for each one severally, a¿ once the unique organ, and
the only matter, of knowledge,--the wonderful energy, the reality
and authority of that, in its absolute loneliness, conforming aII
things to its law, without witnesses as without judge, without
appeal, save to itself. I

Pater goes on to claim that this basic standpoint, common to

Montaigne and himself, is in fact the only true or honest point of

view:

Whatever truth there might be, must come for each one from
within, not from without.

His own egot,ism was but the pattern of the true intellectual
Iife of every*one.2

Pater's especial interest in Montaigne can thus be related

basically to his pleasure in finding a famous author whose stand-

point was cLose to his own in many respects. That, in Gaston, he

examined first of aIl Montaigne's personality, and later his works,

is in keeping with Montaigne's projection of himself; as well as with

Pater's own dominant interest in the personality behind the works in

I rbid,
2 rbid,

105
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the case of most artists.

Pater writes with admiration of Montaigne's strict neutral-

ity during t,he religious wars, evidenced by the fact that although

he was a Catholic "His house had lain open to all comers...."I In

the essay on Leonardo, Pater seems to have admired Leonardo's indif-

ference to political matters, even where they involved moral issues,

as he no doubt saw this posture as an aspect of the fidelity t,o one's

own personal int,erests, which he was celebratinq in that essay. 0f

Leonardo, Pater wrote:

No one had ever carried political indifferentism farther; it had
always been his philosophy to "fly before the storm", he is for
the Sforzas, or ágainst them, rs the tide of t,heir fortune turns.2

Montaigne's solution to the problem of how a man, whose world

is that of the intellect, is t,o survive in a violent and barbarous

era is far more positive and honest than Leonardo's. Inst,ead of

drifting with the tide, and pretending to condone t,he posit,ion and

actions of the currently successful party, Montaigne made something

positive of his neutrality and took his st,and on his own known indi-

pendence and integrity. It seems as though, in Montaigne, the mature

Pater found amore pleasing hero than Leonardo, whose attitudes he had

characterized with more concern for effect than accuracy, twenty years

before . Whereas Leonardo had been upset in his plans and his work by the

insecurity caused by his changeful loyalties, Montaigne found "That his

frankness had been rewaíded by innunity from all outrages of war, of the

I rbid, 84

2 Renaissance , I27
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crime war shelters. .. .rt

The attitudes of Leonardo and Montaigne, as Pater presents

them, compare interestingly on the subject of religion. as well as

on survival in wartime. It has been seen that Pater began the essay

on da Vinci with an attempt to imply that he was irreligious. He

ended t,he essay with an almost scathing comment on the bequests he

made for church candles and masses for the repose of his soul, sâV-

ind dismissively: "0n no t,heory of religion could these hurried of-

fices be of much consequence."2 Montaigne's often apparently ambiv-

alent attitude towards religion was given much more serious consid-

eration in @qg4. than Leonardo's had been in The Renaissance. He

describes Montaigne's death with the words "seemingly pious"3, which

could have been applied to Leonardo's will¡ but, through Gaston, ap-

plies a more pragmat,ic and more charitable interpretat,ion:

Yet when Gaston, twenty years afterwards, heard of the seemingly
pious end of Monsieur de Montaigne. he recalled a hundred, aI-
ways quiet but not always insignificant, acts of devotion, no-
ticeable in those old days, on passing a village church, or at
home, in the little chapel--superstitions, concessions to other,
strictly appropriate recognitions rather, as it might seem, of
a certain great possibility. which miqht lie among the condi-
tions of sõ 

"otpi"* a worlä.4

This description of Montaigne's at,titude towards churches and

religious ritual tallies with those we have of Pater's attitude in

his later years. It is interesting to notice that it took Gaston

I
2

3
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twent,y years t,o realize the significance of religious attitudes in

a man unsure of the absolute truth of religion--exactly the time be-

tween "Leonardo da Vinci" and Gas@ . In the twenty years between

1869 and IBB9 Pater's attitude towards religion changed from the

cynical to the apparently piousi from the attitude he gleefully

tried to attribute t,o Leonardo, to that which he perceived in

Mont,aigne. It does seem that part of his interest in Montaigne in

lat,er years may have derived from the example set by Montaigne of

sober piety while retaining an open mind.

Many other aspects of Montaigne's personality ment,ioned by

Pater are qualities which t,hey shared. or perhaps in some cases

which Pater would like them to have shared. Like Pico, Montaigne

was a personality who embodied many of Pater's wishes and fantasies

as well as many of his actual characteristics. For Pater, ever an

admirer of youth, conscious of his own aging, the continually youth-

ful figure of Montaigne was most attractive:

Sociable, of sociable intellect, and stiII inclining instinc-
tively, as became his fresh and agreeable person, from the
midwa-y of life, towards its youthful side, he was ever on the
alert". . . .I

Montaigne's method of evolving his essays is also similar to

Pater's. We are told, Pater collected phrases and ideas which ap-

pealed to him on scraps of paper, and later fused them t,ogether with

a deliberate "style". Similarly Montaigne worked up his essays:

Notes of expressive facts, of words also worth of note (for he
was a lover of style), collected in the first instance for the
help of an irregular memory, were becoming,..the primary, rude

I rbid, g5
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stuff, or "protoplasm", of his intended work,...1

Not only in the way he produced his own work, but in t,he way

he appreciated the literature of the past, Mont.aigne is made, in

Pat,er's picture of him, like Pater himself. He clearly saw Montaigne

in the humanist tradition of Pico, of which he felt himself to be

part also. Montaigne is present,ed as approaching the literature of

the past not as a fixed order but a source of quite mixed experi-

ences. In his attitude to life, similarly, Pater saw Montaigne as

providing a precedent for his own position. fn the last, analysis,

the experience of life itself, unfolding as a continuing spectacle,

was superior to art. There is, however, a modification in Gaston of

the position of the not,orious "Conclusion", which had urged t,hat

life be approached in the spirit of art. Pater had come to feel

that, there was something not quite satisfactory in the post,ure of

the observer looking for aest,hetic and other gratification in the

events of the world. He claimed to detect this feeling in

Montaigne's later writings, works he produced in the years around

his fiftieth birthday, when he was the same age as Pater at the time

Gaston was written. It seems that perhaps at the period of his own

maturity, Pater sought an historical figure of comparable age with

whom he could ident,ify, as much as a youthful personality of mature

mind like Raphael.

Towards the end of life some conscientious pangs seem t,o have
touched Montaigne's singularly humane and sensitive spirit,
when he looked back on the long intellectual entertainment he

1 rbid, 86
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had had, in following, as an inactive spectator, "the ruin of
his country", through a series of chapters,...With its old and
new battlefields, its business, its fierce changes, and the old
perennial sameness of men's ways beneath them all, it had been
certainly matter of more assiduous reading than even those
choice, incommensurable, books, of ancient Greek and Roman ex-
perience. The variableness, the complexity, the miraculous
surprises of man, concurrent with the variety, the complexity,
the surprises of nature, making all true knowledge of either
wholly relative and provisional; a like insecurity in one's self,
if one turned t,hither for some ray of clear and certain evidence¡
this, with an equally strong sense all the time of the interest.
the power and charm, alike of man and nature and the individual
mind;---such was the sense of this open book, of all books and
things. I

The slightly uneasy note is again apparent in the closing

sentence of this passagei and it is again tempting to see Gaston as

a persona of Pater:

That was what this quietly enthusiastic reader was ready to as-
sert as the sum of his studiesi disturbingly, as Gaston found.
reflecting on his long unsuspicious sojourn there. and detaching
from the habits, the random traits of character, his concessions
and hin
the man

t¡ and sudden emphatic statements, the soul and potency of

The chapter "Suspended Judgment", as its title implies, is

concerned mainly with the basis and consequences of Montaigne's

view of life¡ which, as has been seen, is presented quite accurately

by Pater, in such a way that its compatability with his own mature

view is emphasized. The passages quoted above suggest that Pater

was using the youthful Gaston, the mature Gaston, and Montaigne to

explain and illuminate some of the changes in his own thinking which

had occurred between the writing of his first essays and Gaston.

I
@.9.Ë.9,!.' 89

rbid, 89
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Although "Suspended Judgment" provides fewer clues t,o the reason for

Pater's exceptional interest in Montaigne than "Peach-BIossom and

Wine", it deals at some length, if obscurely, with one thing which

may have been the major factor--Montaigne's latent homosexuality.

By the time he wrote Gaston, Pater had abandoned, almost totally,

the habit of openly sniping at conventional morality and expressing

delight in the thought of sexual irregularities, which had lost him

friends and caused him trouble in the years around l8z3. Montaigne

was almost certainly not a practising homosexual, and was a married

man with children who enjoyed the respect of his community. None-

t,heless there are hint,s of purely latent and doubtless unrecognised

homosexual--or bisexual--leanings in his writing. He was, therefore,

an excellent subject for allowing Pater to express his similar lean-

ings while remaining beyond reproach, if not above suspicion.

Gaston had been introduced to Montaigne by Ronsard, who had

spoken of a mutual friend: "Linked they were, in the common friend-

ship of the late Etienne de la Boátie ]onderl"l In "suspended

Judgment" this int,ense friendship is discussed at, length. and pater

quotes from Montaigne's references to Etienne. rn comparison with

t,his passage. Pater's references to Montaigne's wife appear perfunc-

tory and almost slight.ing. "The amiable , unpedantic, lady. . . .,,2

clearly could not compet,e, at least in Pater's mind, with t,he

fncomparable Etienne de la Boétie, so perfect, inviolate and

I rbid, 69
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entire. that the like is hardly to be found in story,...t

Pater, quite accurately, presents Montaigne's friendship

with Etienne as t,he greatest passion of his life, the only attach-

ment which caused him to stray from his relativistic point of view:

For once, his sleepless habit of analysis had been checked by
the inexplicable. the absolute; amid his jealously guarded in-
difference of soul he had been summoned to yietd, and had
yielded. to the magnetic power of another.

It had been beiter than love,--t,hat friendship'....2

Quoting phrases from Montaigne's EgSgJg, Pater went on:

The"sweet society" of those four years, in comparison with
which the rest of his so pleasant life "was but smoke", had
touched Montaigne's nature with refinements it might otherrrise
have lacked. He would have wished "to speak concerning it, to
t,hose who have had experience" .of what he said, could such have
been found. In despair of that,, he loved to discourse of it to
aIl comers,--how it had come about, the circumstances of its
sudden and wonderful growth. Yet after all were he pressed to
say why he had so loved Etienne de Ia Boétie, he could but
ansvver, "Because it was Hel Because it was f '."3

Whereas Pater, anxious to avoid censure. left it to the

reader to recognise the nature of this "special friendship". more

recent, writers have been able to st,ate the matter more directly.

In The Other Face of Lo ITê de Becker wrote:

It would certainly be going too far to attribute to Montaigne
any conscious homosexual leanings, or even more sor ân$ homo-
sexual practices. But it would be naive nonet,heless to overlook
in his conception of friendship...the expression, controlled or
sublimated, if not repressed, of a personality structure of which
homosexuality is the -evident expression. Although Montaigne's
friendship for La.Boétie was virtuous,..there was nonetheless a
passionate character about this friendship which places it in the

Ibid, 9B

rbid, 99
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same line as the dubious friendships of Antiquity,..and no psy-
chologists can be deceived by it.r

As has been observed, there are several occasions in Gaston

where Pater expresses a muted uneasinessi sometimes voicing it in

the retrospective thought,s of the mature Gaston. This slight hint

that all may not be quite as healthy as could be desired in the life
and writings of Montaigne does not, however, appear to be Iinked with

Montaigne's lat,ent homosexual tendencies, but rather with other traps

which may ensnare one who takes too detached a view of the world. At

one point, Montaigne's disinterested interest in the ruin of his

country becomes reminiscent of Aurelius' attitude towards the slaugh-

ter of the Roman Circus. for which Pat,er censured him in Marius.2

In the 1894 essay on Pascal, in which Pater compares pascal

and Montaigne at some length, there occurs his strongest expression

of discomfort wit,h some of Montaigne's views. In words similar to

those often used by harsh critics of the "Conclusion" to The Renais-

sance, Pater says of Pascal:

You may even credit him, like Montaigne, with a somewhat Satanic
intimacy with the ways, the cruel ways, the weakness, f-âg,!úof the human heart, so that, as he says of Montaigne, himself too
might be a pernicious study for those who have a native tendency
to corruptibn.3 -

The exact nature of the weaknesses, cruelties, and corruption in ques-

tion is not specified, and this is probably not so much the result of

t de Becker, 0p Cit, II7

Marius T. , 24I
2
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prudish caution, as t,he wish that the general nature of the

ment should render it aIl-inclusive.
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state-

Most of the comments in "Pascal" echo Gaston, and this is

true also of most of the references to Montaigne in Plato and

Platonism (1893). Î,vo corffnents from that book are especially

worthy of quotation, as they show that Pater's characterisation of

Montaigne's role in the Renaissance remained constant in different

c ontext s.

Strictly appropriate form of our modern philosophic Iiterature,
the essay came into use at what was really the invention of the
relative. or "modern" spirit, in the Renaissance of the six-
teenth century.

The form of the essay,..is indicative of Montaigne's pecu-
Iiar function in regard ¿o his age. as in truth the commence-
ment of our own. It provided him with precisely the literary
form necessary
possibi1ity....

ï,
I
o a mind for which truth itself is but a

Earlier in the book Pater had referred to Montaigne as "the great

humanist..."2 and cited his role as one-who produced for men "an !
posteriori justification of their instinctive prepossessions"3 For

Pater, Montaigne's main role was as the one who most significantly

and deliberately explained and justified the new freedom of the

Renai ssance.

In summary, it can be said that there were many reasons why

Pater found the figure of Montaigne so attractive. Not only did he

satisfy Pater's desire for historical and artistic precedents , .

t
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for his own views, but he did so while fulfilling one of Pater's

most, constant needs--the need for a personality with whom he could

proudly identify himself. The fact that he revealed certain ten-

dencies which Pater also felt in himself, made him all the more

attractive and sympat,hetic a figure.

It, has been shown that the basis of Montaigners view of

life seemed to Pater entirely compatible with his own. Both were

based on a recognition that the experience of the indÍvidual is atl

that he really knows, that that experience is not finally verifiabJ.e

by any outside test, and that therefore personality is the basis of

all art and other human activity. Pater saw in Montaigne that same

almost narcissistic self-interest, t,he consequence of the belief in

the primacy of one's own experience, that was part of his own make-

up.

Most significant of aII, though, was the fact t,hat Montaigne,

with his profound good sense and honesty, stated these views with

the integrity and maturity which Pater desired now that he had

matured beyond the self-consciously "daring" and "shocking" young

man that, he was when he wrote such essays as "Leonardo da Vinci".

As a younger man, Pater's views and temperament had led him into

positions, both intellectual and social, which were unworthy and

embarassing. By the time he was writing $q.Eton.. at the age of

fifty, he was seeking more subdued and mature expressions of these

same views. and Montaigne satisfied this need. Unlike the younger

Pater, but like the author of Gastg, Montaigne, while holding un-

conventional and sceptical views, wâs able to present them in a
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manner which commanded respect and attention. rather than provoking

a shocked response.

Just as Marius had been written to explain, clarify, and

defuse some of the issues raised by The Renaissance, So, to some

extent, was Gaston. It was, like alI Pater's later works, written

in the knowledge that The Renaissance was the basis of Pater's

reputation. In an effort to justify some of his earlier excesses,

Pater uses the young impressionable Gaston as a foil to the mature

Montaigne, and also refers to afterthoughts and reconsiderations

made by Gaston in later years. Thus a complex arrangement is

evolved in which the impressions of the young Gaston, and the

thoughts of Montaigne and the mature Gaston, symbolize and comment

upon the thought,s of the young Pater and the mature Pater, respec-

tively. It, is t,o Pater's credit that this section of Eston manages

to be an excellent study of Montaigne while fulfilling its role as

a piece of self-analysis and self-justification. Few writers have

successft'lIy handled so complex a piece of criticism-cum-autobiog-

raphy.

Because of the similarity of their ideas in a number of

significant areas, it is appropriate to consider Giordano Bruno and

Montaigne in close proximity. Bruno, despite the invigorating role

his ideas played in the sixteenth century, tends to be remembered as

a dulI, pedantic and humourless figure. His reputat,ion, unlike

Montaigne's, has survived despite, not because of. his personality.

Their con¿emporaries regarded Montaigne and Bruno much as modern

scholars do : Bruno t,he more profound thinker, Montaigne the better
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writer--the two men so close in their ideas about perception and

knowledge but so dissimilar in character. Bruno was as unpopular

as Montaigne was respected.

Certainly Pater found Bruno a less interesting figure than

Montaigne. and devoted far less of his writings to him. The 1866

essay "Coleridge's Writi[gs", in its original form mentions Bruno

once. In referring to the old charge that Schelling had been

guilty of unacknowledged borrowing from Bruno, and thus that cer-

tain elements of Coleridge's t,heories derived from Bruno, Pater

observed:

Certainly that which is common to Coleridge and SchelIing
is of far earlier origin than the Renaissance.l

When he revised the essay in 1880, Pater made a number of

alterations, which soft,ened the original anti-Christian tone. He

also made a slight alteration to the clause quoted above:

Certainly t,hat, which is common to Coleridge and Schelling
and Bruno alike is of f,ar earlier origin than any of them.2

There is a small change of meaning here. In the revised version

the fact that a1l three writers were dependent upon ancient philos-

ophy is emphasized; whereas in the original version. where Bruno is

not mentioned, there is consequently no explicit statement about his

reliance on older ideas. Furthermore, t,he grouping of the three

names provides a reminder that, for Pater, the sixteenth century

I "Coleridge
Eggg.y.q, ed Jones. 0x

's Writings", Nineteenth Centrrrv ish^l Cni+inrl
ford, 1963, 437

2 Appreciations, Z5
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began the modern age; for then such men as Bruno preached the con-

cept of "the relat,ive spirit".

In the revised version of "Coleridge" Bruno is men-

tÍoned again a few pages later. This passage further stresses the

continuity of the influence of ancient philosophy:

St,i11, wherever the speculative interest has been united
with a certain poetic inwardness of t,emperament,, as in Bruno,
in Schelling, there that old Greek conception, like some seed
floating in the air, has t,aken root and sprung up anew. I

Pater made no further references to Bruno until he produced,

in 1889, the essay "Giordano Bnrno", which was recast as "The Lower

Pantheism", chapter seven of 9g.g!.on. It is int,eresting to see

Pater dealing at length with a subject who had made so few appear-

ances in his earlier writings. Perhaps his interest in Bruno, ob-

viously slight until that ¿ime, had been roused by the considerable

publicity given to the erection of a statue on the site of his

martyrdom. in 1889.

The presentat,ion of Bruno's ideas--understandably Iittle is

said about his personality,--in Qqston resounds with echoes of

Montaigne. Not being int,erested in Bruno's cosmology as much as in

hj.s attitudes to perception and the senses, and his stand for philo-

sophical freedom, Pater inevitably concentrates on just those as-

pects of his thought which most, clearly evoke Montaigne. The con-

sequence of this is that the reader may be led to underestimate

Bruno's importance in the scientific world of his day, and thus

t Ibid,77
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envisage him as an intellectual figure of the second or third rather

than the first rank.

The chapter "The Lower Pantheism" begins with a rather mor-

bid series of references to murder, fanaticism, insanity, disease

and blood. King Charles' death leads to anecdotes being told of

his life, and the uneasy note is sustained by a mention of his

interest in

The cities of Venice and Lombardy, seductive schools of the art
of life as conceived by Italian epicures, of which he became
only ¿oo ready a student. r

The late King's interest in Italian pleasures leads on to a mention

of the ftalian Bishop of Paris, and then to the ltalian philosopher

Bruno. The reader expects the worse, for here, in contrast to those

passages where Pater had spoken of Italian delicacy being a gift to

France, the Italian influence seems far from happy:

ft was t,he reign of the ftalians just then, a doubly refined,
somewhat morbid, somewhat ash-coloured, Italy in France, more
ftalian stitI.2

Further contradicting what he had written in other essays about the

aesthetically-pleasing crimes and sins of the Renaissance, Pater went

on

What our Elisabethan poets imagined about Italian culture--forc-
ing a1l they knew of ltaly to an ideal of dainty sin such as had
never actually existed there,--that, the court of Henry, so far
as in it tay, realised in fact.3

t @rr*, 136
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Against this background, the chaste life of Bruno becomes repreålI"-

tive of austerity, and he a type of the scholar-artist whose love is

all for his work. He, although unattractive, is cast in the tradi-

tion of Pico in this respect; and historians of philosophy would not

dispute this placing.l Pater mentions that Bruno found that "The

monastic life promotes t,he freedom of the intellect by its silence

and selfconcentration."2 He supports this with other examples:

What liberty of mind may really come to, in such places, what
daring new departures it may suggest even to the strictly
monastic temper, is exemplified by the dubious and dangerous
mysticism of men like John of Parma and Joachim of Flora,..
st,range dreamers, in a world of sanctified rhetoric, of that
later dispensation of the Spirit, in which all law will have
passed away;...3

Whereas Pico had attempted the reconciliation of Chris-

tianity with the pagan religion, and Montaigne, a seemingly devout

Catholic, had claimed to make allowance for aIl possibilit,ies, Btruno

tried to create a system in which pagan freedom was permissible even

to Christians. Unlike his predecessors, he was unable to do this

without arousing hostility:

He would soon pass beyond the utmost possible limits of his
brethren's sympathy, beyond the largest and freest interpreta-
tion such words would bear, to words and thoughts on an alto-
get,her different plane, of which the full scope was only to be
felt in certain o1d pagan writers,--pagan, though approached.
perhaps, at first, as having a.kind of natural, preparatory,
kinship with Scripture itself.4

I see W. Windelband,
York,1958,354
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Bruno's Pantheism. asserting that as God is in, and in fact

is, all things, therefore not,hing can be utterly evil if seen in the

context of the whole universe, comes in Pater's description t,o re-

semble the creed of Montaigne. based on the less expansive principle

that tolerance is always desirable, as we can never judge absolutely.

As if the sinilarities of the thoughts of the two men

wouldnot be obvious without comment, Pater goes ofl, it

seems deliberately. to discuss Bruno in phrases which recall his dis-

cussion of Montaigne. The most blatant inst,ance of this technique

in application is the following, which echoes the passage from

"Peach Blossom and Wine" quoted above:

Even under the shadow of monastic walls, that fthe non-existance
of evil] had sometimes been the precept, which larger theories
of "inspiration" had bequeathed to practice. "0f all the trees
of the garden thou mayest freely_eatj--If ye take up any deadly
thing, i¿ shall not hurt youl . , .1

Pater saw Montaigne as providing the à posteriori justifi-

cation for the expansion of the human spirit and the increased

liberty of human behaviour which had begun with the rebellion of

Abelard in the late medieval period. Bruno, for Pater's purposes,

was little more than one who provided the same justification from

different grounds, but it is interesting to see that in writing

about Bruno he stressed the dangers of this justification very heav-

ily. From t,he point of view of "Tho Early French Stories" in 1872,

his mind full of the stultifying and repressive effect of the tyr-

anny of religion in the middle ages, he welcomed this increase in

I rbid, 160



human liberty, and clearly delighted that Abelard had practi 
""0"^t

new freedom. In the discussion of Montaigne, he had expressed a

small measure of uneasiness¡ but when he wrote of Bruno his uneas-

iness was loudly voiced. It seems hypocrisy t,o welcome a justifi-

cation of greater human freedom, but to balk at its application t,o

life, but Pater clearly does this in "The Lower Pantheism". Absur-

dity is added to hypocrisy when it is recognised that the justifi-

cation comes four centuries after the practice, and is thus of aca-

demic interest only. a reminder that events often move ahead of ideas.

Nevertheless, the concluding passage of "The Lower Pantheism" is

clear in expressing this hypocritical and absurd concern; and can

be seen as indicat,ive of the lengths to which Pater was prepared to

go, in 1889, to keep himself clear of the kind of accusations he had

suffered in 1873:I

3runo, a cilizen of the world,..was careful to warn off the
vulgar from applying the decisions of philosophy beyond its
proper speculative limits. But, a kind of secrecy, an ambiguous
atmosphere, encompassed, from the first, alike the speaker and
the doctrinei and in that world of fluctuat,ing and ambiguous
characters, the alerter mind certainly" pondering on this,..would
hardly fail to find in Bruno's doctrines a method of turning poi-
son int,o food, to live and thrive thereon; an ar¿, in Paris, in
the intellectual and moral condition of that day, hardly Iess op-
portune than had it related to physical poisons.2

At this point Pater begins to differentiate, rot only between

philosophy and life, but between art and life. The aesthetic impli-

cations of this passage are most interest.ing. As we have seen,

I In th" same cautious mood, in 1890, he reviewed Wilde's
Picture of Dorian Grav.

2 Gaston, 160
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Pater has simultaneously admitted that the justifications furnished

by Montaigne and Bruno were g-Wg!g!g!, and expressed concern at

their being applied. In the last part of this passage, he seems to

be stat,ing that although there are separate sets of moral laws for

art, (including philosophy) and Iife, and that what is permissible

in the one sphere may not be in the other, the two inevitably do

and will merge for most people, even most intelligent and sensitive

people. The implication seems to be that art and life cannot be

kept apart and independent, even though it would be convenient if

they could be. Ostensibly disturbed, although perhaps secretly

stimulated, by the interchange of permissiveness between art and

Iife; Pater is effectively accusing those who maintain the extreme

position of the total separability of art and life of naiveté.

This is in keeping with the aesthetic of the essay on Style, in

which good art and great art are distinguished by their signifi-

cance for humanity, and is a repudiation of the view, which many

thoughttheydiscernedin@',thatmoraIityandart

were immiscible. In fact, it is in keeping with Pater's belief thar

art always related t,o society and general culture. which we have

seen evidenced many times. The ending of "The Lower Pantheism" is a

warning to those who carelessly and too glibly equate art and life;

as much as a dissention from the view t,hat they never meet:

If Bruno himself was cautious not to suggest the ethic or
practical equivalent to his theoretic positions, there was that
in his very manner of speech. in that rank, unweeded eloquence
of his, which seemed naturally to discourage any effort at se-
lection, any sense of fine difference, of @.g or propor-
tion, in things. The loose sympathies of his genius were allied
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to nature, nursing, with equable maternity of soul, good, bad,
and indifferent aIike, rather than to art, distinguishing,
rejecting, refining. Commission and omission'. sins of the form-
er surely had the natural preference. And how would Paolo and
Francesca have read this lesson? How would Henry, and Margaret
of the "Memoirs", and other susceptible persons ¿hen present,
read it, especially if the opposition between practical good and
evil traversed diametrically another distinction, the "opposed
point" of which, to Gaston for instance, could never by any pos-
sibility become "indifferent,"--the distinction, namely, between
the precious and the base, aesthetically; between what was right
and wrong in the matt,er of art?I

Like Montaigne, Bruno was used by Pater as a vehicle for

self-justification, if not quite for autobiography. In Pater's

hands he fared Iess well than Montaigne, and his ideas, although in

fact more original and rigorous than Montaigne's, seem to be swal-

lowed up in his. This is simply a result of Pater's determination

to use him as an anvil on which his own ideas were to be hammered

out, not the sign of ignorance or deliberate distortion on Pater's

part. Bruno got less thorough treatment, finally, because he did

not appeal to Pater as strongly as Montaigne. Because of the simi-

larities he either perceived or liked to imagine between himself and

Montaigne, Pat,er made him a heroi but Bruno, with whom Pater could

not ident,ify so deeply, failed to be granted that status. Perhaps,

also, Pater preferred to identify himself with one who held the re-

spect of others, despite his individual views, rather than with one

who was martyred for his heresy. Pat,er could never have faced up to

such a sacrifice for his opinions; he sought respect, and acceptance,

despite the danger of equivocation and blandness.

I rbid, 16l
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ftalian Art of the xteent-h Centurv

Pater's treatment of Italian sixteenth century painting is

superficialty reminiscent of his treatment of the art of the

guattrocento. Large nu.mbers of painters, both of considerable im-

portance and of no significance, are mentioned but once or twice in

passing. Pater made no attempt to provide a comprehensive coverage

of sixteenth century art¡ and although several major figures are

discussed at some length, none is treated with the thoroughness and

interest that distinguish the essays on the three High Renaissance

giants. Apart from alI the scattered comments in various cont,exts,

two essays contain most, of the criticism Pater devoted to the period

of Italian mannerism: "The School of Giorgione" (1877), and "Art

Notes in North Italy" (1890). Until the essay on Giorgione was in-

cluded in the :t.hird (IBBS) edition of !&.-Renai.ry., t,he book

contained one reference to Titianl as its total acknowledgement of

mannerism in ltaly. The fact that Pat,er allowed it to be published

with so large a gap indicates that he. especially when younger,

tended to underestimate the significance of post-High Renaissance

art. His practice in this respect is in keeping with his theory--

he several times proclaimed that the last phase of the Renaissance

took place in France, and that its focus shifted there with da Vinci.

Over the years, Pater's realization of the importance of what had

been done in sixteenth century ltaly increased, and this late recog-

nition was acknowledged by the appearance of "Art Notes in North

I Renaissance, 75-77
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Italy" in lB90; but it seems clear that he never ceased to prefer

French mannerism to its Italian counterpart.

Sixteenth century France was not productive of painting of

great importance, but expressed itself in poetry, architecture, and

prose. fn ltaly painting held first pJ.ace among the arts as it had

done for the past two centuries, and architecture also was exalted.

Apart from Bruno, there were few writers and thinkers of great note;

and in concluding these introductory remarks it can be observed that

it seems strange indeed that Pater ignored one of that few--

Baldassare Castiglione, the educator who sought to teach well-born

young men to make an art of their way of life. Castiglione, who in

chronological terms, could have equally well been considered in es-

says on the High Renaissance, even though his influence was most

strongly felt later in the century, seems to be a figure who would

have appealed to Pater, and with whom he would have identified. An

essay on Castiglione by Pater would almost certainly have been a

success, and we can only regret that none was ever written.

Among the Iess significant Italian sixteenth century artists

mentioned by Pater are Borgognone, Domenico de Lucca, Fra Damiano of

Bergamo, Pellegrino da San Daniele, and the Piazza family; and it,

must be admitted that he seems to make few extravagant claims for

them. Here, at least, he is being more careful. or, in retrospect,

has been luckier, than in his handling of early Renaissance artists;

for, as was shown in chapter three above, he seriously overestimat,ed

several nonentities from that period. 0n the other hand, it could be

argued that Pater's failure to be overenthused by any minor figures
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of the sixteenth century ltalian art world is merely a fortunate

side-effect,, or by-product, of his general under-estimation of the

peri od.

"Art Notes in Nort,h Ïtaly", by its very nature as a col-

Iection of observations and appreciations rather than a structured

evaluative essay, could well be expected to contain an especially

large number of the over-estimations of minor figures which was al-

ways a danger in the application of Pater's appreciative criticism,

seeking as it did to find the virtues in aII works, rather than

present a balanced and directed analysis of styl,es and movements in

art. In this essay, which includes mentions of most of the small

fry named above, there are references to a number of other artists

who, although not of great stature, made some significant cont,ribu-

tion to painting.

The essay on Giorgione, on the other hand, begins with a

discussion of certain aesthetic concepts related to the maxim: "AIl

art constantlv aspires towards the L onrì I t. ion of mus in ttl The maj or

purpose of this lengthy introductory passage is to refute a common

tendency in Victorian criticism to regard work in the various art,

forms

As but translations into different languages of one and the same

fixed quantity of imaginative thought ,...2

and thus overlook the distinctive qualities of each medium. The

I Renaissance, 135

2 r¡i¿, I3o
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criticism of the Giorgionesque style which follows is presented as

an illustration of an artistic genre which is undeniably dependent,

on a particular medium for its distinctive characteristics.

The title of the essay is "The School of Giorgione", and

Pater does not become involved in the disputes, heated then as now,

over which works act,ually were completed exclusively by the hand of

that painter. He is concerned with a school, a style, and for his

purpose the authorship of individual works is a matter of no impor-

tance. Giorgione himself is of interest as the type of his school;

one whose legend, whether it be true or not,, expresses something

common t,o all who worked in the mode called Giorgionesque.

By no school of painters have the necessary limitations of
the art of painting been so unerringly though instinctively
apprehended,..as by the school of Venicei and the train of
thought suggested in what has been now said is, perhaps. a not
unfitting introduction to a few pages about Giorgione, who,
though much has been taken by recent, criticism from what was
reputed to be his work, yet, more entirely than any ot,her
painter, sums up, in what we
spirit of the Venetian school

know of himself and his art, the
.I

Pater refers to a number of works, formerly assumed to be by

Giorgione, which Crowe and Cavalcaselle attributed to other artist,s.

Since that time, most of these attributions have been changed sever-

al times, and many still remain uncertain. Before considering

Pater's attitude to these attributions, it is appropriate to examine

his understanding of the Giorgionesque style, and the Venetian tra-

dition which he felt it epitomised.

His only reference to Giorgione before the 1877 essay was

I rbid, 140
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in "A Study of Dionysus", written the year before. The subtitle of

this study is "The Spiritual Form of Fire and Dew", and in dis-

cussing the dew as the solace for heat and fire, Pater refers to

the physical sensations evoked by the passage in the "Conclusion",

where "delicious recoil from the flood of water in summer heat."l

is used as an example of one of life's "more exquisite intervals,..."2

In this instance, however, it is drinking rather than bathing which

is the source of the sensation, and by its evocation Giorgione's pic-

ture is made to seem even more sensuous and voluptuous, and with it

the whole of Venetian Iife:

And who that has ever felt the heat of a southern country does
not know this poetry, the motive of the loveliest of all the
works attributed to Giorgione, ¿he Fête Champêtre in the Louv rei
the intense sensationso the subtle and far-reaching symbolisms,
which, in these places, cling about the touch and sound and
sight of it?

The caution evident in Pater's description of the fête

Champêtre as "attributed to" Giorgione, shows that before he wrote

t,he lB77 essay he was aware of the problems of attribution which

handicap the student of Venetian art. It is, however, the sensations

of "touch and sound and sight" which dominaüe this passage, not the

problems of mere antiquarianism, as Pater goes on to capture the

flavour of North-Eastern ltaly:
Think of the darkness of the well in the breathless court, with
the delicate ring of ferns kept alive just within the opening;
of the sound of the fresh water flowing through the wooden pipes

1 Renaissance, 233
t- Ibid, 233 Although the passage in Renaissance refers to

bathinq and that in "Dionyous" t,o drinking, the experience is es-
sentiafly the same.
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into the houses of Venice, on sunmer mornings; of the cry êggU.q.
Fréscal at Padua or Verona, when the people run to buy what they
ptize, in its rare purity, more than wine. bringing pleasures so
full of exquisite appeal to the imagination, that, in these
streets, the very beggars, o+e thinks, might exhaust all the
philosophy of the epicurean.r

The essay "The School of Giorgione" blends a feeling for this

sensuousness in Venetian art with some t,echnical criticism, and an

attempt to place the Giorgionesque within the development of ltalian

painting. Pater notes that Venice was not the scene of great intel-

lectual and spiritual ferment, and also that early Venetian painting

had traditionally been subservient to architecture. He suggests that

these two facts may explain the distinctively decorative, rather than

expressive or intellectual nature of later Venetian art, opposing it

to Florentine art:

At last, with final mastery of all the technical secrets of his
art, and with somewhat more than "a spark of the divine fire" to
his share, comes Giorgione. He is the inventor of g9ÊL9, of
those easily movable pictures which serve neither for uses of
devotion, nor of allegorical or historical teaching--little
groups of real men and women, amid congruous furniture or land-
scape--morsels of actual life, conversation or music or play,
but refined upon or idealisçd, till they come to seem like
glimpses of life from afar.2

Admirable as i,s Pater's description of the character of the

Giorgionesque, his assertions about the origins of the style are open

to question. Many scholars, including Prof. André Chastel of the

Sorbonne, see Giorgione as owing more to central ltalian styles t,han

I Greek Studies 2B

2
Renai ssance , I4I
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to the Venetian traditionl; and Pater does seem to underemphasize

the religious content of many of his pictures. Because he intended

his essay to be a corrective to the shortcomings of much Victorian

criticism, Pater makes much of the exclusively visual aspects of the

Giorgionesque. I,tlhile not claiming for Giorgione a place in the his-

tory of art equal to that of the High Renaissance giants, he does

seek to present him as a force in general culture, and thus of con-

siderable significance. Pater claimed that Giorgione virtually

invented the portable painting, a highly contentious cIaim, and t,hus

opened up a new role and a greater significance for art,:

Those spaces of more cunningly blant colour, obediently filling
their places. hitherto, in a mere architectural scheme,
Giorgione detaches from the waII. He frames them... so that
people may move them readily and take them where they go, as one
might a poem in a manuscript, or a musical instrument, to be
used, at will, âS â means of self-education, stimulus or solace,
coming like an animated presence, into oners cabinet, to enrich
the air as with some choice aroma, and like persons, live with
uS, for a day or a lifetime. 0f all art, such as t,his, art which
has played so trarge a part in men's culture since that time,
Giorgione is the initiator.2

This passage, with its comparison of a painting to a musical instru-

ment, is of course in keeping with the dictum that alI art aspires

toü¡ards the condition of musici but in addition the influence of a

work of art upon a room is likened to t,hat of a choice aroma, and

thus the sensuous aspect of the Giorgionesque is kept in the reader's

mind. Pater goes on to discuss The Concert,now believed to be by

I* "Giorgione",
London, L964),126

2_t{enal s sance ,

A Dictionarv of Italian Paintina , (Methuen,

L4L
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Titian, as an example of the style of Giorgione, and in his de-

scription of it he emphasizes its effect of frozen motion, of a

moment captured, thus making Giorgione the painter of magical fleet-

ing moments such as those which were for him the greatest joys of

life.

The 9g-91. in the Pitti palace, in which a monk...touches
the keys of a harpsichord, while a clerk...grasps the handle of
the viol, and a third...seems to wait upon the true int,erval
for beginning to sing.. ..1

captures a picturesque group in such a moment,; "fn the moment be-

fore they are lost altogether in that calm unearthly glow. ..."2 A

few pages later another passage, seeking to define the essence of

the Giorgionesque, is reminiscent, of the "Conclusion" (which reap-

peared in the third edition of $e Renaissance) where the reader

was urged to develop the love of art, because it gave

The highest quality to your moments as they pass, and simply
for those moments' sake.ó

Pater wrot,e:

The master is pre-eminent for the resolution, the ease and quick-
ness, with which he reproduces instantaneous motion--...the em-
brace, rapid as the kiss, caught with death itself from dying
lips--some momentary conjunction of mirrors and polished armour
and still water....The sudden act, t,he rapid transition of thought,
the passing expression--this he arresüs with that vivacity which
Vasari has att,ributed to him....Now it is part of the ideality
of the highest. sort of dramatic poetry, t,hat it presenüs us with
a kind of profoundly significant and animated instants, a mere
gesture, a look, a smile, perhaps--some brief and wholly con-
crete moment--". .which seems to absorb past, and future in an

I rbid,
2 rbid,
3 rbid,

r44

r44

239
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intense consciousness of the present. Such ideal instants the
school of Giorgione selects,..from that feverish, tumultuously
coloured world of the old citizens of Venice--exquisite pauses
in time, in which, arrested thus, we seem to be spectat,ors of all
t,he fullness of existence, and which are like some consumnate ex-
tract or quint,essence of tife.l

Thus Pater found in the style of Giorgione, as in the work

of other artists, precedent and illustration of an aspect of his

own view of life. The personality of Giorgione appealed to him aIso,

and even the lack of reliable information about him added to his

fascination. As André Chastel wrote:

Eminent art lovers, Iike Walter Pater...have felt this ambigu-
ity. or, perhaps, this mystery to be appropriate to Giorgione's
singular aru.2

Like Leonardo, Giorgione was illegitimate, a genius who by the laws

of Victorian morality ought to have been ashamed of his birth. Little

is known about his life and movements, and even the cause of his death

at, the age of thirty-three is disputedi although it was connected with

a woman, who thus becomes a femme fatale and injects a flavour of

necrophilia, evident in the phrase quoted above: "Rapid as the kiss,

caught with death itself from dying lips,...3 Giorgione is various-

ly aLleged to have died of a broken heart when his mistress eloped

with one of his pupils, and to have died of a plague caught, from her

infect,ed lips. In either case the connection of deat,h with passion

remains, and Pater's interpretation of the Mona Lisa comes t,o mind.

I rbid, 150

2 Cnustel, Op Cit, I25.
essay as writt,en in 1873.

Chastel wrongly refers to Pater's

3 Renai s cê. 150
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is all

the more tragic for dying young when he so loved the beautiful sen-

sations of this world.

fn writing "The School of Giorgione", Pater accepted the

attributions of Crowe and Cavalcaselle, whose excellent book is at

its worst in the chapter on Giorgione. He seems to have accepted

their attributions not so much because he was convinced of their ac-

curacy, as because he was not in possession of any evidence to dis-

prove them. throughout the essay he seems uneasy, and sygn cynical.

never st,ating with any firmness that Crowe and Cavalcaselle are to

be believed:

The accomplished science of the subject has come at last, and,
as in other instances, has not made the past, more real for us,
but assured us only that we possess less of it than we seemed to
possess.l

The uselessness of what Pater sometimes called "mere anti-

quarianism" is further emphasised in a later passage:

Nor has the criticism, which thus so freely diminishes the num-
ber of his authentic works, added anything important to the
well-known outline of the life and personätity of the r"n....2

For Pater, the paintings themselves were what really mat,tered, and

they told him more of their creators and their social background

than any amount of antiquarianism:

But although the number of Giorgione's extant, works has been
thus limited by recent criticism, all is not done when the real
and the traditional elements in what concerned with a great

I Renaissance, L43

rbid, 146
2
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name, much that is not real is oft,en very stimulating.l

This justification can be applied to Pater's use of material that he

knew to be false or suspect in "Leonardo", but it especially con-

cerns Giorgione:

For the aesthetic philosopher, therefore. over and above the
real Giorgione, and his authentic extant works, there remains
the giggi-one-pg-ue, also--an influence, a spiri¿ or type in art,
active in men so different as those to whom many of his sup-
posed works are really assignable.2

The best indication of Pater's at,titude to the work of Crowe

and Cavalcaselle is perhaps his passing characterisat,ion of their

book as "the "new Vasari"...."3 Although he knew that, many of

Vasari's stories had not stood up to examination, he, and other

writers on art, made constant use of the Vitae. He seems to have

been implying that Crowe and Cavalcaselle. like Vasari, are of use

to writers on art, but not the final authority; always open to chal-

lenge, and not to be taken too seriously.

Giorgio Vasari was one of the sixteenth century Italian

artists to whom Pater devoted a number of references, although not a

full essay, and thus a survey of these remarks is appropriate here.

Vasari was of course an undistinguished pain¿er, not to be compared

to Veronese or Titian or the Bellini, but the liveliness of his an-

ecdotes has ensured his popularity as a biographer of his contempo-

I rbid,
2 rbid,
3 rbid,

I47

I48

L45
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r arie s.

"Leonardo da Vinci" is the essay in which Pater refers most

often to Vasari--a t,otal of six times. He opens by referring to a

story about Leonardo in the first edition of the Vitae which was

omitted from lat,er editions¡ and goes on to describe Vasari's out-

line of Leonardo's life as "brilliant...."l although he knows from

Amoretti's researches that it is full of errors. In discussing

Vasari's story of a Medusa painted by Leonardo, Pater seems to pre-

fer his own feeling and judgement to historical research, refusing

to dismiss an attractive and stimulating story because it appearsr

from the results of antiquarianism, to be unfounded:

Vasari's story of an earlier Medusa, painted on a wooden shield,
is perhaps an invention; and yet, properly told, has more of the
air of truth about it than anyttring eise in the whole legend.2

In contrast to this passage, in lvhich Pater seems to t,rust

Vasari more than the modern researchers, he comes close t,o accusing

him of deliberate deception when discussing a work then thought to be

by Raphael. which is mentioned in this essay as being derivative

from the T,a sf. Su nncr : "Vasari pretends that the central head was

never finished."3 Vasari makes his final appearance in "Leonardo"

in the role of collector, being mentioned as having owned an "fnes-

timable folio of drawings,..."4 which included designs by Verrocchio.

I
2

3

4
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In the essay on Botticelli, written one year later, in 1870,

Vasari's anecdotes about Botticelli's immoderate spending and wild

living in his early years are ignored, presumably because they are

not compatible with the image Pater want,ed to create for t,he then

almost unknown painter. In fact, after denigrating Vasari as a gos-

sip, Pater virtually denies the existence of any stories about

Botticelli.

Criticism indeed has cleared away much of the gossip which
Vasari accumulated, has touched the legend of Lippo and
Lucrezia, and rehabilitated the character of Andrea del Cqstagno.
But in Botticelli's case there is no legend to dissipate.l

This is not only misleading but ironic, for as the essay on Leonardo

reveals, no-one read and used Vasari's gossip more avidly than Pater

himself, when it suited him. In his use of Vasari's anecdotes,

Pater was guided not by their apparent truth or falsity, but by

their suitability as illustrations for his creation.

Despite his dependence on Vasari when writing about

Míchelangelo and Giorgione, and his frequent use of his anecdotes,

Pater mentions him by name once only in each of these essays.2 In

"Michelangelo" he is mentioned as ¿he correspondent of the sculptor.

in "Giorgione" as t,he source of one of the accounts of the painter's

deat,h.

In "Hippolytus Veiled" (1889), Vasari is twice mentioned as

the chronicler of the early Renaissance, a period which he knew only

I rbid, 5I
2 Excluding the description of Crowe and Cavalcaselle as "the

new Vasari".
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Pater

expresses regret that so little is known of

The early Altic deme-life--its picturesque, intensely Io-
calised variety,..and with it many a relic of primitive reli-
gion, many an early groü¡th of art parallel to what Vasari re-
õords of ártistic Ëeiinnings in t¡ã smaller cities of ltaly.l

The second reference to Vasari, a few pages later, contrasts him fa-

vourably with 0verbeck and seems to be entirely laudatory:

overbeck's careful gleanings of its history form indeed a sorry
relic as contrasted^with Vasari's intimations of the beginnings
of the Renairr"o"".2

The reader is left with the impression that in the case of Vasari,

as of Giorgione, Pater preferred t,o make up his own mind about the

value of the man's work, regardless of what faults, inconsistencies,

and untruths pedants and antiquarians might claim to detect.

l,ltrhereas he devoted an essay, or part of one, to Giorgione,

while only once mentioning him in another context. Pater dealt with

that other great Venetian master, Titian, in a number of scattered

references over a period of twenty years.

In "The Poetry of Michelangelo" the patriarch of Venice is

contrasted twice with the patriarch of Florence, as quite opposed

in their use of landscape elements. For Michelangelo, the human

figure was all, but in Titian's work nature plays so large a part

that Pat,er bracketed him on one occasion with da Vinci. In the sec-

ond paragraph of the essay on Michelangelo, in giving an introducto-

I Greek Studies, 153

rbid. r5B
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ry summary of his particular genius. Pater observes: "No forest-sce-

nery like Titian's filIs his backgrounds...."I A few pages lat,er,

t,he same observation recurs: "He gives us indeed no lovely natural

objects like Leonardo or Titian,..."2 Pater was, however. fully

aware that landscape in Titian's art is expressive, and not merely

decorative¡ as is revealed by an observation in "Demeter and Perse-

phone II" (1875), where Demeter is characterised as the mater

dolorosa of the classical world:

Her robe of dark blue is the raiment of her mourning, but also
the blue robe of the earth in shadow, as we see it in Titian's
Iandscapes; her great age is the age of the immemorial earth;...3

Titian's handling of figures in the landscape setting evoked

Pater's praise in the essay "A study of Dionysus". written in the

following J¡ear: and here he is contrast,ed with Tintoretto, anot,her

great Venetian master, who also painted a @:
And as a story of romantic love, fullest perhaps of aII the mo-
tives of classical legend of the pride of life, it survived with
undiminished interest to a later world. two of the greatest mas-
ters of ltalian painting having poured their whole power into
it¡ Titian with greater space of ingathered shore and mountain,
and solemn foliaie, and fiery animai life;...4

Thus before he came to deal with Titian in the essay on

Giorgione, with whom he was so closely connected, Pater had shown an

awareness of several aspects of Titian's work; specifically. his

t
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powerful use of landscape motifs, and his passionate interest in the

sentiments of classical mythology. Titian's ability to bring a

certain untranslatable pictorial quality to these scenes of clas-

sical mythology and also everyday life is mentioned early in the es-

say on Giorgione:

To suppose that all is mere technical acquirement in delineation
or touch,..this is the way of most spectators, and many critics.
who have never caught sight aII the time of that true pictorial
quality which lies between,..that inventive or creative handling
of pure line and colour. which, as... in the works of Titian or
Veronese, is quite independent_of anyt,hing definitely poetical
in the subject it accompanies.r

Pat,er suggests that some element. difficult of definition,

in drawing and colouring provides this true pictorial quality, citing

amongst ot,her examples two from Titian:

It is the colourins--that, weaving of Iight, as of just percepti-
ble gold threads, through the dress, the flesh, the atmosphere,
in Titian's !4€:gi4, that staining of the whole fabric of the
thing with a new. delightful physical quality. This .d.@,ing.,
t,hen--the arabesque traced in the air-by Tintoret's flying fig-
uresr by Titian's forest branches;. . . ¿

In addition to the qualities referred to in the earlier essays, this

passage shows that Pater was fully aware of Titian's genius as one

of the great colourists of art. In this paragraph Pater goes on to

claim that Titian's work represents the final and highest st,ate of

poetry in painting, once the mastery of the basic devices of the art-

ist is established:

I Renaissance, I32

rbid, L32
2
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rn its primary aspect, a great picture has no more definite mes-
sage for us than an accidental play of sunlight,..is itself, in
truth, a space of such fallen light, caught as the colours are
in an Eastern carpet,...And this primary and essential condi-
tion fulfilled, we may trace the coming of poetry into painting,
by fine gradations upwards;..until in Titian we have, as his põ-
etry in the Ariadne, so actually a touch of t,rue childlike hu-
mour in the distinctive, quaint figure with its silk gown, which
ascends the temple stairs, in his picture of the Presentat,ion of
the Viroin, at Venice.I

Among the many disputes which have arisen over the author-

ship of the poetic paintings of the school of Giorgione, most have

concerned whether certain works are by Titian or Giorgione. At cer-

tain times in their lives t,heir styles were quite identical, but the

rarity, and thus greater costn of the works of the short-lived

Giorgione has always tempted owners of disputed paintings to attri-
bute them to him. This in turn has led many to underestimate the

quality of Titian's more easily available paintings. pater rightly

refused to denigrate Titian in comparison to Giorgione, and apt,ly

summed up the situation:

Born so near to Titian, though a little before him, that these
two:..may almost, be called contemporaries, Giorgione stands to
Titian in somet,hing like the relationship of sordello to Dante,
in Browning's poem. Titian, when he leaves Bellini, becomes in
turn the pupil of Giorgione. He lives in const,ant labour more
than sixty years after Giorgione is in his gravei and with such
fruit, that hardly one of the greater tohrns of Europe is without
some fragment of his work. hrt the slightly older man, wit,h his
so limited actual product..,yet expresses, in elementary motive
and principle, that spirit--itself the final acquisition of alt
the long endeavours of venetian art--which ritian spreads over
his whole life's act,ivity.2
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It is ironic that this question of the attribution of works

which could have been by either of the art,ists, and which mattered

so little to Pater--his belief that Titian's 9rc8 was by

Giorgione does not mar his characterization of the Giorgionesque--

should have been the greatest difficulty of all to his admirer

Bernard Berenson, as consult,ant to the dealer Lord Duveen.

Brief though most of his observations were, Pater mentioned

Titian more consistently than any ot,her painter. After a brief ap-

pearance in "Charles Lamb" (1878), in which Pater praises Lamb's

criticism of his art, Titian and his distinctive handling of the hu-

man form in a natural setting are cited in the first paragraph of

"The Beginnings of Greek Sculpture ff. The Age of Graven Images."

(IBB0). Not only Titian's handling of landscape, but his colour and

his passionate classicism are evoked in this passage on Greek sculp-

ture:

Its real background,..was a world of exquisite craftsmanship,
touching ¿he minutest details of daily life with splendour and
skiIl, in close correspondence with a peculiarly animated devel-
opment of human existence--the energetic movement and stir of
typically noble human forms, quite worthily clothed--amid sce-
nery as poetic as Titian's. If shapes of colourless stone did
come into that background, it was as the undraped human form
comes into some of ritian's pictures, only t,o cool and solemnize
its splendour; the work of the Greek sculptor being seldom in
quite colourless stone,..but often in richly toned metal..,and
in its consummate products,chryselephantine.--work in gold and
ivory, on a core of cedar.r

I,ltrhereas Pater's earliest mentions of Titian stress his han-

dling of landscape elements, the later references seem to stress his

I Greek Studies, 224
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magnificent colours. In the passage above. his nudes in their set-

tings were compared to Greek sculptures which juxtaposed marble with

gold and cedar. In a passing reference in the l8B7 fmaginary Por-

trait "Duke Carl of Rosenmold", Pater speaks of "The glowing gold of

Titian's Italian sun,..."l Pater's references to Titian from lBZl

to IBBT have been, without, exception, flattering. Pater has shown

himself moved by Titian's handling of figure and landscape, im-

pressed by his daring and magnificent colouring, and delighted by

his treatment of Christian and especially classical subjects. In the

IB90 essay "Art Notes in North ltaly" however, the older and more

cautious Pater seems Iess happy with his r,r¡ork. Instead of detight-

ing in his colourful and exciting rendition of classical myths, he

seems distressed by hints of paganism¡ and comes close to accusing

him of insincerity in his painting of Christian subjects, and even

ventures a tentative censure on aesthet,ic grounds.

First of all, Pat,er acknowledges that some of Titian's reli-
gious art was successful, and declares him to have brought the reti-
gious dreams of Mantegna and the Bellini to t,heir ultimate conclu-

sion:

Titian, as we see him in what some have thought his noblest work,
the large altarpiece,..of S.S. Nazaro e Celso, at Brescia, is
certainly a religious--a great religious painter. The famous
Gabriel of the Annunciat,ion,..adapt,ed, it was said, from an an-
cient stat,ue, yet as novel in design as if Titian had been the
first to handle that so familiar figure in old religious arü.. ,

affording sufficient proof how sacred themes could rouse his
imagination. and all his manual skiIl, t,o heroic efforts.2

I Imaoinarv Portreits I27
2 Miscell aneous Studie s 90
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Then, instead of using Titian's equal interest in pagan and

Christian subjects as evidence of the bringing together of the two

traditions in the Renaissance, Pater goes on instead to suggest t,hat

the different traditions occupied distinct and unmerged places in

Titian's mind. The use of the word "attitudes", with its overtones

of "attitudinizing", and Pater's failure to place Titian in the

mainstream wit,h Pico, MicheIangelo, and Montaigne, as a unifier of

the separate streams, is quite out of keeping with his practice in

other contexts:

But he is also the painter of the Venus of the Tribr.¡ne and
t,he Triumph of Bacchus; and such frank acceptance of the volup-
tuous paganism of the Renaissance, the motive of a large pro-
portion of his work, might make us think that religion, grandly
dramatic as was his conception of it, can have been for him only
one of many pictorial attitudes.l

This expression of mistrust of Titian's religious devot,ion,

and the uncharacteristic assertion that his interest in pagan cul-

ture makes his Christian convictions dubious. is followed a few

pages lat,er by the only passage in which Pater speaks less than en-

t,husiastically about him:

ft must be admitted, however, t,hat...Titian sometimes lost a
little of himself in the greatness of his designs, or committed
their execution, in part, to others,...2

The implication of this sentence is that Titian over-reached him-

self, that he was not always able to give full expression to his de-

signs and intentions. This seems to cont,radict the many assertions

I r¡i¿, go

2 r¡i¿, ro2



in the earlier essays that he was a great master of atl the ,."1:o

niques of painting, capable of giving form to any conception. The

most reasonable explanation of this is t,hat Titian was less pleasing

to the pious conforming Pater of lB90 than he had been to the Oxford

enfant t,errible of two decades earlier; because the frank paganism

that had once seemed delightful and liberating now seemed somehow

threatening. This being so, Pat,er sought to find fault with Titian

and thus rationalize and express his waned enthusiasm. Certainly we

need not think Pater incapable of such a cloaking of moral uneasi-

ness as aesthetic displeasure, for it is the logical converse of the

process by which he formerly gave undue emphasis to the bizarre and

sexually questionable aspects of what he took to be Leonardo's work.

An examination of "Art Notes in North ltaly" does seem to support

the hypothesis. As stated in the introduc¿ory comments at, the begin-

ning of this section, Pater made no extravagant claims for the minor

artists he discussed in this essay. It does seem, though, that their

religious subject-matt,er is the only justification for his having

written about them at all.

The essay begins with the assertion, discussed above, that

although Titian was on occasion a great religious painter, his pa-

ganism makes one doubt the depth of his religious conviction. From

there, Pater goes on to stat,e that there were other artists of that

day whose religious convictions could not be doubted, and by mention-

ing Giotto and Fra Angelico, seems to imply that these contemporaries

of Titian's are in the mainstream of art by virtue of their faith:
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There are however, painters of that date who, while their work
is great enough to be connected (perhaps groundlessly) with
Titian's personal influence, or direct,ly attributed to his hand,
possess at least this psychological interest, that about their
religiousness there can be no question. Their work is to be
looked for mainly in and about, the two sub-alpine towns of
Brescia and Bergamo; in the former of which it becomes defin-
able as a g!gg!--the school of Moretto, in whom the perfected
art of the later Renaissance is to be seen in union with a
catholicism as convinced, towards the middle of the sixteenth
century, as that of Giotto or Angelico.l

In discussing Moretto, Pater describes a painting of his of

The Conversion of St. Paul, asserting that:

Moretto...is one of the few painters who have fully understqod
the art,istic opportunities of the subject of Saint Paul,...2

Moret,to is commended for having broken away from t,he st,ereotyped

images of St. PauI as either a conventional Roman soldier or a dull

old man; presenting him, it seems for a moment, as one of the beau-

tiful youths so overtly admired by Pater in his franker moments:

Moretto also makes him a nobly accoutred soldier...but a soldier
still in possession of all those resources of unspoiled youth....3
The pure, pa1e, beardless face, in noble profile, might have þadfor its immediate model some military monk of a later age,...4

The att,ractiveness of the image of the saint, reminiscent of

Marius, is not aIl that Pater admires in this painting. The drama

of the event impressed him:

The terrified horse, very grandly designed, leaps high against

I
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the suddenly darkened sky above the distant horizon of Damascus.
with aIl Moretto's peculiar understanding of the power of black
and white. I

In the Iast sentences, though, it becomes clear that neit,her

the beauty of the saint nor the drama of the conversion is the basic

cause of Pater's admiration of the picture. Most of all, he was

moved by its religious sentiment, which he characterizes with the

standard clichés and predict,able peroration of a Victorian sermon:

ft breathes all the joy and confidence of the Apostle who knows
in a single flash of time that he has found the veritable cap-
tain of his soul. It is indeed the Paul whose genius of con-
vict,ion has so greatly moved the minds of men--the soldier who.
bringing his prisoners "bound t,o Damascus", is become the soldier
of Jesus Christ.2

The internal evidence of this passage, which suggests that

Moretto's religious sentiment was for Pater not, merely a factor, but,

the greatest factor, which made his art of interest, is confirmed by

another reference to him later in the essay. Aft,er t,he observation

that "Titian sometimes lost a little of himself in the greatness of

his designs,..."3, Pater went on:

Moretto, in his work, is always all there--thorough, steady.
even, in his workmanship. That, agaln, wâs a result of his
late-surviving religiou s conscience. 4

In tones more reminiscent of Marius than of The Rena I S SanCe

extolled the joys of Christianity he felt in Moret,t,o's work:

I r¡id, 92

2 rbid, 92
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An intimately religious artist, full of cheerfulness, of joy.
Upon the airy galleries of his great altar-piece, the angels
dance against the sky above the Mother and the Child;...r

For a few sentences Pater permits himself some technical ob-

servations which reveal an understanding of the place of mannerism

in the development of artistic style, only to quickly lapse back

into virtuous reverie:

The spectator may note yet another artistic alliance, some-
thing of the pale effulgence of Correggio--an approach, at
least, to that peculiar treat,ment of light and shade, and a pïe-
occupation with certain tricks t,herein of nature itself, by
which Correggio touches Rembrandt on the'one hand, Da Vinci on
the other. Here, in Moretto's work, you may think that manner
more delightful, perhaps because more refined, than in Correggio
himself. ¿

Pater does not pursue this very interesting line for long. because

it leads him in a direction opposed t,o t,hat which suits hi s purpose

in this essay. He turns back the moment he reaches this inconve-

nient but inevitable conclusion:

It is, in truth" the first step in the decomposition of light, a
touch of decadence, of sunset,, along the whole horizon of North-
ftalian art. It is, however, as the painter of the white-stoled
Ursula and her companions that the great master of Brescia is
most likely to remain in the memory of the visitor;...In the
clearness, the cleanliness, the hieratic distinction, of this
earnest and deeply-felt composition, there is something "pre-
Raphaelite"; as also in a certain liturgical formality in the
grouping of the virgins....They bring us, appropriately, close
to the grave of this manly yet so virginal painter,...3

A reader who based his idea of Moretto's art solely on pat,er's

I rbid,
2 rbid,
3 rbid,
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comments wolrld have a distorted view of his merits. fn closing his

section on Moretto, Pater refers once in passing to "His rare poetic

portraits¡..."1 while discussing his altar-pieces in the National

Gallery. Moretto's reput,ation is based almost entirely on his por-

traits, which Pat,er mentions so briefly. His large religious works

are notoriously contrived and dull, and enthusiasm for them is a

sure sign of religious emotion clouding aest,hetic judgement. fn

lB77 Pater had been able t,o pronounce with sense and taste on the

question of the relative status of Giorgione and Titian; but in 1890

he reached this strange and distorted conclusion about the relat,ive

merits of Titian and Moretto, having approached t,hem so full of piety

as to have excluded the possibility of a purely aesthetic judgement.

When he came upon a genu,inely significant line of enquiry, he cut

his thoughts on it short, and lapsed back into t,rite phrases about

j oy and virginity.

In t,he comments t,hat follow the discussion of Moretto, pater

concerns himself more with style and Iess with sentiment,, as he

seeks to characTetize the work of Luini, Borgognone, and Ferrari.

He seems to be tending towards the t,heory that mannerism had its or-

igins in the convergence of High Renaissance and archaic northern

European styles, in the sixteenth century:

Both alike, Ferrari and Borqognone ßj-q), may seem t,o have intro-
duced into fiery rtalian latiiudes aãrtain northern t,empera-
ture, and somewhat twilight,, French, or Flemish, or German,

I rbid, Io4
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thoughts. r

The use of the metaphor of temperature in this context recalls the

reference to sunset in the passage on Moretto, which has already

been quoted.2 Rs in the essay on winckelmann, pater saw the warmer

temperature of the medit,erranean countries as appropriate t,o their

more passionate art; and in view of his constant, use of organic

metaphors for art, it is indeed consistent that this region saw the

germination of European culture. rt is a fair generalisation that

rtarian Renaissance painting used warmer, eart,hier colours than

nort,hern European painting; and the often st,rident clashing colours

of much mannerist art may be seen as, in part, the result of the

adoption of an inclusive palette. IÀlhen Pater's concern with sensa-

tions of heat and cold in art, as seen in the essays on Luca and

Giorgione particularly, is remembered, it does not seem at alI im-

possible that he was aware, consciously or othenuise, of some of these

ramifications, or bases, of his metaphors. This thesis is not the

place for an investigation of this matter, but it does assume some

interest when the frequent use of the terms "warm" and "cool" in the

jargon of twentieth century art is considered.

Pater seems t,o have recognised that Ferrari had more than one

style, and that his works seem to differ from one another according

to their location, or at least the place of their creation. Ever

rbid, %

rbid, 1æ
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willing t,o see a link between art and t,he social and geographical

circumstances which saw its birth" he finds a primitivism in certain

of Ferrari's works which he relates to their unsophisticated social

context, So much simpler than the more urban sett,ings which seemed

to provoke him to a more st,rained mannerism:

Ferrari, coming from the neighbourhood of Varallo, after work at
Vercelli and Novara, returns thither to labour, as both sculp-
tor and painter, in the "stations" of the Sacro Monte, at a
form of religious art, which wou.ld seem to have some natural kin-
ship with the temper of a mountain people....It is as if this
serious soul, going back to his mount.ain home, had lapsed again
into mountain "grotesque", with touches also, in truth" of a
particularly northern poetry--a myst,ic poetry, .. .1

rn contrast to this is Ferrari's work at vercelli and Novara, where

in works of "remarkable proportions..."2 he is "not less graciously

It,alian than Luini himself ."3

As he concludes "Art Notes in North ltaly", pater ret,urns to

the theme with which he began: the existence in the work of many of

Titian' s contemporaries of a spirit of devotion not always present in

the greater master's art. The work of minor artists moves him to

observe that

ft is here, in fact, at Bergamo and Brescia, that the late sur-
vival of a really convinced religious spirit becomes a stiking
fact in the history of Italian art.4

He totally overlooks the erot,icism and sensuality of so much of the

I rbid, 94
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work of Romanino of Brescia, observing:

He is distinguished aLso for a remarkable gLæEqgg.g" of design,
which has something to do, is certainly congruous with, a
markedly religious sentiment, like that of Angelico or Perugino,
Iingering still in the soul of this Brescian painter towards the
middle of the sixteenth century.

Romanino and Moretto, the two great masters of Brescia in
successive generations, both alike inspired above all else by
the majesty, the majestic beauty, of religion--its persons, its
events, every circumstance that belongs to it....t

The concluding paragraph of the essay contains an amazing and total

contradiction of the basic idea of the Renaissance conveyed by the

earlier essays--that it was a movement which unified the pagan and

Christian traditions, broadening men's culture. Here, instead, he

wrote of the spirits of beauty and holiness:

At the Renaissance the world might seem to have part,ed
them....But here certainly, once ffiorê, Catholicism and the
Renaissance, religion and culture, holiness and beauty,
might seem reconciled, by one IRgmanino] who had conceived
neither after any feeble way ,. ..2

Even the change in Pater's attitude towards Christianity, which we

have seen was cynical in 1869 and pious in 1890, does not prepare us

for this reversal of his view of the generous, unifying function of

the earlier Renaissance. The distortion is as great as that suf-

fered by individual artists in Pater's description of them in "Art

Notes in North ltaly", where Moretto is acclaimed for his altar-

pieces, and Romanino for his piety. and Titian all but called a

hypocrite. The extent of Pater's distortion of this phase of art is
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further illuminated by the reali zation that he devot,ed ro*" *o*frt'
each to Moretto and Romanino, than to veronese and rintoretto to-

getheri having mentioned those great artists only in the most, insig-

nificant asides. Admirable as was "The Schoot of Giorgione", "Art

Notes in North ltaly" shows Pater sacrificing a balanced view to his

desire to find precedents and evidence for his oúì¡n subjective views

at the time of writing. rn "Leonardo da vinci" he had over-empha-

sized the dubious and the bizarre; here he has ignored it white

making much of the religious element. Although many of his early

beliefs, such as his faith in the inextricabitity of art and general

culture. still underlie the later essay. there is an evident rêvêr-

saI of his attitude to morality in art. This provides final proof,

if any is needed, that Pater as much as any of his contemporaries

allowed the spheres of aesthetics and morality to overlap.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

This thesis represents an atternpt to build up, fron hun-

dreds of specific judgenents, a conplete picture of Paterrs under-

standing of the Renaissance; in order that the developnent of his

views could be foIlowed, and a conclusion reached on the question

of just how reliable a guide to that period, or movenent, he was.

Pater wrote more about the Renaissance than any other as-

pect of hunan culture. Undeniably his writings contain a body of,

infornation and criticisn which was a renarkable achievenent in

view of the di fficulties scholars of his era faced. The shifts in

hís views on specific artists and personalities are very marked,

and with few exceptions conformed to a general pattern. Despite

these changes in judgerne.nt-. Paterf s o\¡erall view of what the

Renaissance hras, and what it meant in European culture, üras nain-

tained with renarkable consistency.

He never wavered fron the opinion that the Renaissance was,

in Mrs. Pattisonsfs phrase, a trsentimental revolution,,1, rather

than a period in political history or the development of artistic

1 Pattison, review of Renaissance, 104
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styles. He saw the Renaissance as a movement in hunan consciousness

which was reflected in changes in art and social rnores, and he al-

rrrays r4ras at least as interested in personalities as in their work.

He never expressly contradicted the definition of rrRenaissancerl

which he gave in rrrwo Early French storiesrr (1s72), but he certainry

changed his ernphases in his later writings. In L872 he r,{rote:

For us, the Renaissance is the nane of a manysided but yet
united movement, in which the love of the things of the intellect
and the inagination for their own sake, the desire for a more
liberal and conely way of conceiving life, rnake thenselves fert,
urging those who experience this desire to search out first one
and then another means of intellectual or inaginative enjoynent,
and directing then not merely to the discóvery of old and for-
gotten sources of this enjoynent, but to the divination of fresh
sources theregf--new experiences, new subjects of poetry, nevr
forms of art.'

In his earlier writings Pater seerned constantly to see this

spirit in terns of open and active revolt against the noral linita-

tions of Christianity. It is apparent that rebelliousness nore than

any other characteristic was essential in the nature of anyone who

aspired to a place in his nedieval proto-Renaissance. Regardless of

the significance of his work in stylistic and humanitarian tems,

Giotto was excluded fron the proto-Renaissance because of his obvious

piety. sinilarly Dante was not allowed beyond the bor.urds of the le-

gitirnate middle age, while Abelard, seemingly because of his love

for u61oise, was hailed by Pater as the precurser of the new freedom.

1 Renaissance, 2
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In his essays on Botticelli and Pico, Pater ernphasized the

breadth of their synpathies and their paganisrn, He seemed almost

to deplore Botticellirs later religious art, and delighted in the

earlier Venus-1ike Madonnas, and their possible irreligious signi-

ficance.

The earliest of the essays on the High Renaissance giants,

'rleonardo da Vincitt, shows Pater straying as far as he ever did

from real criticism into the realm of prose poetry. He presents

Leonardo as decadent and anti-Christian, defying norality and reti-

cence in his quest for the novel and fascinating. The essay on

Michelangelo, written only thio years later, is mrch nilder, but the

fierce individualism of the nan and his love of the pagan tradition

ßr-eernphasized. His fauns and classically conceived nude youths are

discussed, but not his Moses or Piétà. Raphael is mentioned but

once in The Renaissance.

Sinilarly, Pater was selective in choosing the aspects of

the last phase of the Renaissance to be nentioned in his early writ-

ings. He spoke approvingly of the llÉiade, and the I'refined and

comely" nature of sixteenth century decadence.

In his later writings, ahnost everything is different. In

Marius Giotto was rehabilitated, and later Dante too was given

fairer treatment. In the later writings on the Gothic sty1e, poli-

tical repression ratheï than the linítations of Christian norality
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was proposed as the rationale of revolt. Abelard comes to be con-

sidered as a philosopher rather than a lover, and Christianity is

mentioned with reverence rather than cynicism.

The 1892 essay rrRaphael'r finally granted to the scholarly

painter the place which he had earlier been denied, as the equal

of Leonardo and Michelangelo. Pater cites as his virtues the very

opposite quaLities to those which he had adnired in Leonardo.

Later references to Leonardo entirely lack the selfconscious deca=

dence of the 1869 essay.

The most remarkable evidence of the totality of the change

in Paterrs point ofview is provided by his later discussion of the

artists and writers of the sixteenth century. He expresses severe

doubts about many aspects of the philosophies of Brtmo and Montaigne,

and effectively states that hunan liberation can be taken too far

for the good of those concerned. whereas he had chosen the school

of Giorgione as the subject of his first essay on the sixteenth cen-

tury, he chose in 1890 to single out the School of Moretto, and

specifically their religious works, for his fullest praise. Rever-

ence and restraint had entirely displaced rebelliousness as the

nost admirable qualities in thought and art. The chapter on Bnrno

in Gpston, with its claim that liberation was attractive and won-

derful in theory but dangerous in practice, is the central expres-

sion of the late point of view; just as the essay on Leonardo was
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of his early position.

There are unfortun dely no adequate or even very helpful

biographies of Pater, but it is clear that there was in his outward

demeanour a change which paralleled that apparent in his criticisrns

of Renaissance art and literature. As a yormg man he is said to

have enjoyed shocking others with irreverent remarks, but to have

become apparently quite pious in his later years. It is doubtful

whether he ever became a believet, at least in any readily intelli-

gible sense, but he appears, especially if l¿larius is taken as evi-

dence, to have decided that Christianity represented at least a

possibility to be taken seriously. 0n the basis of his critical

corunents, though, there seems reason to believe that his early in-

terests in honosexuality and necrophilia never faded right avray.

It seems logical to conclude that in looking at any spe=

cific critical judgernent of Paterrs, the nost irnportant fact to be

borne in nind is its date. Thère is no doubt that the change in his

attitude towards religion was the biggest single variation in his

critical standpoint, and so the najor factor to be allowed for in

his criticisms of art and thought in the periods in which religion

was the greatest source of subject natter and stinulus.

That Pater changed from an amoral to a moral critic, is the

usual'conclusion of writers who seek to define his standpoints fron

an exarnination of the rrConclusionrt and f 'Stylerr. The analysis of
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his changing estirnates of Renaissance cultural achievenents suggests

that he never espoused an amoral or disinterested point of view=-an

r?art for artrs sakerr position. Instead he moved fron ¿rn aggressive-

ly anti-Christian position to one of reverence and active conven-

tionalism. He was always, it would seem, morally involved in areas

of aesthetic judgement. Formal and stylistic rnatters never con-

cerned him as rnuch as the questíon of where an artist or personality

stood on the issues of liberty, individualisn, restraint, and con-

fonnity.

This concern, coupled with his rmscholarly nethod of using

only the rnaterial which suited the irnage of an artist or personalíty

which he chose to develop, .tgardless of its veracity, makes 'Pater

a dangerous guide to isolated aspects of Renaissance culture. One

who read only the essay on Leonardo, or the chapter on Bruno, would

get a narrow and o'ften nisleading view of the subject, But if one

reads all that Pater wrote about the Renaissance, one gets a broad

and balanced overall view, although inconplete and flawed in obvious

ways. It is hard to agree with Kenneth Clark that The Renaissance

is "the best short introduction to the period"l; but it can be

allowed that given the infonnation available to hin, and his deep-

seated and continuous need to find great figures with whon he could

1- This opinion is quoted on the back cover of the 1961
Collins Fontana edition of The Renaissance.
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identify, Pater achieved a: remarkable tmderstanding of the art of

the Renaiss¿rnce and the place of the movement in the history of

Western culture. Freeisely because of his inconsistencies and

changes of viewpoint, Pater presents, in a thousand scattered com-

ments, an adnirable account of this Itmany-sided but yet rmited

movenent...."1

1 Renaissance, xii
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